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Welcome to our 2015 brochure! It is a privilege and 
we are excited about sharing the various courses we 
have in it with you. Our objective of continued excellent 
service to our clients is our N0 1 priority and we are 
happy to be doing this with you again in 2015. 

Welcome, to our 2015 brochure that outlines the schedule 
of courses and programmes available through ReCh 
Management Centre in the current year.
Whatever industry sector your organization is in, at ReCh 
Management Centre our focus is on helping you empower 
your people to deliver the best value to your stakeholders. 
Like you, we recognize that your people are your greatest 
asset; therefore our training programmes have been developed 
with this mind. Our commitment to developing potentials is 
recognized by our clients, and participants at our training 
programmes regularly comment on our passion for excellence.

 
Our alliance with Walden University and the University 
of Liverpool, guarantees that participants at our training 
programmes have a pathway to acquiring Masters degree 
qualifications. Further information about how our delegates 
can take advantage of this, is available under our Accredited 
Programmes Section.

Our courses are broken down into faculties, aimed at 
mirroring the key functions in your business. These faculties are 
Organizational and Personal Management, Senior Executive 
Workshops & Retreats, Accounting & Financial Management, 
Banking Operations and Insurance, Marketing and 
Communications, Human Capital Development, Project and 
Contract Management, Oil, Gas and Energy Management, 
Good Governance. 

Our staff and faculty are looking forward to welcoming you 
at our training centres and locations – whether in London, 
New York, Atlanta, Dubai or Lagos. 

Welcome

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com

Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439

The team at ReCh Management 
Centre is made up of experts 
in varied fields who have 
both academic and on the 
job experience which covers 
a wide and diverse range of 
capabilities.
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We structure successful consulting and training 
engagements by being collaborative, accessible, 
responsive, and pragmatic.

ReCh Management Centre is a world class International 
Training Firm with the head office in London and several other 
training centre’s and locations around the world. We offer 
training in cities such as Atlanta, New York, Dubai, Singapore, 
Lagos and Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. ReCh is known not only 
for the provision of the highest quality training and development 
services, but also for its continuing ethical approach to 
business. We specialize our training to address the need of the 
management of both the public and private sector. We also 
work with international funding bodies to achieve a successful 
completing of project as it relates to training.

Our training Programmes have all been designed with our 
clients in mind. At ReCh Management Centre the likelihood 
of a training mismatch is non-existent as we put in a lot of 
effort in understanding what the training objectives of your 
organization are and how to help you achieve that. We 
design all our courses to maximize real learning that can be 
transferred directly to the workplace. 

Our training has become well-known for enabling learning 
through the exchange of experiences and ideas, facilitating 
and motivating practical exercises to consolidate learning, 
presenting key ideas in a straightforward and memorable 
way, providing high-quality written support materials to take 
away, offering follow-up support to clarify any learning 
points after the course has ended and offering certificates of 
attendance on completion of any course.

You can be a part of any of our open courses, or on the other 
hand, ReCh Management Centre can come to you. We 
are also very popular for the successful delivery of Tailored 
Training to suit particular demands of our clients.

About Our Business

At ReCh Management 
Centre, we uphold an 
ethical approach to 
business and we are 
proud of this.

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com

Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439
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Executive Recruitment
We at ReCh Management Centre as specialist consultants recruit at all 
levels. We are experts in identifying rare candidates and attracting them 
to your business through an innovative and transparent process.  No 
matter the levels at which you are looking to recruit, we have the expertise 
and experience to help. Due to our involvement in capacity building, 
we are constantly being approached by candidates who are investing 
their resources at improving themselves in their given field. Therefore as 
generalist headhunters, we are able to offer a much more thorough service. 
You are guaranteed of the confidentiality you specify and we will recruit 
from a list of targets created and agreed with you.

Consultancy Services
The team at ReCh Management Centre is made up of expert in varied 
field who have both academic and on the job experience which covers 
a wide and diverse range of capabilities. Our consultants are professional 
and present ReCh MC and our work, appropriately for the existing and 
prospective clientele we are talking to. 

As consultants to our clients, we are committed to providing objective 
advice, expertise and specialist skills with the aim of creating value, 
maximising growth or improving the business performance of our clients. 
ReCh MC Consulting is able to offer end-to-end solutions to both the 
public and private organizations that require specialist expertise, skills and 
industry knowledge to improve performance and business growth. We are 
able to offer this industry knowledge across a wide variety of services such 
as business strategy, marketing, financial and management controls, human 
resources, information technology, e-business and operations, and supply-
chain management.

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com

Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439

Do contact us for more 
information about these services.

Further Services
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Master Pathway
Why The Masterclass
A considerable amount of clients have registered their interest 
in continuous collaboration with other delegates they meet on 
our courses. This Masterclass route enables you to becoming 
a part of a network of focused and well-spirited professionals 
from other social climates. These varied experiences would 
also bring to life some of the faculties treated on your chosen 
Programme

How It Works
Admission for a Masters Programme normally requires a 
Bachelor degree from an accredited University, however 
completed ReCh courses will be considered as part of the 
admission requirements and would (along with suitable 
work experience) replace the need for a Bachelor degree. 
Candidates will also be evaluated on an individual basis. 

Benefits To You
Primarily, you would have the added advantage of immediately 
practicing some of the new skills/knowledge you will learn on 
your Programme. Students with completed ReCh courses will 
receive an Application Fee waiver of US$225.00, 5% tuition 
reduction for the online degree programs from the University 
of Liverpool and 20% tuition reduction towards Walden 
University 

The Next Step
Upon the completion of any of the ReCh Management Centre 
open courses, simply indicate your interest to any of our 
Masterclass recruitment team and you would be taken through 
all other registration formalities.

The University of Liverpool, United 
Kingdom and Walden University, USA have 
collaborated with ReCh Management 
Centre, to help our delegates get as much 
as possible from their chosen course. Most 
of our courses have been accepted and 
recognized by both Universities to further 
guarantee our delegates, a place on their 
Masters degree programmes. If you are 
looking to start a new career or advance 
in your chosen career through continuing 
education, this route will benefit you. 

ReCh Management Centre 
Masters Partway Programmes

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com
Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439

If you are looking to 
start a new career or 
advance in your chosen 
career through continuing 
education, this route  
will benefit you.”
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Core Values

Our mission
Our mission is the development of potentials in individuals and organizations in emerging 
economies. We believe that economies develop when entities within it are performing to their 
highest potential..

Experiencing Growth In diverse Markets

1. Relationship
People matter to us. We are committed to understanding our clients so that we can serve 
them better. Our ultimate goal is to foster mutually beneficial long-term relationships with each 
of our clients that is built on trust.

2. Knowledge Dissemination
Our faculty members are experts within their fields, and are supported by a network of 
dynamic back-office staff. We actively encourage collaboration and knowledge sharing, 
recognizing that winning ideas come from collaborative thinking. With the wealth of 
knowledge within our teams and our collaborative ethos, we create an atmosphere that is 
conducive to learning for all our delegates..

3. Integrity
We uphold an ethical approach to business and we are proud of this. We comply with all 
rules and regulations in the territories in which we operate and our regular audit checks 
is a tool to measure adherence to our published ethical guidelines.  We foster a culture of 
transparency and responsibility, investigate all violations and complaints and take appropriate 
action when required.

4. Corporate Social Responsibility
We uphold service before self and therefore actively seek opportunities to give of ourselves 
in the various territories in which we operate.  

5. Team
Our greatest assets are our people who give 100% of themselves everyday to deliver our 
mission statement to our esteemed clients. We aim to attract, develop and retain the best 
people, treating each other with honesty, compassion and respect. We foster an environment 
for team working, encouraging continued growth and development of our people to ensure 
they attain their highest potential.

Our Core Values
Our core values are demonstrated in our passion for knowledge, and our desire to exceed the 
expectations of our clients. These values are our legacy, our strength and our future.
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Whats Included
There are added advantages to you as an individual on our respective courses.  
We have the best facilitators in the business on hand to guide you through the curriculum with  
hands on support and practical study approaches mixed with friendliness and corporation.

Our world-class training programmes

Preferential world class hotels within 
proximity of training centres Administrative support 

with bookings 

Visa support

Pre Training Support

Free Airport pickup for groups to 
designated discounted hotel

World class facilitators with 
credentials in their field Accredited Programme 

schedule and course content

Network of support during 
your training programme

Free electronic tablet as a tool 
to support course modules

World class training environment 
that fosters learning 

Recognized courses providing a 
pathway to a Masters degree
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Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World

At ReCh Management 
Centre, we uphold an 
ethical approach to 
business and we are 
proud of this.
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Welcome to London
Street, Croydon, Surrey CR0 1QQ. Our 
training centre is centrally located in Croydon, 
hence making it quite easy to get around as 
well as see a lot of attractions in Croydon and 
the centre of London. 

Say ‘Whitgift’ Shopping Centre to anyone 
in Croydon and the first thing that springs to 
mind is shopping. The Whit- gift Shopping 
Centre, when opened in 1970 brought 
Croydon the distinction of being home to the 
largest shopping centre of its kind anywhere 
in Europe. You can be guaranteed that your 
stay in Croydon during your training can be 
nothing but enjoyable. The Whitgift is the 
South East’s leading shopping destination, 
where you’ll find over 140 of your favorite 
stores including Marks & Spencer, Boots 
Pharmacy & Beauty, BHS, and over 30 
independent retailers - all under one stylish 
roof. It includes anything from accessories 
and luggage to toys and travel, etc.
London is considered as a tourist destination 
and visited by millions of people annually. The 
Heathrow Airport London is considered as 
the busiest airport in the world. City of London 
provides many attractions for visitors. You can 
visit London museums, see Royal palaces 
and activities, and relax on London parks. 
London is considered home for many foreign 
migrants, whilst still keeping its traditional 
heritage and surrounding.
 

There’s nowhere quite like the City of London. 
Not only because of the historic components 
that make up the City but also because of 
the fact that London is regarded for its world’s 
leading international financial and business 
centre with the unusual ratio of 33 times 
more workers than residents; it also has its 
own unique system of administration and is 
not classified as a “borough”, but is a small 
district at the heart of the capital. 
ReCh Management Centre is based in 
Croydon, which is the southeastern part of 
London.  Croydon is a town in South London, 
England, located within the London Borough 
of Croydon. It is nestled on the very edge of 
the beautifully lush Surrey countryside. It prides 
itself as a vibrant, active business centre, with 
easy access to both Gatwick airport and 
central London. Part of the niche business 
activities of the town is Rech Management 
Centre located at Davis House, 69-77 High 

Our Centres around the World

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com
Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439

Our training centre is 
centrally located in 
Croydon, hence making it 
quite easy to get around 
as well as see a lot of 
attractions in Croydon and 
the centre of London.”
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Welcome to Dubai
Amid the shiny newness of a town where the 
biggest, most luxurious and best of everything 
is king, it’s easy to forget there is a historic 
section to see. The Bastakiya district has well-
preserved examples of original courtyard 
homes with their distinctive Arabian archways 
and wind towers. Sample Persian-inspired 
Emirati fare at Basta Arts Cafe or XVA cafe in 
the Bastakiya Art Hotel. 

Catch a glimpse of what this town was 
like before the discovery of oil triggered its 
breathtaking expansion. A surprisingly cheap 
day out at less than $1 entry, videos, artifacts 
and dioramas depict everyday life as Dubai 
went from small pearl-trading port to mega-
metropolis in only 50 years. A few minutes’ 
walk from Bastakiya, the Dubai museum is 
housed in the Al Fahidi Fort, believed to be 
the city’s oldest surviving building. 

Dubai is a landmark for Innovation; some 
might even compare computer game Sim-
city where expansion has no limit. The city 
boasts remarkable skyscrapers, such as the 
world’s tallest tower, the Burj Khalifa, (known 
as the Burj Dubai during construction), and is 
also in the process of developing one of the 
most technologically advanced buildings 
in the world - The Pad. This is based on the 
idea of the iPod; this residential tower is set 
to be embedded with the latest gadgets 
that will have the power to change interior 
design and window views to almost anything 
imaginable.

Our Centres around the World

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com
Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439

The Bastakiya district 
has well-preserved 
examples of original 
courtyard homes with 
their distinctive Arabian 
archways and wind 
towers.”
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Welcome to Lagos
are walkways and benches to rest on. Fees: 
₦500 for everyone.

The new Freedom Park is located on the 
site of the colonial prison where prominent 
Nigerians had their jail terms during the 
colonial era. The park, which is now a 
peaceful place for individual and collective 
contemplation and interaction, is open to 
public daily. Located in Lagos Island, Lagos, 
the park is a brainchild of a Lagos-born 
architect and visionary, Theo Lawson, who 
had a vision to transform the colonial prison 
to a symbol of freedom. Freedom Park is 
a memorial leisure park dedicated to the 
preserving the Lagos colonial heritage and 
history of the Old Board Street prison. 

Lagos Bar Beach is named after the sand 
bars that characterize the coastline of Lagos, 
not because of the myriad of bars that run 
along the beach itself. Very popular among 
beach goers, it is the main inner city beach, 
as the other beaches provide more of a “get 
away” from the city. Some of which include; 
Lekki Beach, Alpha Beach, Eleko Beach and 
Akodo Beach (to the East) and Tarkwa Bay, 
Ogogoro Island, Atlas Cove, Lighthouse 
beach, Ilashe Beach, Agaja Beach and 
Badagry beach (to the West) amongst others.

Lagos, also known as Èkó in the Yoruba 
language, and also affectionately called 
‘Gidi’ or ‘Las Gidi’ as a form of slang-by the 
younger generation, is a port and the most 
populous conurbation in Nigeria. Lagos 
is for tourists like England is for food. It’s a 
stereotype and not really true, but you have 
to put the effort in to see it.

There are a lot of great beaches to see 
especially if you make the effort to get 
outside the city and explore like places like 
Badagry. Inside the city, Lekki is about as 
good as it gets. There are also lots of markets 
to see, although it can be very tiring (Usually 
safe during the day).

There is the Lekki Conservation Centre by 
the Lekki Conservation Foundation, is down 
on the Lekki/Epe expressway near Chevron. 
It is really good for relaxation, its a dense 
park with a few animals and birds, there 

Our Centres around the World

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com
Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439

Lagos, also affectionately 
called ‘Gidi’ or ‘Las Gidi’ 
as a form of slang-by the 
younger generation.”



There is always something 
new to see and do in 
the area Atlanta. With a 
plethora of activities, you 
will not be bored.”
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Welcome to Atlanta
There is always something new to see and 
do in the area Atlanta. With a plethora of 
activities, you will not be bored. Popular 
places associated with the city include the 
Botanical Garden, Georgia Aquarium, Zoo 
Atlanta, Georgia Dome and the Martin Luther 
King Jr. National Historic Site, to name a few. 
Downtown Atlanta houses the largest of 
three business districts, the Historic Business 
District, as well as many of the most famous 
tourist attractions. Downtown Atlanta is full of 
history and fun for all ages. The Centennial 
Olympic Park, Georgia Aquarium, World of 
Coca-Cola and National Health Museum, is 
just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to 
things to see and do in Downtown. Georgia 
Aquarium is listed as one of the “1,000 
Places to Visit Before You Die,” the 10 million 
gallon, Georgia Aquarium is home to 500 
different species of animals and is the World’s 
largest aquarium. Experience exhibits such as 
the Cold Water Quest, the Ocean Voyager 
and the Tropical Diver. You can also see 
Atlanta on the streets on a City Segway Tour 
or experience it from a different view at the 
Above Atlanta Skydiving Center. The city is 
also filled with theaters and entertainment 
centers for those who like to experience the 
area on two feet.

Atlanta is a city with southern charm and 
world-class sophistication. It’s easy to see 
why Atlanta, Georgia is one of the most 
popular destinations in the Southeast to live 
and to visit. Due to the more than 30 colleges 
and universities located in the city, Atlanta is 
considered a center for higher education.

Atlanta, while very much in the South, has a 
culture that is no longer strictly southern. This 
is because in addition to a large population 
of migrants from other parts of the U.S., many 
recent immigrants to the U.S. have chosen 
to make the city their home, making Atlanta 
one of the most multi-cultural in the nation. 
Thus, although traditional Southern culture 
is part of Atlanta’s cultural fabric, it is mostly 
the backdrop to one of the nation’s leading 
international cities.

Our Centres around the World

enquiries@rechmc.com
www.rechmc.com
Tel: 020 714 87680-8
Fax: 020 868 64439



ORGANISATIONAL 
AND
PERSONAL
MANAGEMENT 

Our management courses offer a comprehensive training in all 
aspects of management, while enabling you to customise your 
study to meet particular work and career needs. These courses 
are all about you i.e. where you are at the moment and where 
your organization will like you to be. Each course offers you a 
systematic understanding of the theory and practice of general 
management in the context of today’s global economy. It will give 
you a sound theoretical grounding in a broad range of business and 
management issues and help you develop a range of analytical and 
personal skills.  

London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta
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Advanced Coaching and  
Mentoring Techniques

Course Overview
In today’s environment of changing technology and evolving 
organizations, professional mentoring has a strategic impact. It 
develops people to meet current and future needs. Coaching 
and Mentoring is an investment that you make in developing 
your key resource - people - for the long-term benefit of the 
organization. This coaching and mentoring course is aimed at 
enabling delegates to understand the processes, which will make 
them more effective and increase their confidence and sense of 
achievement in pouring of themselves into others for the long-
term benefit of their organisation.  

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Be able to describe the skills and behaviours that are 

associated with successful coaching as well as what coaching 
is and isn’t

»» Have profiled your own coaching and development needs
»» Recognise coaching opportunities
»» Challenge the status quo and increase effectiveness
»» Use effective coaching techniques to see a significant 

improvement in an individual’s performance
»» Be able to plan for, structure and conduct a coaching session
»» Be able to use some of the essential skills and techniques 

necessary for successful coaching
»» Understand how delegation can be used as a tool for 

individual and team development

Course Outline
»» Coaching defined
»» Assessment of your coaching capability
»» Coaching action plan
»» Judgmental and behavioural remarks
»» Grow model
»» Coaching style
»» Learning style questionnaire and the learning cycle
»» Learning style task sheet
»» Impromptu coaching
»» Questioning techniques
»» Active listening, Setting SMART objectives
»» Developing and writing a SMART objective
»» Evaluating coaching successes
»» The skills of feedback

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for 
Performance Management

Course Overview
The Balanced Scorecard is a framework to help organizations 
to clarify their vision and strategy and translate them into 
operational objectives that drive both performance and 
behaviour. Over the last decade the Balanced Scorecard 
has become established management best practice for the 
private sector but is equally applicable and beneficial for the 
public sector. Therefore for the benefit of effective delivery, this 
programme uses a lively mixture of theory and work on private/
public sector case studies to help delegates gain a thorough 
understanding of the benefits and challenges of implementing a 
Balanced Scorecard in their organization.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Describe the structure and typical content of a public/private 

sector Balanced Scorecard
»» Build a Balanced Scorecard for your organization
»» Use a Balanced Scorecard in a management-for-results 

environment
»» Understand how to use the Balanced Scorecard to align 

operational activity with strategy
»» Understand the Change Management implications of 

implementing a Balanced Scorecard

Course Outline
»» Balanced scorecard

 - Performance measurement
 - Outcomes and performance drivers
 - Structure of a Balanced Scorecard
 - Target setting
 - Performance measures for the four perspectives

»» Developing a Balanced Scorecard
 - The key process steps to develop a Balanced Scorecard
 - A timetable for development and involvement
 - Identifying and rationalizing strategic initiatives
 - Assessing and managing risks

»» Strategic management 
»» Strategic planning 
»» Strategy alignment 
»» Strategy execution 
»» Strategy focused organization 
»» Strategy Maps

Corporate Etiquette and  
Protocol Management

Course Overview
In today’s global business environment, having protocol 
expertise makes any international exchange more successful 
and profitable. Each delegate will learn vital management and 
customer service skills, as well as how to present themselves and 
their organizations with refinement and sophistication.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» More knowledgeable about the interpersonal aspects of the 

global economy
»» Become more confident
»» Learn to work smarter for effective delivery of tasks
»» Make a positive and lasting impression with others
»» Become more confident in the global economy
»» Better understand cross-cultural issues
»» Become a goodwill ambassador for your company, 

organization, and country

Course Outline
»» Broadening global awareness
»» Projecting cultural awareness
»» Mastering the first meeting
»» Understanding global communication styles
»» Interpreting verbal and nonverbal communication styles
»» Appreciation of high- and low-context cultures
»» Understanding various value systems
»» Maneuvering cultural formalities
»» Advanced business dining and entertaining skills
»» Negotiation styles
»» Pre-meeting action plans
»» Dressing for success

CRM:  
Service Delivery Dynamics

Course Overview
This advanced CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
Customer Relationship Management course builds on your 
knowledge of CRM fundamentals and takes you beyond an 
overview. You will learn how to articulate a viable CRM for 
your enterprise and assess your corporate CRM needs thus 
generating value addition for your company. Each delegate 
would also learn how to transform and expand surface-level 
customer service into a vibrant and productive relationship 
management value proposition.

As part of the delivery of the course, we would examine 
preferred methods of processing and integrating high-volume 
CRM data, to enhance your understanding of whom your 
customers are and why they are so important today. Other issues 
the course will concentrate on include data mining strategies, 
predicting customer behaviour using CRM and applying CRM 
concepts to effective business decision-making.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Develop mission-critical CRM plans for your organisation
»» Fine tune your CRM plan keeping in mind your company’s 

special needs and your customers 
»» expectations 
»» Assess evolving CRM technology and it’s relevance to  

your company 
»» Monitor on-going developments in the field of CRM as they 

apply to your company
»» Manage CRM initiatives and their role in strategic planning  

and development

Course Outline
»» Customer Relationship Management concepts
»» Constituents of a good CRM strategy 
»» Implementation challenges 
»» Developing a customer strategy
»» Customer Lifestyle Management and Lifetime Value
»» CRM Technology 
»» Operational CRM
»» Analytical CRM 
»» Collaborative CRM 
»» CRM Project Management]
»» Building a business case for CRM

Organizational and Personal Management

booking information on page 44

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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Developing Executive  
Management Capacity

Course Overview
Most people need to be trained to reach their full potential  
in the workplace. This Course will help executive managers  
to identify and develop core competencies leading to  
improved performance.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Delegate and empower effectively so employees complete 

tasks at a high level and on time
»» Motivate and coach using proven, problem-solving techniques 

to gain cooperation and commitment from your staff
»» Manage your time and your department’s time by setting 

priorities, minimizing unproductive activities and getting out of 
crisis mode

»» Develop an enhanced understanding of the leadership skills 
required to be an effective senior manager through the use of 
a 360 degree feedback process, 

»» Have a heightened sense of self-awareness about their own 
leadership style

»» Develop a greater awareness of good practice in people 
management

»» Have an increased capacity to lead change and an 
enhanced understanding of the experience and skills of other 
senior colleagues

Course Outline
»» Autocratic leadership
»» Bureaucratic leadership
»» Charismatic leadership
»» Democratic leadership or Participative leadership
»» Laissez-faire leadership
»» People-oriented leadership or Relations-Oriented leadership
»» Servant leadership
»» Task-oriented leadership
»» Transactional leadership
»» Transformational leadership 

Effective Conflict Resolution  
and Management

Course Overview
Each session of this course will provide compound theoretical 
overview on the aspects of conflict management. It will also 
incorporate a range of participatory activities - class discussions and 
presentations, case studies and simulation games that will provide 
the participants with hands-on skills and tools in effective conflict 
management and analysis, principled negotiation and mediation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Discuss and define the multiple understandings, assumptions of 

conflict, and to understand the causes of conflict theories 
»» Describe and conduct methods of conflict analysis 
»» Recognize the styles, methods and approaches of  

dealing with conflict 
»» Identify their own styles (with strengths and weaknesses) of 

addressing conflicts and evaluate their potential in effective 
conflict management 

»» Choose appropriate behaviours or change perceptions to 
prevent or resolve conflict 

»» Effectively communicate and behave during conflict in a 
manner that will achieve results satisfactory to both sides 

»» Learn the anatomy and factors of organizational conflicts, 
and techniques in reducing conflict through proactive 
management actions 

»» Acquire negotiation and mediating skills to be able to build 
agreement between conflicting parties 

»» Become better at managing themselves and others when 
there is conflict 

»» Lead and motivate employees out of conflict causing 
behaviours, to increase morale and build more productive teams 

»» Handle anger and emotion more professionally and deal with 
negative or aggressive behaviours more successfully 

Course Outline
»» Understanding Conflict 
»» Analyzing Conflict 
»» Responding to Conflict 
»» Communication in Conflicts 
»» Conflict Resolution Strategies
»» Conflict in Organizations 
»» Conditions and antecedents of conflict in the organizations
»» Employee motivation and expectations
»» Interpersonal and organizational factors 
»» Types of conflicts
»» Stages of organizational conflicts 

Effective Institutional and 
Organizational Development

Course Overview
The course is designed for senior managers across various 
professions. It addresses modules that tackle the rationale, 
principles, and processes of institutional and organizational 
change. It discusses the various constraints and challenges 
that confront a change manager and the means to effectively 
address them. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Understand the importance of managing change to improve 

performance;
»» Differentiate institutions from organizations;
»» Describe the basic procedures for identifying and resolving 

institutional/organizational constraints
»» Have acquired tools to analyze organizations as open systems: 

understanding organizations in relation to their environment
»» Be able to analyze and assess the performance of an 

organization in a systematic way
»» How to identify and decide on strategies for improving 

organizational capacity
»» Identify and explain key lessons from actual experiences in 

change management programs within developing country 
perspective

Course Outline
»» The historical roots of OD 
»» An overview of common approaches 
»» Personal assessment and goal-setting, using a framework of 

OD competencies 
»» Transparency, Corporate Social Responsibility and compliance: 

The role of ethics in organizational development
»» Transformation and strategic change management
»» Creating a culture of continuous improvement and alignment 

around shared goals
»» Planning and implementation of organization  

development processes
»» Making change easier and faster
»» Enhancing the quality and speed of decisions
»» Making conflict constructive instead of destructive

Effective Negotiation and  
Mediation Skills

Course Overview
Negotiation is a key skill for professionals. Through negotiation, 
individuals gain the ability to increase value in numerous 
aspects of their work by increasing the effectiveness of their 
communication skills and persuasiveness. Other benefits of being 
a skilled negotiator include avoiding being cheated, being able 
to counteract difficult negotiators and their tactics and know 
when and how to walk away from a negotiation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Build a stronger negotiation base, helping you to improve the 

outcome of deals
»» Develop analytical tools and frameworks for understanding 

and winning in more sophisticated negotiations
»» Acquire hands-on practice enabling you to strengthen  

weak points
»» Describe the basic principles of the negotiating and  

influencing process 
»» Develop a range of techniques and skills aimed at  

improving performance
»» Apply these skills in a wide range of situations

Course Outline
»» Effective negotiation
»» What is negotiating?
»» The Four Phase Model of negotiating
»» Defining the Negotiation Environment
»» Conducting a principled negotiation
»» Standards for principled negotiation
»» Planning Wise Negotiation Outcomes
»» Forming a negotiation preparation plan
»» Setting the stage for successful negotiation
»» Going Head-to-Head with “Hardball” Negotiators
»» The Psychology of Successful Negotiation
»» Preparing for successful negotiation
»» Questioning, listening and influencing
»» Understanding behaviour and real power
»» Closing the deal that works for you
»» Using principled negotiation for conflict resolution
»» Applying your skills in a life-like case study
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Effective Presentation and 
Confidence Building

Course Overview
In several industries, especially service, industrial equipment and 
project-based presentations play a vital part in representing final 
product or service quality. Knowledge, credibility, and assurance 
are immediately apparent when presenting, and many customers 
treat a presentation as a reliable indicator. Presentations and 
public speaking skills are not limited to certain special people 
- anyone can give a good presentation, or perform public 
speaking to a professional and impressive standard.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Explore the strengths and weaknesses of the way you normally 

communicate. 
»» Adapt your communication style to deal confidently with a 

particular person. 
»» Adapt your style and behaviour to best suite a situation. 
»» Clearly identify and plan what you want to achieve from  

a situation. 
»» Break out of your own personal comfort zone and coming 

across with real impact to influence a person or a situation.

Course Outline
»» Understanding the different interpretations of self confidence 
»» Master breathing and relaxation techniques to control shyness 

and fear 
»» Learn techniques for public speaking and how to ‘feel’  

the audience 
»» How to introduce ideas to remember.
»» Identify quality presentation standards
»» Develop a personal presentation inventory.
»» Understand the guidelines for designing and delivering visuals 

effectively
»» Projecting a positive and confident image 
»» Develop body language and non-verbal communication to 

gain control
»» Develop and control Eye contact, facial expression, gestures, 

movement, appearance, and voice. 
»» Improve communication styles and listening skills 
»» How to view past experiences that have sabotaged  

your confidence 
»» Controlling nervous energy 
»» Evaluate personal strengths

Effective Time Management Skills

Course Overview
This course will focus on areas such as writing objectives, 
investigating time wastage, identifying priority tasks, delegation, 
reactions to stress, ways of eliminating stress, how to reduce 
disruptions and how to deal with them, how to optimise time 
spent at meetings and how to deal swiftly with correspondence.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Identify areas where time is spent and wasted
»» Identify the difference between urgent and important
»» Use time management tools 
»» Develop and improve their time management skills
»» Identify areas of change where productivity could be 

improved by better time management

Course Outline
»» Assertiveness 
»» Avoiding time wasters 
»» Time Management 
»» Strategies 
»» Stress management 
»» Work life Balance 
»» Understanding Yourself & Others 
»» Control The Use of Time 
»» Calculating The Cost of Time 

Excellent Customer Service: Going 
the Extra Mile 

Course Overview
“There is no traffic jams along the extra mile”; ROGER STAUBACH 
(Famous business man and Dallas Cowboys Quarterback). 

Excellent customer service is a key differentiator when you 
choose where to place your business. It is not only commercially 
sound to deliver service excellence - it also creates a great 
working environment.  This facilitated course will help you to 
build on your existing skills, confidently resolve any challenging 
situations and take away practical, simple and effective tools and 
models that will immediately improve the service levels you and 
your department provide.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Provide exceptional customer service that achieves results and 

gets noticed
»» Adopt the skills and techniques that routinely deliver positive 

customer experiences
»» Deal effectively with difficult customers and turn complaints into 

opportunities
»» Contribute to a customer-centric culture and achieve greater 

customer satisfaction
»» Demonstrate a positive, professional approach with internal 

and external customers

Course Outline
How»your»Role»ties»with»the»general»objective»»
of»your»organization
»» Introduction
»» Delivering Service Excellence
»» Why are we here?
»» Providing services to customers 

Understanding»your»customers
»» Know your customer
»» Meeting, managing and exceeding customer expectations
»» The expectations of your customers
»» Changing expectations
»» Steps in the customer service process
»» Customer loyalty
»» Who’s after my customers

Introduction to Management and 
Effective Leadership Skills

Course Overview
This course is designed especially for newly appointed managers 
and other managers who would like to sharpen their managerial 
skills. The first few modules have been designed to help you assess 
your current leadership skills, and explore your motivation to lead 
– without this, you’ll struggle to improve your skills or become an 
effective leader. However, if you have to lead, even if you lack 
an intrinsic motivation to do so, this course has been designed to 
challenge you as well as motivate you at the same time. Together 
the whole programme will enable delegates to understand the 
purpose, function and processes of management building into 
a toolkit of essential skills using real-life examples, scenarios and 
techniques to enable you to manage with confidence.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
»» The skills and techniques of managing people and resources
»» The art of negotiating
»» The skills of organisation
»» Delegation, communication, motivation, leadership and  

team development
»» Role plays and interactive group work to practice  

skills discussed
»» Action plans for on-going management development

Course Outline
»» Your Role as a New Manager
»» Reasons for Failure or Success
»» Setting Objectives
»» Delegation and Work Allocation
»» Motivating Staff to Better Performance
»» Communication
»» Appraisals - Steps to Success
»» Training and Developing Staff
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Leading and Managing Virtual and 
Remote Teams

Course Overview
This course is designed to help you build and lead successful 
virtual and remote teams to maintain success in the global 
workplace; Diagnose and handle the unique risks of managing 
global projects and services; Manage the collaboration elements 
that work best for you and your team; Adapt your management 
style to meet the unique demands of global team leadership; 
Build a team identity and sense of purpose and design 
customized tools and procedures that fit your team’s skills and 
locations.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Learn how to utilize unique virtual team members’ 

characteristics to promote productivity 
»» Create a truly cohesive team 
»» Build trust and enhance risk-taking and creativity 
»» Apply effective communication channels to achieve desired 

team relationships and goals 
»» Become a successful virtual coach 

Course Outline
»» What virtual team members want from their team leader 
»» How to effectively unify the virtual team’s culture  

and relationship 
»» Methods to build trust and overcome team-busting behaviours 

in virtual teams 
»» Key elements of successful virtual communication channels and 

cross-cultural interactions 
»» How to set, define, organize, communicate and reinforce 

performance goals 
»» Approaches to motivate and recognize virtual team 

performance 
»» How to identify roles and concerns of this reality 
»» The Virtual Team Process Model 
»» To recognize paradigms and their impact on remote teams 
»» Effectively managing remote communication behaviours 
»» How to facilitate team longevity, productivity and goals 

Life After Retirement 

Course Overview
This course has been designed as a chance for people who 
are approaching retirement to start to think about how they will 
spend their time so that they can enjoy it and feel fulfilled. Each 
delegate would receive input from a facilitator, share thoughts 
and ideas and leave with some structure around which they can 
do their own retirement planning.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Plan a smooth transition into retirement
»» Understand the psychological aspects of retirement
»» Consider steps necessary for planning retirement
»» Develop enjoyable lifestyle that retirement can produce
»» Address the fears and financial worries that can be associated 

with retirement
»» Delegates will learn how to focus on the world of opportunity 

and enjoyment that can exist during retirement
»» Ensure adequate plans are in place for retirement including 

legal matters such as wills etc.

Course Outline
»» Life after retirement
»» The Core Competencies
»» Changes associated with retirement
»» Possibility of a second career
»» Healthy Life Balance 
»» Financial considerations after retirement
»» Self developments
»» Legal Matters
»» Health concerns
»» Returning to work after retirement
»» Financial considerations
»» Steps you can take to enhance your financial comfort
»» Investment strategies for retirement planning
»» Developing and enhancing investment plans
»» Retirement types and eligibility for your retirement system
»» How to estimate your retirement annuity
»» Decisions that need to be made at retirement
»» How do you want to spend your time
»» What did you always want to do with your life?
»» What do you want to accomplish in your life?
»» How do you want to be remembered?

Management Skills for Executive 
Secretary and PA

Course Overview
The course is designed to help delegates gain a detailed 
understanding of the demands, motives and problems of the 
executive secretary and PA. You will learn how to expand and 
improve your contribution to the management team while 
learning the art of pro-activity in the job. This course will take you 
beyond basic requirements of the average secretary into the 
advanced skills and techniques you need to become a dynamic 
Executive Secretary/PA.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Identifying the key areas for development in this job role, 

increasing the contribution made to the company; laying the 
foundations; assessing your contribution.

»» Managing your boss successfully; making relationships work; 
developing your network; communication and the importance 
of feedback.

»» Increasing your contribution to the management team through 
basic group dynamics and teamwork.

»» Developing personal management skills; setting objectives; 
prioritising tasks; understanding time management; delegating 
successfully; problem solving.

»» Organising effective systems; travel; informal and formal 
meetings; minute taking.

»» Effective communication; learning how to be assertive and 
stay in control; the telephone; dealing with difficult people; 
developing a personal action plan.

Course Outline
»» Clarifying the expanded role of an Executive Secretary and 

understanding the full scope of the areas you need to address
»» Developing and working as a successful team with  

your manager, so that you are both more efficient and  
get more done

»» How an effective PA contributes to their managers success 
through aligned objectives

»» Managing office time - yours, your manager’s and both 
together as a team

»» Projecting a “Personal PR” image that reflects positively on your 
boss and department

»» A Project Management Toolbox to help you set up and run 
small but complicated projects

»» Handling the additional stress you will expect to encounter as 
an Executive Secretary

Managing Change, People  
and Process

Course Overview
Change management is a structured approach for ensuring 
that changes are thoroughly and smoothly implemented, and 
that the lasting benefits of change are achieved. In order to 
manage change successfully, it is therefore necessary to attend 
to the wider impacts of the changes. As well as considering the 
tangible impacts of change, it’s important to consider the personal 
impact on those affected, and their journey towards working and 
behaving in new ways to support the change. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
»» Why change is important and what benefits it offers
»» Why developing a change vision is important, as well as the 

steps you can take to develop one
»» What guidelines you can follow to communicate a change 

vision within your organisation
»» How to transition through change in a controlled,  

logical manner
»» The processes you must follow to analyse a situation, prepare 

a plan for change, implement action, and monitor the progress 
of a change

Course Outline
»» Defining change management and its importance to an 

organization
»» Apply a change management process to a problem or 

change opportunity within your organization
»» Assess your change style
»» Develop strategies for communicating change effectively to 

those whose styles are unlike your own
»» Analyse human and organizational readiness for change
»» Individuals’ change styles
»» Planning for successful change by analyzing political, structural, 

and resource issues
»» Identifying means to counteract sources of resistance to 

change
»» Plan for successful change by involving stakeholders, defining 

roles and responsibilities, identifying resources, setting a 
schedule, and establishing change-process measurements

»» Implement a change by managing the project/technical 
aspects of the change and facilitating the human/emotional 
side of the change

»» Measure the results of a change and sustain positive results
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Practical Counselling Techniques

Course Overview
This course focuses on the different theories behind counselling 
techniques and their application during the counselling process. 
You will learn about the key principles and applications of 
different theoretical approaches to counselling. We hope through 
this course to offers a simple framework to improve interpersonal 
communication as well as help you understand why we do 
what we do (which will provide excellent “tools” to gain good 
counseling skills).

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
»» Behaviour and personality – why people behave the  

way they do
»» Why people get stuck 
»» How relationships can be improved
»» Counselling and other forms of individual help
»» Counselling in the work context
»» Counselling versus coaching
»» Counselling versus sympathy
»» Managers as counsellors
»» When is counselling appropriate
»» What sort of problems come up in counselling

Course Outline
»» Counselling placed into the working context
»» Recognising signs and when to introduce counselling
»» Setting the scene - preparing for the counselling interview
»» Controlling the interview
»» Active listening and questioning techniques - knowing when to 

question and when to listen
»» Empathy and sensitivity
»» Uncovering problems and introducing a framework to support 

the problem solving process
»» Identifying options and solutions including external/internal 

systems of
»» support
»» Analysis of workplace situations
»» Practical sessions to develop personal counselling skills

Professional Report Writing 

Course Overview
The course is designed to help everyone who has the 
responsibility of writing professionally for either internal or 
external consumption. The course content has been pulled 
together to help each delegate develop the confidence needed 
to write a document that will be understood as well as generate 
the desired response. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Successfully plan and construct documents
»» Write with increased confidence in a more structured and 

disciplined manner
»» Avoid common errors and grammar mistakes that impact on 

their professional image
»» Build successful sentences and paragraphs through the use of 

punctuation
»» Produce documents which are clear, effective and professional
»» Write for a specific readership and for different circumstances
»» Analyze and edit their documents

Course Outline
»» Basic Grammar Essentials
»» Business Report Writing
»» Business Research Report Writing
»» Business Writing Skills
»» Editing Skills
»» Legal Proofreading Skills
»» Plain English Writing Skills
»» Polishing and Proofreading Your Writing
»» How to state your report in an objective and clear Manner
»» Identifying and planning a clear report structure
»» Writing so your readers easily identify what they need to know
»» Building rapport with your readers
»» Identifying and setting the right tone to suit your audience 
»» How to keep your readers reading to the end of the report
»» How to make your language flow
»» The appropriate level of language
»» Writing with confidence and authoritatively
»» How use sentence construction effectively
»» Ensuring your punctuation is logical
»» How to ensure be grammar does not let you down
»» How to leave your reader with no doubts about your message.

Public Healthcare Management 

Course Overview
This healthcare management course will focus on the 
understanding of contemporary health issues which are influenced 
by various factors such as economic, social, cultural, political 
and psychological etc. This course will provide opportunities to 
explore the nature of health needs and health policy of different 
government. The course places high priority on health promotion, 
professional development and management of organisations.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Advanced knowledge in key areas relevant to international 

healthcare systems, their management and reform
»» Awareness of key leadership and influencing behaviours
»» Knowledge of factors that facilitate complex change 

management
»» Awareness of the need for forward-looking strategizing and 

innovation in sustaining excellence in healthcare delivery
»» Political and media ‘intelligence’ and skills in gaining patient and 

public perspectives and confidence
»» Critical appraisal, reflexive and communication skills to develop 

managers who understand, practice and promote evidence-
based healthcare

Course Outline
»» The policy-making process in health and using this 

understanding to improve the quality of public decision-making
»» Evaluating ways of improving health system performance in 

countries across the world, from developed countries to the 
third world

»» Improving the quality, organisation and management of  
health services

»» Using economic and epidemiological analysis to guide disease 
prevention and treatment in areas such as malaria, HIV/AIDS, TB, 
vaccine-preventable diseases, child health, and cancers

»» Pioneering ways of using routine data to evaluate and improve 
service quality

»» Understanding the influences on health of individual behaviours 
including sexual practices, drug use, and gender violence, and 
evaluating behavioural change interventions

»» Assessing the effect of environmental factors on health, 
especially climate change, air pollution, housing and transport, 
and evaluating public health policies in these areas

»» Understanding global influences on health and health systems 
including the role of transnational companies such as the 
tobacco industry, and the spread of pandemic diseases

Public Sector Efficiency  
and Reform

Course Overview
The public sector has to develop a step change in efficiency 
if huge savings are to be made whilst public services are 
protected. This course will discuss practical ways of delivering 
the required efficiencies and leave delegates with an up-to-date 
understanding of the issues and how the challenges facing the 
public sector can be addressed. This course will discuss practical 
ways of delivering the required efficiencies and leave delegates 
with an up-to-date understanding of the issues and how the 
challenges facing the public sector can be addressed.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
»» Consolidate fiscal performance and strengthen public  

service delivery
»» Enhance trade competitiveness, and improve  

the investment climate
»» Develop a well-targeted fiscal stimulus package to protect jobs 

and provide a boost to the economy

Course Outline
»» What is the public sector?
»» The political economy context of public sector reform
»» Pressures on governments and levels of reform
»» Which problems are the reforms designed to solve?
»» Delegation vs accountability
»» Decentralization vs coordination
»» Devolution of financial autonomy vs budgetary controls
»» Privatization and Public Private Partnership
»» Decentralization
»» New Public Management
»» Public Financial Management and Public Sector Reform
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Quality Management Systems

Course Overview
Through your Quality Management System you should be 
assured that products and services consistently meet customers’ 
needs and expectations and continually improve your ability to 
do so. This course will provide all you need to do this whether 
you are new to quality management systems or developing and 
improving mature systems.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Analyse contemporary business trends and apply this 

knowledge to their management system
»» Identify recent and ‘better practice’ methodologies for  

business planning
»» Identify recent and ‘better practice’ methodologies for business 

performance measurement

Course Outline
»» The contemporary business enterprise
»» Business strategy
»» SWOT analysis and organisational capabilities
»» Environmental scanning
»» Stakeholder analysis
»» Organisational culture
»» Business planning components and terminology
»» Typical business planning formats
»» Relevant contemporary management models
»» Business planning links to ISO 9000:2000
»» Process and functional approaches to  

organisational effectiveness
»» Process mapping and process improvement
»» Typical performance measures
»» Key performance indicators
»» The ‘Balanced Scorecard’

Strategic Communications 
Management

Course Overview
The course aims to help equip delegates to manage 
organizations’ stakeholder relationships through innovative 
planned communication, which can be monitored and 
evaluated. Strategic communications is about creating enabling 
environments for the effective and sustainable implementation 
of policy, programs, development and reform. It is about attitude, 
opinion and behaviour and how these can be encouraged, 
shaped or changed to support and contribute to achieving 
desired outcomes.    

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Plan your communications strategy  
»» Align your communications with the organization’s  

overall strategy  
»» Plan your interventions  
»» Measure the outcomes  
»» Communicate change 

Course Outline
»» What we mean by communications strategy 
»» The terminology and the thinking 
»» The elements that make up a strategy 
»» Managing Resources Efficiently: People, Technology and 

Budgets 
»» Turning these elements into a communications plan 
»» Identifying the appropriate channels for your communications 
»» Turning Managers into Effective Communicators: Capabilities, 

Core Competencies and Performance 
»» Building feedback into the system 
»» Auditing and surveying your audiences 
»» Innovating and Adapting: Responding to a Continuously 

Changing Environment 
»» Accountability: Measuring and Valuing Changes to Reputation, 

Brand and the Triple Bottom Line 
»» Communicating to bring about organizational change

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 
21st Century Leader

Course Overview
Focusing on the development of your leadership role and 
personal style of leadership, this is a practical course set within 
the context of your business, and both its current and future 
strategic imperatives.  The purpose of this course is to enable 
you as a leader in your organisation to initiate and address 
issues connected with change, complexity and innovation. This 
enjoyable course is participatory, and structured around action 
learning. The approach encourages discipline and a closer focus 
on the development of tailored plans that reach goals.  The 
course objectives are for participants to recognise and develop 
the key leadership skills that will make a difference.  

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Enhanced skills and confidence levels 
»» Better understanding of performance and change 

management issues
»» Improved competence in gaining the trust and  

support of colleagues  
»» Discussed the needs of strategic, business and  

operational planning 
»» Examined and develop a range of leadership skills: presenting 

ideas; making a case for change; decision-making; influencing; 
negotiating; interviewing; team working 

»» Review challenges and opportunities for change
»» Explore the advantages and disadvantages of different 

leadership styles  

The course is designed for participants to gain insight into 
their personal leadership and development priorities.  Participants 
will take from the course an action plan that has a focus on their 
personal and leadership plans for their future work

Course Outline
»» Strategic planning
»» Defining stakeholders and their needs
»» Increasing everyone’s ownership of and commitment to change
»» Clarification of strategic and operational programmes and 

projects
»» Elements of Good Governance
»» Making Quality Count – defining measures of success
»» Understanding and managing effective contracts
»» Gaining the trust and support of colleagues
»» Effective working relationships 
»» Leadership styles and skills development 

Telephone Etiquette and Customer 
Care for Telephone Support Staff

Course Overview
Every organisation at one point or the other has to manage their 
prospective and existing clients over the phone. Every customer 
calling your organisation should receive a positive and seamless 
service that is professional, efficient and responsive. Customers 
who are handled well will notice the good service, bring more 
business and hopefully build a long-term relationship with you. 
Customers who are not handled well damage your reputation 
and take their business to the competition. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Prepare yourself before you even take call with proper 

supplies and tools
»» Open a conversation by ideally getting to the phone within 

3 rings and identifying yourself clearly and positively, with a 
friendly “smile in your voice”

»» Listen carefully by focusing carefully on the caller’’s words, tone, 
and by avoiding interrupting before the other party has finished 
speaking

»» Target questions carefully to clarify what is needed from the 
caller and to quickly provide answers to any problems or issues

»» Clarify a caller’’s needs by gentle probing and summarizing 
helps to quickly appreciate what action is needed, from the call

»» Close involves agreeing on any actions and next steps to be 
taken and always trying to end on a friendly note with the 
caller

Course Outline
»» Projecting a professional image, building rapport, voice 

presentation skills. 
»» Customer service essentials 
»» Understanding the power of the phone and how to  

use it to influence 
»» Call planning and follow up 
»» Active listening techniques, hearing the whole picture. 
»» Questioning and summarising skills
»» Understand the causes of difficult behaviour
»» Learn how not to take things personally
»» Understand different personalities types
»» How to avoid getting into an argument
»» Handle and defuse verbal aggression
»» Develop ways to deal with difficult people
»» Understand different types of behaviour
»» Understand verbal and non verbal behaviour and its impact
»» Develop assertiveness to reach a win win situation

booking information on page 44
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Defence Strategic Management

Course Overview
This course is designed to enhance strategic management at the 
corporate and strategic level across defence and especially for 
officers and civil servants with the responsibility of making top-
level decisions with the MOD. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» To encourage greater self awareness and understanding of the 

interaction between leader and the ‘team’ within a context of 
contemporary thinking.  

»» To explore the corporate environment in which defence is 
managed and examine the attributes and concepts required to 
deliver solutions to the strategic challenges. 

»» To examine examples that both maximises and limits the 
potential performance of board/top team.

»» To give participants the opportunity to exchange  
leadership experiences 

»» To reflect and consider future developmental needs.

Course Outline
»» Clarifying your own objectives, in the context of your  

role and organisation 
»» Building personal style and confidence for impact  

and influence 
»» Managing yourself and your time
»» Planning and prioritising activities
»» Enhancing personal motivation
»» Managing relationships with peers, staff and superiors 
»» Handling conflict and confrontation
»» Coping with stress, anxiety and pressure
»» Managing change in the dynamic modern marketplace 
»» Hiring and training the right people 
»» Identifying organizational challenges and developing plans of 

action to address them
»» Key sources of knowledge for professional effectiveness
»» Outcomes and Benefits of Effective Mentoring Relationships
»» Using a structured process for making good decisions 
»» Understanding the criteria for making decisions in  

uncertain times 
»» Determining accountability for decisions made facing 

uncertainty 
»» Understanding your heuristics and biases when  

making decisions.

Effective Management of 
Curriculum Planning 

Course Overview
This course has been designed to help professional in the 
education sector explore some of the theoretical principles 
currently used within the education industry for effective 
curriculum planning and their practical application. Each session 
will include practical ideas for the classroom, and how to plan for 
quality and progression.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course each delegate would have a 
better understanding of:
»» The purpose of the curriculum
»» The objectives of the curriculum?  
»» How the learning experiences are to be selected and 

organized
»» What resources are to be employed, and how are time and 

space to be used?
»» Ideas on the design of the learning activities?  
»» How the curriculum is to be evaluated?

Course Outline
»» What is development and the areas needing same
»» How development is holistic
»» Observation and assessment of children and factors  

to consider
»» Curriculum planning
»» Planning cycle
»» Involving children in their own planning
»» Partnership with parents
»» Transitions
»» Curriculum evaluation

Gender and Socio  
Economic Equality

Course Overview
The course will be run using a series of Presentations, Discussions, 
examining a number of Case Studies, sharing experience 
and knowledge, examining international best practice in the 
implementation of Gender and Socio Economic equality.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
»» The development and implementation of human  

rights instruments 
»» Policies and best practices aimed at promoting gender 

equality at global, regional and national levels 
»» Gender-based violence and harmful practices 
»» Contemporary developments impacting on gender equality 

such as HIV/AIDS, participation in decision-making, the role of 
women in peace-keeping, women as refugees 

»» Case studies on gender and sex discrimination

Course Outline
»» Introduction to socio-economic rights 
»» The recognition of socio-economic rights at global, regional 

and national levels 
»» The scope and contents of specific rights 
»» State reporting obligations on socio-economic rights under 

international human rights law 
»» The role of the Commissions in monitoring the implementation 

of socio-economic rights 
»» The role of budgeting in realising socio-economic rights 
»» Litigating socio-economic rights

Professional Leadership and Higher 
Education Administration

Course Overview
It course provides the opportunity to refresh skills, develop new 
ideas and network with peers in similar roles from across the 
world. The course programme is intensive and centres on the 
production and presentation of a strategic plan for a fictional 
university.  The participants will work in teams devising material 
throughout the week and building up to and preparing for a 
presentation to the chair of their Governing Body. All of the 
contributors to the programme are active in the areas they will 
facilitate.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
»» The diversity of world wide higher education system;
»» A greater sense of the challenges they face within the 

changing landscape of higher education;
»» A greater understanding of the relationship between 

management and governance 
»» Effective team working, time management and  

presentation skills
»» A good knowledge of strategic planning.

Course Outline
»» Foundations of Management Learning
»» Financial Management 
»» Planning and Operations 
»» Human Resource Management 
»» Information Management 
»» The Higher Education Environment 
»» Personnel Management: Policy and Procedural Issues 
»» Masters Project

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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The Strategic Woman Leader

Course Overview
This is a dynamic course, especially designed around the needs 
of women that will ensure you develop the skills every confident 
leader needs. You will discover what people expect from, 
and respect in leaders as well as discover your own unique 
leadership style as a female Manager.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
»» Improve your effectiveness as a woman leader through 

improved interpersonal communications
»» Learn how great leaders and great managers perform
»» Discover and develop your personal leadership style 
»» Understand others through understanding behavioural styles
»» Identify and remove obstacles to outstanding performance
»» Balance your ability to delegate with your ability to  

maintain responsibility
»» Develop high-performing teams
»» Develop greater self-confidence and self-awareness  

as a leader

Course Outline
»» How women are moving beyond the glass ceiling
»» Roles, relationships and communication
»» Assertive behaviour and assertive verbal skills  
»» Understanding gender differences in communication styles
»» Strategies for effective leadership at all levels  

— in every situation 
»» Discipline and feedback skills for improving  

employee performance
»» Supervision techniques guaranteed to earn you cooperation 

and respect
»» Assertive communication techniques to ask for what you need 

directly and tactfully
»» How to sell your ideas in meetings and to the boss
»» Tools for handling confrontation and conflict with ease
»» Motivation strategies for bringing out the best in your 

employees 
»» Lessons and insight from women in top leadership positions

For»all»costing»and»dates»for»
Organization»and»Personal»Management»
please»refer»to»page»44.

For»additional»course»dates»
by»location»please»go»to:»

London» 194

Dubai»» 201

Lagos»» 205

Atlanta» 211

Strategic Planning for Security  
and Development

Course Overview
Strategic planning for security and development at both the 
international and the national levels, refers to the objective of 
producing orderly, just, and peaceful relations to deal with the 
problems encountered in a complex and rapidly changing 
world. The essence this course is that it is a process of continuing 
creativity in the search for adjustment and accommodation in 
the midst of uncertainty. Although we are moving towards a “new 
world order,” the global order is still based on the old political 
order. The old political order was governed by the hegemonic 
domination of the two superpowers. Its thinking and practices on 
statehood, sovereignty, and security need to be examined in light 
of best practices.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
»» Governance
»» Strategic Development
»» National Security
»» Stabilization
»» Conflict Analysis
»» And other security related issues

Course Outline
»» National Security Strategy 
»» Resourcing for National Security Strategy 
»» Informational Technology and Security
»» Press and National Security
»» Diplomacy
»» Communication and Media Community Mobilization.  
»» Dimensions in Diversity.  
»» Environment Issues: Policy and Practice.  
»» Gender and Empowerment Good Governance  

and Civil Society
»» Effective Leadership in a Democracy.  
»» Management Skill for the MOD
»» Policy Development: Principles and Practices
»» Project Development for Community Empowerment
»» Monitoring and evaluation
»» Quantitative evaluation
»» Qualitative evaluation
»» Measures and data management

Defence Strategic Management

Course Overview
This course is designed to enhance strategic management at the 
corporate and strategic level across defence and especially for 
officers and civil servants with the responsibility of making top-
level decisions with the MOD. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
»» To encourage greater self awareness and understanding of the 

interaction between leader and the ‘team’ within a context of 
contemporary thinking.  

»» To explore the corporate environment in which defence is 
managed and examine the attributes and concepts required to 
deliver solutions to the strategic challenges. 

»» To examine examples that both maximises and limits the 
potential performance of board/top team.

»» To give participants the opportunity to exchange leadership 
experiences 

»» To reflect and consider future developmental needs.

Course Outline
»» Clarifying your own objectives, in the context of your role and 

organisation 
»» Building personal style and confidence for impact  

and influence 
»» Managing yourself and your time
»» Planning and prioritising activities
»» Enhancing personal motivation
»» Managing relationships with peers, staff and superiors 
»» Handling conflict and confrontation
»» Coping with stress, anxiety and pressure
»» Managing change in the dynamic modern marketplace 
»» Hiring and training the right people 
»» Identifying organizational challenges and developing plans of 

action to address them
»» Key sources of knowledge for professional effectiveness
»» Outcomes and Benefits of Effective Mentoring Relationships
»» Using a structured process for making good decisions 
»» Understanding the criteria for making decisions in  

uncertain times 
»» Determining accountability for decisions  

made facing uncertainty 
»» Understanding your heuristics and biases when  

making decisions.

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Advanced Coaching and Mentoring Techniques Dubai 1 week £2,600 January 12-Jan ACMTD1

Advanced Coaching and Mentoring Techniques Dubai 2 weeks £3,500 January 12-Jan ACMTD1

Advanced Coaching and Mentoring Techniques Lagos 3days N120,000 January 12-Jan ACMTN1

Advanced Coaching and Mentoring Techniques Dubai 1 week £2,600 April 6-Apr ACMTD2

Advanced Coaching and Mentoring Techniques Dubai 2 weeks £3,500 April 6-Apr ACMTD2

Advanced Coaching and Mentoring Techniques Lagos 3days N120,000 August 3-Aug ACMTN2

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management London 1 week £2,600 March 2-Mar BSCL1

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management London 2 weeks £3,850 March 2-Mar BSCL1

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management London 1 week £2,600 June 1-Jun BSCL2

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management London 2 weeks £3,850 June 1-Jun BSCL2

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management Lagos 5days N200,000 July 6-Jul BSCN1

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management Atlanta 1 week £2,600 September 31-Aug BSCA3

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management Atlanta 2 weeks £3,850 September 31-Aug BSCA3

Balanced Scorecard as a Tool for Performance Management Lagos 5days N200,000 October 6-Oct BSCN2

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management London 1 week £2,600 February 3-Feb CEAPML1

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management London 2 weeks £3,850 February 3-Feb CEAPML1

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management Dubai 1 week £2,600 April 6-Apr CEAPMD3

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 April 6-Apr CEAPMD3

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management London 1 week £2,600 June 1-Jun CEAPML2

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management London 2 weeks £3,850 June 1-Jun CEAPML2

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management Dubai 1 week £2,600 November 2-Nov CEAPMD4

Corporate Etiquette and Protocol Management Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 November 2-Nov CEAPMD4

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics Lagos 3days N150,000 March 16-Mar CRMN1

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics London 1 week £2,600 May 4-May CRML1

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics London 2 weeks £3,850 May 4-May CRML1

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics Lagos 3days N150,000 June 10-Jun CRMN2

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics London 1 week £2,600 September 7-Sep CRML2

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics London 2 weeks £3,850 September 7-Sep CRML2

CRM: Service Delivery Dynamics Lagos 3days N150,000 October 7-Oct CRMN3

Defence Strategic Management London 1 week £2,600 March 2-Mar DSML1

Defence Strategic Management London 2 weeks £3,850 March 2-Mar DSML1

Defence Strategic Management London 1 week £2,600 June 29-Jun DSML1

Defence Strategic Management London 2 weeks £3,850 June 29-Jun DSML1

Defence Strategic Management London 1 week £2,600 July 20-Jul DSML2

Defence Strategic Management London 2 weeks £3,850 July 20-Jul DSML2

Defence Strategic Management Dubai 1 week £2,600 September 28-Sep DSMD3

Defence Strategic Management Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 September 28-Sep DSMD3

Defence Strategic Management London 1 week £2,600 October 26-Oct DSML2

Defence Strategic Management London 2 weeks £3,850 October 26-Oct DSML2

Developing Executive Management Capacity Lagos 5days N250,000 February 2-Feb DEMCN1

Developing Executive Management Capacity London 1 week £2,750 March 2-Mar DEMCL1

Developing Executive Management Capacity London 2 weeks £4,000 March 2-Mar DEMCL1

Developing Executive Management Capacity Atlanta 1 week £2,750 May 4-May DEMCA3

Developing Executive Management Capacity Atlanta 2 weeks £4,000 May 4-May DEMCA3

Developing Executive Management Capacity Lagos 5days N250,000 July 6-Jul DEMCN2

Developing Executive Management Capacity London 1 week £2,750 August 3-Aug DEMCL2

Developing Executive Management Capacity London 2 weeks £4,000 August 3-Aug DEMCL2

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Developing Executive Management Capacity Atlanta 1 week £2,750 November 2-Nov DEMCA4

Developing Executive Management Capacity Atlanta 2 weeks £4,000 November 2-Nov DEMCA4

Effective Conflict Resolution and Management Lagos 3days N120,000 March 2-Mar ECRMN1

Effective Conflict Resolution and Management London 1 week £2,600 April 6-Apr ECRML1

Effective Conflict Resolution and Management London 2 weeks £3,500 April 6-Apr ECRML1

Effective Conflict Resolution and Management London 1 week £2,600 July 6-Jul ECRML2

Effective Conflict Resolution and Management London 2 weeks £3,500 July 6-Jul ECRML2

Effective Conflict Resolution and Management Lagos 3days N120,000 October 5-Oct ECRMN2

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development London 1 week £2,600 January 12-Jan EIODL1

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development London 2 weeks £3,750 January 12-Jan EIODL1

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development Dubai 1 week £2,600 March 2-Mar EIODD3

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 March 2-Mar EIODD3

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development Dubai 1 week £2,600 June 1-Jun EIODD4

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 June 1-Jun EIODD4

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development London 2 weeks £3,750 September 31-Aug EIODL2

Effective Institutional and Organizational Development London 1 week £2,600 September 7-Sep EIODL2

Effective Management of Curriculum Planning London 1 week £2,500 February 23-Feb EMCPL1

Effective Management of Curriculum Planning London 2 weeks £3,750 February 23-Feb EMCPL1

Effective Management of Curriculum Planning London 1 week £2,500 June 29-Jun EMCPL2

Effective Management of Curriculum Planning London 2 weeks £3,750 June 29-Jun EMCPL2

Effective Management of Curriculum Planning London 1 week £2,500 August 17-Aug EMCPL1

Effective Management of Curriculum Planning London 2 weeks £3,750 August 17-Aug EMCPL1

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills Dubai 1 week £2,600 January 12-Jan DNMSD3

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 January 12-Jan DNMSD3

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills London 1 week £2,600 April 6-Apr DNMSL1

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills London 2 weeks £3,750 April 6-Apr DNMSL1

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 May 4-May DNMSN1

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 September 7-Sep DNMSN2

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills London 1 week £2,600 October 5-Oct DNMSL2

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills London 2 weeks £3,750 October 5-Oct DNMSL2

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills Dubai 1 week £2,600 December 7-Dec DNMSD4

Effective Negotiation and Mediation Skills Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 December 7-Dec DNMSD4

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Dubai 1 week £2,600 February 2-Feb EPCBD1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Dubai 2 weeks £3,500 February 2-Feb EPCBD1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Lagos 3days N120,000 June 1-Jun EPCBN1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Lagos 3days N120,000 November 2-Nov EPCBN2

Effective Time Management Lagos 5days N200,000 April 6-Apr ETMN1

Effective Time Management Lagos 5days N200,000 August 3-Aug ETMN2

Essential Management Skills for Executive Secretary and PA London 1 week £2,750 August 3-Aug MSSPAL1

Essential Management Skills for Executive Secretary and PA London 2 weeks £3,750 August 3-Aug MSSPAL2

Essential Management Skills for Executive Secretary and PA Lagos 3days N150,000 October 6-Oct MSSPAN1

Essential Management Skills for Executive Secretary and PA Lagos 3days N150,000 December 2-Dec MSSPAN2

Essential Management Skills for Executive Secretary and PA Dubai 1 week £2,750 December 7-Dec MSSPAD2

Essential Management Skills for Executive Secretary and PA Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 December 7-Dec MSSPAD2

Excellent Customer Service: Going the Extra Mile Lagos 3days N120,000 January 12-Jan ECSEMN1

Excellent Customer Service: Going the Extra Mile Lagos 3days N120,000 May 4-May ECSEMN2

Excellent Customer Service: Going the Extra Mile Lagos 3days N120,000 October 5-Oct ECSEMN3
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Gender and Socio Economic Equality Dubai 1 week £2,500 July 6-Jul GSEED1

Gender and Socio Economic Equality Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 July 6-Jul GSEED1

Introduction to Management and Effective Leadership Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 May 5-May IMAELN1

Introduction to Management and Effective Leadership Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 September 7-Sep IMAELN2

Leading and Managing Virtual and Remote Teams London 1 week £2,300 April 6-Apr LMVRTL1

Leading and Managing Virtual and Remote Teams London 2 weeks £3,600 April 6-Apr LMVRTL1

Leading and Managing Virtual and Remote Teams Lagos 3days N150,000 April 22-Apr LMVRTN1

Leading and Managing Virtual and Remote Teams Dubai 1 week £2,300 August 3-Aug LMVRTL2

Leading and Managing Virtual and Remote Teams Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 August 3-Aug LMVRTL2

Leading and Managing Virtual and Remote Teams Lagos 3days N150,000 August 3-Aug LMVRTN2

Life After Retirement Lagos 5days N250,000 March 2-Mar LARLN1

Life After Retirement London 1 week £2,750 June 1-Jun LARL1

Life After Retirement London 2 weeks £3,750 June 1-Jun LARL1

Life After Retirement Dubai 1 week £2,750 September 14-Sep LARD1

Life After Retirement Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 September 14-Sep LARD1

Life After Retirement Lagos 5days N250,000 December 7-Dec LARLN2

Managing Change People and Process Lagos 3days N120,000 February 2-Feb MCPPN1

Managing Change People and Process London 1 week £2,600 March 23-Mar MCPPL1

Managing Change People and Process London 2 weeks £3,850 March 23-Mar MCPPL1

Managing Change People and Process Dubai 1 week £2,600 May 4-May MCPPD3

Managing Change People and Process Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 May 4-May MCPPD3

Managing Change People and Process Lagos 3days N120,000 July 6-Jul MCPPN2

Managing Change People and Process London 1 week £2,600 August 3-Aug MCPPL2

Managing Change People and Process London 2 weeks £3,850 August 3-Aug MCPPL2

Managing Change People and Process Dubai 1 week £2,600 October 5-Oct MCPPD4

Managing Change People and Process Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 October 5-Oct MCPPD4

Practical Counselling Techniques Lagos 3days N120,000 February 4-Feb PCTN1

Practical Counselling Techniques Lagos 3days N120,000 July 8-Jul PCTN2

Practical Counselling Techniques London 1 week £2,500 August 3-Aug PCTL1

Practical Counselling Techniques London 2 weeks £3,750 August 3-Aug PCTL1

Professional Leadership and Higher Education Administration Dubai 1 week £2,500 August 3-Aug PLHEAD1

Professional Leadership and Higher Education Administration Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 August 3-Aug PLHEAD1

Professional Leadership and Higher Education Administration London 1 week £2,300 August 24-Aug PLHEAL1

Professional Leadership and Higher Education Administration London 2 weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug PLHEAL1

Professional Report Writing London 1 week £2,500 May 4-May PRWL1

Professional Report Writing London 2 weeks £3,750 May 4-May PRWL1

Professional Report Writing Lagos 3days N120,000 August 5-Aug PRWN1

Professional Report Writing London 1week £2,500 September 7-Sep PRWL2

Professional Report Writing London 2 week £3,750 September 7-Sep PRWL2

Professional Report Writing Lagos 3days N120,000 December 2-Dec PRWN2

Public Healthcare Management London 1 week £2,500 May 18-May PHCML1

Public Healthcare Management London 2 weeks £3,750 May 18-May PHCML1

Public Healthcare Management London 1 week £2,500 August 17-Aug PHCML2

Public Healthcare Management London 2 weeks £3,750 August 17-Aug PHCML2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Lagos 5days N200,000 June 1-Jun PSERN1

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 1 week £2,750 August 3-Aug PSERL1

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 2 weeks £3,850 August 3-Aug PSERL1

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Lagos 5days N200,000 September 7-Sep PSERN2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 1 week £2,750 October 5-Oct PSERL2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 2 weeks £3,850 October 5-Oct PSERL2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Dubai 1 week £2,750 November 2-Nov PSERD2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 November 2-Nov PSERD2

Quality Management Systems Lagos 3days N120,000 January 14-Jan QMSN1

Quality Management Systems London 1 week £2,500 May 4-May QMSL1

Quality Management Systems London 2 weeks £3,600 May 4-May QMSL1

Quality Management Systems Dubai 1 week £2,500 July 6-Jul QMSD2

Quality Management Systems Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 July 6-Jul QMSD2

Quality Management Systems Lagos 3days N120,000 September 2-Sep QMSN2

Strategic Communications Management London 1 week £2,500 March 2-Mar SCML1

Strategic Communications Management London 2 weeks £3,600 March 2-Mar SCML1

Strategic Communications Management Lagos 3days N120,000 August 3-Aug SCMN1

Strategic Communications Management Dubai 1 week £2,500 September 14-Sep SCMD1

Strategic Communications Management Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 September 14-Sep SCMD2

Strategic Communications Management Lagos 3days N120,000 November 4-Nov SCMN2

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 21st Century Leader London 1 week £2,500 July 6-Jul SLSL1

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 21st Century Leader London 2 weeks £3,600 July 6-Jul SLSL1

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 21st Century Leader London 1 week £2,500 September 14-Sep SLSL2

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 21st Century Leader London 2 weeks £3,600 September 14-Sep SLSL2

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 21st Century Leader Atlanta 1 week £2,500 November 2-Nov SLSA2

Strategic Leadership Skills for the 21st Century Leader Atlanta 2 weeks £3,600 November 2-Nov SLSA2

Strategic Planning for Security and Development London 1 week £2,500 June 15-Jun SPfSDL1

Strategic Planning for Security and Development London 2 weeks £3,750 June 15-Jun SPfSDL1

Strategic Planning for Security and Development London 1 week £2,300 November 23-Nov SPSDL1

Strategic Planning for Security and Development London 2 weeks £3,600 November 23-Nov SPSDL1

Telephone Etiquette and Customer Care for Telephone Support Staff Lagos 3days N120,000 February 4-Feb TEACCN1

Telephone Etiquette and Customer Care for Telephone Support Staff Lagos 3days N120,000 May 6-May TEACCN2

The Strategic Woman Leader London 1 week £2,500 September 31-Aug WIML1

The Strategic Woman Leader London 2 weeks £3,750 September 31-Aug WIML1

The Strategic Woman Leader Dubai 1 week £2,500 November 30-Nov WIML2

The Strategic Woman Leader Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 November 30-Nov WIML2
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SENIOR EXECUTIVE
RETREATS AND 
WORKSHOPS

In a highly competitive world, where Executives face increasing pressures to 
continue developing market def ining and leading strategies for continued 
growth and operational excellence, taking time off to recharge and 
energize, whether individually or as an Executive team is a critical factor. 
Taking time to pause, ref lect and ask questions, such as: “how are we doing 
against our strategic objectives?”, “What are we doing right?”, “Are we 
delivering against what’s important to our customers?” helps to calibrate the 
performance of the Executive team, and provides an opportunity to refocus 
and energize. Our exclusive, inspiring and relaxing retreats and workshops 
offer a great way for Executives to take a short break away from the inertia 
of running a business and watching the bottom line, allowing them an 
opportunity to slow down so they can “speed up” their business. We offer 
a choice of locations in the USA, UK, Spain, South Africa or the UAE, with 
facilitation by industry leading trainers and coaches.

London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta



Advanced Communication Skills for 
managers and Leaders

Course Overview
This course is perfect for managers and leaders who need to 
ensure that their communication style, tone, approach and impact 
is well considered and positive, resulting in the desired impact 
and outcomes. The easiest approach to communication is to 
revert to a default style without any conscious thoughts about 
impact. A harder but significantly more rewarding approach 
is to think before communicating and to apply relevant skills. 
This course will provide knowledge, understanding, skill and 
application of a range of communication techniques designed 
to deliver optimum outputs from the right inputs. Understanding 
the impacts of verbal and written communication and changing 
the use of language, tone and style will deliver hugely positive 
results and greater achievements for all participants. This is a very 
enlightening course with life changing takeaways.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Know, understand and apply a fully rounded approach to 

emotional intelligence
 » Understand the range of transactional analysis ego types and 

change the communication landscape
 » Apply a range of influencing skills and techniques for  

win / win solutions
 » Develop pro-active conversational and listening skills as the 

foundation of advance communication
 » Create outstanding first impressions, rapport building and 

empathy versus sympathy
 » Understand, recognise and react to a range of language 

psychologies
 » Recognise a range of personality types and convincer patterns 

and know how to work with these for positive outcomes
 » Understand and recognise where people are in the 

conversational pyramid and the hierarchy of personal needs. 
Know how to recognise and react with positivity

Course Outline
 » The power of emotional intelligence
 » Exploring transactional analysis
 » Learning where we all are in the OK Corale
 » The relevance of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
 » Developing pro-active listening and conversational skills
 » First impressions, building rapport, empathy versus sympathy
 » VAKOG language psychology principals
 » Win / Win influencing skills for positive outcomes
 » Positioning is everything and gives us everything

Senior Executives Retreats And Workshops
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Conducting Effective 1:1 
Performance Review meetings

Course Overview
If you manage one or more people, you need to conduct 
impactful 1:1 meetings, which result in motivation, direction, 
clarity and a commitment to actions. Maybe you are a sales, 
customer service or administration manager. Perhaps you are a 
sales, marketing, commercial or operations director with direct 
reports needing your guidance, management & leadership. If 
you need to influence people to perform through a 1:1 coaching 
approach, this course is for you and will be fully interactive, 
supported by presentations, demonstrations, interactive 
discussions, debate, group work and individual tasks. A comment 
on role-plays.... you won’t be made to perform or made to feel 
uncomfortable at any time. You will of course practice coaching 
but not on the stage and not in the spotlight. This is about great 
learning with like-minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Develop an innovative approach to 1:1 meetings
 » Shift ownership and accountability to the right person
 » Learn a powerful agenda approach
 » Move from interrogation to a positive coaching conversation
 » Understand and apply relevant psychology
 » Learn a robust approach towards action planning
 » Apply proven management models and theories
 » Gain commitment and motivation to deliver results

Course Outline
 » Ownership & accountability
 » The GROWTH agenda
 » Positioning is everything
 » Telling versus asking
 » Emotional intelligence
 » Transactional analysis
 » Licence to challenge
 » SMART action planning – the reality
 » Blake & Mouton managerial grid
 » A place for Maslow and the hierarchy of needs
 » The 7 habits of highly effective people
 » The MBLSS model for focussed action planning

Essential Business Planning  
and Strategy

Course Overview
This course will enable management & leadership teams to 
revitalise and re-fresh their approach to strategy and planning 
and acts as a forum for debate, a “think tank” and an opportunity 
to look at new approaches to existing problems, challenges 
and opportunities, or as a perfect way to kick off a new project 
or initiative. If you are struggling to communicate or work 
effectively as a strategic team, or you need to be more strategic, 
this programme is for you. The objec-tive is to achieve intense 
focus on the agreed agenda but we’ll also have fun, challenge 
and inspire great thinking to facilitate robust planning and 
decision making. We’ll support the agenda with presentations, 
demonstrations, interac-tive discussions, debate, group work and 
individual tasks.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Apply new approaches to thinking, strategy and planning
 » Learn how to communicate better as a team
 » Understand beliefs, values, motivations and the role they play
 » Hit and exceed objectives with sustainable models
 » Revitalise and refresh thinking and approach to strategy
 » Achieve new clarity, focus, direction and motivation to make 

things work
 » Map the journey from vision, mission and goals through to 

strategy and tactics
 » Ensure “buy-in” from individuals and the team
 » Establish a clear plan for this week, this month, the quarter, this 

year and possibly the next 2 - 5 years

Course Outline
 » The 7 Habits of highly effective people
 » Using GROWTH as a strategy framework
 » The MBLSS strategy model
 » The COPPFISM scoping tool
 » The Vision Board
 » Bicycle thinking
 » Moments of Truth analysis
 » Relevant strategy and planning theories
 » Team dynamics
 » Strategic thinking, clarity thinking

Managing, Leading and Working with 
Personality Types and Characters

Course Overview
Anyone who needs to interact, engage, communicate, influence, 
manage, supervise, impress, sell, lead, inspire or make an 
excellent impression on individuals, teams or groups will benefit 
hugely from the powerful and practical content of this course. If 
you struggle to get your point across, to make a positive impact, 
to influence behaviour, to break a cycle of poor / negative 
communication… please attend, your life will change forever if 
you take on-board the concepts shared, explored and practiced 
here. The course will be fun, challenging and fully interactive 
and supported by presentations, demonstrations, interactive 
discussions, debate, group work and individual tasks and there 
will be plenty of opportunity to practice in a safe environment, 
but don’t worry, you won’t be forced to perform or made to feel 
uncomfortable at any time. This is about great learning with like-
minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the importance of values, beliefs and motivations
 » See below surface behaviours into drivers and triggers
 » Leave with a new understanding of people
 » Develop life changing skills, behaviours and habits
 » Communicate better than ever before
 » Develop huge rapport and empathy skills
 » Learn how positively influence difficult people
 » Learn how to recognise and engage with multiple  

personality types
 » Get the very best out of people and build strong working 

relationships
 » Achieve “break through” with difficult characters
 » Significantly reduce the stresses of working with people

Course Outline
 » Behaviours, beliefs, values, motivations, iceberg
 » Conversation skills
 » Building rapport, being in rapport
 » Transactional analysis
 » Meta-programmes
 » VAKOG filter principals
 » The OK Corale
 » Johari Window
 » Maslow Hierarchy of needs
 » Strengths Deployment Inventory
 » Thomas Kilman character traits
 » The power of Emotional Intelligence

booking information on page 59
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Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Managers

Course Overview
This course is ideal for anyone in a management position who needs to mentor and / or coach people to perform better. This is a 
performance coaching and mentoring skills course and is relevant for new managers or managers wishing to refresh and up-date their 
skills in this crucial area of performance management. The days of autocratic leadership are over and managers need to understand how 
their people are motivated to act, how they like to be managed, developed, empowered, recognised and rewarded. Coaching is not just 
for sports people and if delivered with skill, ensures peak performance from each and every team member. Mentoring is the best practice 
approach to share knowledge and skills and to develop someone beyond the confines of a training programme. The course will be fun, 
challenging and fully interactive and supported by presentations, demonstrations, interactive discussions, debate, group work and individual 
tasks. A comment on role-plays…. you won’t be made to perform or made to feel uncomfortable at any time. You will of course practice 
coaching but not on the stage and not in the spotlight. This is about great learning with like-minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand and apply the key benefits and applications of 

effective coaching
 » Know when to apply coaching and mentoring for maximum 

positive effect
 » Learn how to embed a coaching culture within established 

performance management processes
 » Learn the fundamentals of excellent coaching e.g. listening skills, 

questioning skills
 » Take away ready-to-use tools, models and approaches for 

effective coaching
 » Make coaching your default approach to a wide  

range of interactions
 » Learn a number of coaching models so that you find the right 

one for you
 » Deliver effective 1:1 meetings, review meetings, development 

meetings and appraisals
 » Take away a robust approach to performance management
 » Pass ownership and accountability to empower the coachee, 

mentee
 » Apply a new approach to people development, talent 

management and succession planning

Course Outline
 » What is coaching and what makes a great coach?
 » The difference between coaching and mentoring
 » Coaching in sport and applying the techniques to business
 » Observation skills, giving feedback and positioning  

the coaching
 » SMART action planning
 » GROWTH coaching
 » The PESOS model for effective mentoring
 » Asking great questions / facilitating versus leading or controlling
 » A range of coaching models and approaches
 » Understanding the coachee – meta-programmes  

and motivations
 » Working with beliefs and values
 » Strengths Deployment Inventory (SDI)
 » The value of psychometric tools – a useful debate
 » Making sure we achieve accountability, responsibility and 

ownership in the right place

Impressive Presentation and Public Speaking Skills

Course Overview
This course is ideal for anyone needing to make face to face presentations to a team, group, board or larger audience of any size. 
The workshop will provide powerful learning to anyone delivering a sales presentation,  a conference session, a training presentation 
or communicating good or bad news. Anyone lacking the skills or confidence to do a great job, create a positive impression or be 
remembered and recognised for an outstanding performance should attend this course. Public speaking should be an opportunity to 
influence, persuade, inform and entertain. This course will provide new skills, approaches and techniques, resulting in confidence and 
yes, even enjoyment! The course will be fun, challenging and fully interactive and supported by presentations, demonstrations, interactive 
discussions, debate, group work and individual tasks. There will be plenty of opportunity to practice in a safe environment, but don’t worry, 
you won’t be forced to perform or made to feel uncomfortable at any time. This is about great learning with like minded professionals in a 
fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Apply models and approaches for effective preparation
 » Use new methods to deal with nerves, stress and tension
 » Learn the fundamental do’s and don’ts of making  

great presentations
 » Build an ability to use humour and communication skills to 

capture and retain the audience
 » Learn the AIDA model and its applications
 » Use the voice well and avoid affectations and distractions
 » Learn how to tell a story, structure and signpost
 » Engage the audience and bridge the gap between speaker 

and audience
 » learn and apply methods to deal positively with questions and 

interruptions
 » Be fully in control
 » Learn how to make Powerpoint work well for you  

and the audience
 » Learn practical techniques to produce memorable 

presentations
 » take on board new communication skills focused on achieving 

the desired outcomes

Course Outline
 » Crucial preparations
 » Objectives, structure, direction, focus
 » Relevance, topicality, examples, synergies
 » Creating excellent first impressions
 » Powerpoint – the master or the slave?
 » Images versus text versus diagrams and charts?
 » Building rapport and being in rapport
 » What are the audience thinking and what do they want?
 » Positioning and using agendas
 » The values of using summary skills
 » How to grab and hold attention
 » Having fun while getting the job done
 » Practice makes perfect – perfect practice techniques
 » Golden rules - the do’s and don’t’s of great presenting

booking information on page 59
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Strategic Thinking: New Models for Managers and Leaders

Course Overview
This content and value rich course is suitable for middle and senior managers, directors and leaders and will provide fresh approaches 
to the ability to think strategically and deliver strategic excellence. Clarity, direction, forward motion and direction are some of the key 
outcomes which will be achieved through exploration, discussion and debate of a series of approaches to strategic thinking. We’ll use the 
experience of our delegates to work on real life case study and experience and we’ll conduct relevant exercises to bring concepts and 
theories to life. Standing back from the daily challenges isn’t easy in a pressured environment and this course will give delegates the tools 
they need to take a “helicopter view” and see things clearly. Clear and objective vision is an enabler of effective strategic planning and this 
course will deliver exactly that. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » View their people and business with significantly  

increased clarity
 » Know, understand and apply a range of strategic  

thinking models
 » Achieve clear focus on relevant, topical and potential issues 

and opportunities
 » Apply objective approaches to thinking and planning
 » Conduct effective business and people performance reviews
 » Efficiently assess, quantify and qualify business and  

people issues
 » Construct fully rounded and strategic action plans for success
 » Share new approaches and business language with 

colleagues, peers and superiors
 » Cut through layers of information and efficiently get to root 

cause analysis
 » Understand key moments of truth and achieve critical 

improvements for competitive advantage

Course Outline
 » What is strategic thinking and how does it differ from the  

status quo?
 » The benefits, pitfalls, advantages and disadvantages of thinking 

strategically
 » The thoughts of some historic and current strategy thought 

leaders
 » De Bono thinking strategies
 » The six thinking hats
 » Bicycle strategy
 » MBLSS
 » Root cause analysis - the 7 why’s
 » Moments of Truth Analysis
 » COPPFISM
 » The model of excellence - can we improve it?
 » Spiral, comfort, stretch, panic - where are you? where is  

the business?
 » The CADILAC strategic thinking model
 » The importance of CLARITY
 » Are the 7 habits still relevant?
 » A pragmatic strategy model for SME’s - does it apply to you?

Resilience Management - Practical 
Application for Managers and Leaders

Course Overview
Resilience Management, also known as Business Continuity 
Management covers three main areas of interest and effort for 
management teams, namely Disaster and Risk Management, 
Sustainable Development (Impact on the Environment) and Obtaining 
Strategic Advantage (Being adept at winning despite difficulties). In 
this context Resilience is taken to mean “to survive the unforeseen”.  This 
unforeseen can be due to unforeseen events that happen, or it can 
be a result of a slow and hardly noticeable series of changes over 
a period of time.  This Resilience Management course captures all 
aspects of management focus and effort that would endeavour to 
avoid undesirable col-lapse of any type or magnitude. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand what disaster and risk management means to them
 » Understand how to achieve sustainable development
 » Achieve strategic advantage by surviving the unforeseen
 » Understand, qualify and quantify the potential critical risk factors 

within their business in terms of one-off occurrences
 » Understand, qualify and quantify the potential risk factors within 

their busi-ness in terms of slow and hardly noticeable series of 
changes over a period of time (creeping risks)

 » Know, understand and apply strategic planning tools and 
business review models to facilitate risk assessment and 
contingency planning

 » Develop a 360 degree view of their business, company or area of 
function in-cluding a “what if” (scenario) approach to potential risks.

Course Outline
 » Define, qualify and quantify ‘resilience management’ in  

all its forms
 » Bring the subject to life with relevant and topical case study
 » Drill down into the realities of delegates businesses, companies 

and functions
 » Build “what if” scenarios and associated cost versus  

benefit solutions
 » Focus on disaster recovery through simulation of a real life  

case study
 » Agree strategies for the identification and mitigation of 

creeping risks
 » Resilience management approaches for commercial 

competitive advantage
 » Personal resilience - focusing on personal resilience
 » The fully rounded business and personal leader
 » What is coming next in the changing world of risk?

Advanced Communication Skills for 
managers and Leaders

Course Overview
This course is perfect for managers and leaders who need to ensure that 
their communication style, tone, approach and impact is well considered 
and positive, resulting in the desired impact and outcomes. The easiest 
approach to communication is to revert to a default style without any 
conscious thoughts about impact. A harder but significantly more rewarding 
approach is to think before communicating and to apply relevant skills. This 
course will provide knowledge, understanding, skill and application of a 
range of communication techniques designed to deliver optimum outputs 
from the right inputs. Understanding the impacts of verbal and written 
communication and changing the use of language, tone and style will 
deliver hugely positive results and greater achievements for all participants. 
This is a very enlightening course with life changing takeaways.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 »  Know, understand and apply a fully rounded approach to 

emotional intelligence
 »  Understand the range of transactional analysis ego types and 

change the communication landscape
 »  Apply a range of influencing skills and techniques for win /  

win solutions
 »  Develop pro-active conversational and listening skills as the 

foundation of advance communication
 »  Create outstanding first impressions, rapport building and 

empathy versus sympathy
 » Understand, recognise and react to a range of language 

psychologies
 »  Recognise a range of personality types and convincer patterns 

and know how to work with these for positive outcomes
 »  Understand and recognise where people are in the 

conversational pyramid and the hierarchy of personal needs. 
Know how to recognise and react with positivity

Course Outline
 » The power of emotional intelligence
 » Exploring transactional analysis
 » Learning where we all are in the OK Corale
 » The relevance of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
 » Developing pro-active listening and conversational skills
 » First impressions, building rapport, empathy versus sympathy
 » VAKOG language psychology principals
 » Win / Win influencing skills for positive outcomes
 » Positioning is everything and gives us everything
 » The Conversational Pyramid
 » The benefits of understanding personality and character types

booking information on page 59
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Key Management and Leadership 
models brought to life for 
practicing Managers, Directors  
and Leaders

Course Overview
This course will provide managers and leaders with an introduction 
and exploration into as many as twenty six established, accepted 
and proven management and leadership theories and models. 
The course will bring these theories and models to life and place 
them in the context of current commercial and non-commercial 
environments. Delegates will be encouraged to discuss and 
debate real case studies where each model would be / will 
be relevant and useful. Pragmatism and topicality is they key 
for this course rather than dry delivery of abstract and “out of 
reach” theories and models. Ultimately, the course will provide a 
personalised and contextualised reference library, populated with 
“user notes” and enriched by the sharing of real experience of the 
delegates and the significant experience of the course facilitator.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand each theory or model enough to assess its 

suitability for application in a specific situation or opportunity
 » Reference any of the stated theories or models in academic 

journals to facilitate further study and understanding
 » Understand the required inputs, outputs, implications and 

potential outcomes associated with the application of any of 
the stated theories or models

 » Understand and negate the potential dangers, thus dealing 
with the “a little knowledge can be dangerous” concept.

 » Think more strategically, behave more strategically and achieve 
much more

 » Become highly effective as a manager or leader of businesses 
and people

 » Become a role model and point of reference for other 
managers and leaders..

Course Outline
 » Exploration of a range of strategic theories and models
 » Exploration of a range of thinking theories and models
 » An introduction to Emotional Intelligence
 » A walk through effectiveness and productivity models
 » Management & Leadership behaviours, theories and models
 » Communication and conflict theories and models
 » Building highly effective teams - Belbin & Tuckman and more..
 » Cultural and change management theories and models

For additional course dates 
by location please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

Advanced Organisational 
Diagnostics

Course Overview
Understanding what the underlying issues in business performance 
is a necessary skill for any manager with strategic responsibility. On 
this course, we will review a selection of tools and techniques for 
analysing and understanding the business. We clarify how these 
are used, their limitations and how they provide the catalyst when 
facilitating change within an organisation. 

This course is highly participative combining facilitated sessions, 
group work and exercises with appropriate case studies. 

There are no formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the application of a range of business analysis and 

diagnostic tools.
 » Compare the different utilisation of the tools
 » Explore the purpose and relevance of the alternative 

approaches and tools for the strategic manager 
 » Identify where to focus internal effort in growing the business

Course Outline
 » The Strategic Dimension
 » The internal analysis 
 » Exploring Marketing and the sales effort
 » Reading the story from finance 
 » Using HR Metrics to  grow the business through people 
 » Benchmarking the business
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Advanced Communication Skills for Managers and Leaders London 1week £7,000 February 23-Feb ACSMLL1

Advanced Communication Skills for Managers and Leaders London 1week £7,000 July 6-Jul ACSMLL2

Advanced Organisational Diagnostics London 1week £7,000 May 18-May AODL1

Advanced Organisational Diagnostics London 1week £7,000 October 12-Oct AODL2

Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Managers Dubai 1week £7,000 March 9-Mar CMSMD1

Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Managers Dubai 1week £7,000 August 3-Aug CMSMD2

Conducting Effective 1:1 Performance Review meetings Madrid 1week £7,000 April 6-Apr CE121PRM1

Conducting Effective 1:1 Performance Review meetings Madrid 1week £7,000 September 7-Sep CE121PRM2

Essential Business Planning and Strategy Paris 1week £7,000 May 25-May EBPSP1

Essential Business Planning and Strategy Paris 1week £7,000 August 31-Aug EBPSP2

Impressive Presentation and Public Speaking Skills New York 1week £7,000 March 9-Mar IPPSSNY1

Impressive Presentation and Public Speaking Skills New York 1week £7,000 August 3-Aug IPPSSNY2

Key Management and Leadership models brought to life for practicing 
Managers, Directors and Leaders Barcelona 1week £7,000 May 18-May KM&LMB1

Key Management and Leadership models brought to life for practicing 
Managers, Directors and Leaders Barcelona 1week £7,000 October 12-Oct KM&LMB2

Managing, Leading and Working with Personality Types and Characters London 1week £7,000 April 6-Apr ML&WPL1

Managing, Leading and Working with Personality Types and Characters London 1week £7,000 September 7-Sep ML&WPL2

Resilience Management - Practical Application for Managers and Leaders New York 1week £7,000 March 9-Mar RMNY1

Resilience Management - Practical Application for Managers and Leaders New York 1week £7,000 August 3-Aug RMNY2

Strategic Thinking: New Models for Managers and Leaders Milan 1week £7,000 February 23-Feb STNMfMLM1

Strategic Thinking: New Models for Managers and Leaders Milan 1week £7,000 July 6-Jul STNMfMLM2

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439

ALL INTERNATIONAL  
COURSES COME  
WITH A COMPLEMENTARY  
TABLET
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ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World

Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:



London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta

Are you a finance manager or a manager expected to handle 
finance duties, these finance courses unlike others are straight 
talking and results focussed? Our finance training course solutions 
will tackle what can sometimes be viewed as either a dull or 
intimidating subject by breaking the subject down into logical and 
manageable sequences and delivering learning in an entertaining, 
memorable and understandable way.

ACCOUNTING
AND 
FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT



Accounting and Financial Management

6564

Advance Excel Skills for  
Finance Managers

Course Overview
Most Financial Accountants realised that they could further 
harness the power of Excel if they could have a better handle 
of its structure, formulas and functions. This is much complicated 
by the incomprehensive jargon and procedures. This course is 
therefore directed at the person who needs to use Excel in their 
everyday job to improve decision-making and productivity.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be  
able to develop:
 » Handle Excel’s structure, formulas and functions effectively.
 » Know how to build a clear and accurate data.
 » Establish a complex spreadsheet system in the area of finance 

and business, accounting, banking and insurance.
 » Understanding the process of spreadsheet consolidation  

and linking.
 » Know how Formulae and Functions work.
 » Find out how to design and create forms using Excel.

Course Outline
 » Spreadsheet Concept And Structure
 » Building Basic Formulas
 » Creating Advanced Formulas
 » Spreadsheet Calculation Techniques
 » Spreadsheet Consolidation And Linking
 » Charting Techniques And Presentation
 » Auditing And Debugging

Asset Liability Management:  
Tools and Techniques  

Course Overview
This course addresses issues that concern the ever-changing 
landscape of ALM such as the traditional methods of identifying, 
measuring and managing risk. We will also review the up-to-
date developments in risk measurement, with emphasis on the 
management and control of risk in financial institutions and how 
the ALM process integrates with the overall strategy of the firm. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Implement an effective asset and liability management 

(ALM) olicy
 » Manage the ALM function
 » Understand the analytical framework of interest rate  

risk management
 » Confidently apply ALM in derivatives products
 » Develop familiarity with Value at Risk (VaR)  

concepts and application
 » Understand important regulatory developments  

relevant to ALM

Course Outline
 » ALM Definition
 » ALM Process and Management Recognition
 » Financial Markets Volatility
 » Financial Instruments: Many and Varied
 » ALM Risk Management
 » Interest Rate Analysis Techniques
 » Financial Derivatives: Their Role in Interest  

Rate Risk Management
 » Interest Rate Risk Strategies
 » Capital Allocation and Performance Measurement
 » What To Look For From Your External Auditors

Auditing and Accounting in a 
Computer Environment

Course Overview
The course emphasizes the relationship between accounting 
and information technology. It has been designed to give 
accountants a head start in their chosen profession. Delegates 
would be able to enter confidently the role of accounting 
and audit, computer audit, internal audit, crime prevention and 
detection, insurance and banking. Most of today’s financial 
frauds emerge from a computerized environment and so the 
course emphasizes the relationship between accounting and 
IT. Delegates will build a capacity to aid in the investigation of 
potential frauds by developing current technical accounting 
understanding and practice.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » An in-depth knowledge of systems auditing and related 

subjects from a theoretical and practical perspective.
 » The risk exposures in an IT environment and the internal  

controls to minimize these risks

Course Outline
 » What is audit in a computer environment?
 »  Auditing around the computer
 »  Auditing through the Computer
 »  Auditing with the computer
 »  Use of computer of audit automation
 »  The computer systems challenges
 »  Lack of visible evidence and systematic errors  

- What to do
 »  Controls over audit computers
 »  Security and Accuracy (of input, processing and output)
 »  Back up of data contained on files, regular production of 

hard copy; back-up disks held off the premises
 »  The internal control over computer based  

accounting system
 »  Computer Assisted Audit Techniques (CAATs)

Auditing the Procurement Process

Course Overview
When establishing a management system, organizations 
have to put in place processes to control the purchasing of 
products (or services) and their verification. However, the way 
organizations consider such requirements are fulfilled may not 
necessarily be the most appropriate one. Similarly, auditors may 
consider it sufficient to confirm compliance by just checking that 
an approved supplier list is up-to-date, that orders have been 
placed only with approved suppliers and activities necessary 
for ensuring conformity with the specified purchase requirements 
have been carried out.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand why:
 » Procurement should start during the design and development 

of a product when a specification is prepared
 » Inter-departmental discussions should take place to ensure that 

potential suppliers can provide a product that meets the design 
specification at the required cost;

 » The organization should ensure that the specified purchase 
requirements are correct prior to their communication to the 
supplier;

 » Statutory & regulatory requirements should have been included 
in the purchase requirements, as applicable;

 » The degree of risk associated with a component or product 
and the controls required to ensure that it meets the design 
specification should have been assessed

Course Outline
 » Procurement Audit Procedure
 » Criteria for the Selection of Suppliers
 » Limitations of traditional approach
 » Reliance on tendering
 » Vulnerability to contract fraud
 » Initial selection and supplier partnerships
 » Annual review tools e.g. rolling audits, supplier ‘MOTs’
 » Benchmarking
 » Improvement plans

booking information on page 83
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Auditing the Treasury Department

Course Overview
This treasury audit-training course is designed for an Audit 
department undertaking a Treasury review. It is designed to 
focus on the business conducted in a treasury, the risks that 
can be generated and the appropriate controls and structures 
that should be in place to assist in the efficient use of resources 
and the prevention of unexpected losses. The course alerts 
participants to potential dangers in dealing, enabling prompt 
identification of risks and ensuring recommended management 
controls are in place, well understood and respected by all 
involved - from dealer through back-office personnel to the 
highest level of senior management.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » Identification and recognition of risk in Treasury
 » Understanding how and why failures have arisen in the industry
 » The role that controls and reports have in reducing risk
 » Consideration of what constitutes “best practice”
 » Establishing appropriate parameters for an audit of a Treasury 

department

Course Outline
The role of Treasury
Auditing
 » External and internal audit
 » Departmental role and responsibilities
 » The treasury audit 

–  Issues of concern

Preparing for the treasury audit
Asset and Liability Management (ALM)
Risk management
 » Cashflow and Liquidity
 » Mismatch (Gap) reporting
 » P&L and other reports
 » Risk assessment techniques
 » What to look for
 » Introduction to Basel II and the
 » Central Banks / Capital adequacy

Performance measurements
Reporting lines
Market Risk, Liquidity risk, Credit risk and Operational risk
Risk reporting

Accounting and Financial Management
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Auditor in Charge Tools  
and Techniques

Course Overview
Leading an audit team requires a great deal knowledge, but it 
also requires dedication, efficiency, and effective leadership skills. 
Now audit leaders today need the skills to lead with confidence 
so that every project runs smoothly.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Master project management techniques through effective 

planning, organisational techniques and expecting the 
unexpected.

 » Learn eight simple planning tools that ensure success.
 » How to control the audit by using well-established supervisory, 

communication and time-management techniques.
 » Identify six steps of effective delegation
 » How to train auditors to perform assigned tasks, solve 

problems, and document audits properly.

Course Outline
IPPF for the Auditor in Charge
 » Apply IPPF Standards to the role of the auditor in charge (AIC)
 » Recall the core elements of the IPPF.
 » Recognise how the IPPF Standards relate to the AIC role. 

The Role of an Auditor in Charge
 » The qualities required to be an effective auditor in charge
 » The responsibilities of an AIC
 » Leadership qualities desired in a leader
 » Knowledge and skills required of an AIC 

Planning the Audit
Audit Programs and Staffing
Audit Supervision
Reviewing Work papers
Audit Concerns and Reports
The Exit Conference
Wrapping Up the Audit
Appraising Staff Performance

Building Financial Models  
with Excel

Course Overview
When looking at any financial opportunity the ability to perform 
accurate and realistic analysis is imperative. In today’s ever-
changing business environment the capability to write simple 
spreadsheets is not enough. You have to be able to incorporate 
all the “what if” scenarios and stress any proposal to its limits. A 
well-structured financial model can facilitate and improve the 
reliability and quality of your decision-making.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the different types of financial models and when 

each should be applied
 » Construct financial models making use of a broad range of 

Excel methods and techniques
 » Incorporate elements such as risk, sensitivity, optimisation and 

forecasting into financial models
 » Produce meaningful management reports and charts  

for communication

Course Outline
 » Opening and closing Excel files 
 » Excel screen menu and standard toolbar
 »  Auto fill
 »  Moving around a worksheet
 »  Moving around the sheets in a workbook
 »  Creating files
 »  Deleting files and individual sheets
 »  Changing column width and row height
 »  Entering simple formulas
 »  Entering labels
 »  Cell referencing
 »  Centring titles and merging cells
 »  Simple cell formatting
 »  Number formats
 »  Changing font sizes and colours
 »  Copy, cut and pasting cell contents
 »  Inserting graphic objects
 »  Custom views
 »  Previewing worksheets
 »  Printing documents and ranges

Business Financial Forecasting  
and Modelling

Course Overview
A financial model is a quantitative representation of an 
organisation’s past, present, and future business operations.  
Financial models serve as the foundation and basis of standard 
financial accounting reports, including the Balance Sheet, the 
Income Statement, and the Statement of Cash Flows. All type 
of organisations and companies use financial models every 
day to analyse and plan their business activities. This course will 
give you a firm understanding of the steps involved in building 
financial models and you should know how to use Excel to put that 
understanding to work in the form of a working financial model. This 
course is designed for managers, accounting managers, auditors 
and accounting officers both in the public and private sector, who 
wish to work in a more efficient computerised environment in order 
to improve performance within the organisation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates have a better 
understanding of:
 » How to build the Master Budget, the Operating Budget and 

the Financial Budget
 » Building the consolidated financial statements: Balance Sheet, 

Income Statement and Cash Flow Statement; and free  
cash flows.

 » Analysing a financial model by using sensitivity analysis to test 
the assumptions underlying the financial model, contribution 
margin analyses to assess the fixed and variable cost elements 
of an organisation’s cost structure, and the financial ratio 
analysis to measure important financial ratios.

Course Outline
 » The Master Budget
 » Overview of Budgets and Financial Models
 » Operating Budget – Assumptions, Sales, and Collections
 » Operating Budget – Cost of Goods Sold, Inventory, and 

Purchases
 » Operating Budget – Operating Expenses
 » Operating Budget – Income Statement
 » Financial Budget – Capital Budget and Cash Budget
 » Financial Budget – Balance Sheet
 » Financial Statements and Free Cash Flows
 » Consolidated Financial Statements
 » Free Cash Flows and Dashboard
 » Analysis of a Financial Model
 » Sensitivity Analysis
 » Contribution Margin Analysis
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Corporate Finance Theory 
and Practice 

Course Overview
Corporate Finance is a broad course that studies the financial 
side of firm’s activities. Topics covered include optimal capital 
structure, corporate taxation, financial distress and bankruptcy 
procedures, initial public offerings, the use of capital structure as 
a control and signalling mechanism, dividend policy and mergers 
and takeovers.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » Understand the relationship between the investment and 

financing decisions of the firm.
 » Comprehend the differences between the different financial 

securities that a firm can issue and the complexities of the 
issuance process.

 » Gain a deep understanding of the factors that determine 
the optimal capital structure for a given firm and other 
financial decisions such as dividend policy and managerial 
remuneration.

 » Analyze the impact that the financial decisions of the firm have 
on the interests of the different stakeholders.

 » Understand how financial choices may be distorted so as to 
alter the firm’s market value.

 » Discover reasons behind takeover proposals and grasp the 
complex functioning of these types of operations.

Course Outline
 » An overview of corporate financing
 » Problems in debt financing: taxes and the costs of  

financial distress.
 » Problems in equity financing
 » Asymmetric information: the signalling role of the capital 

structure and the pecking order theory
 » Conflicts of interest between debt-holders and equity-holders
 » The capital structure as a control mechanism

Cost Optimization:  
A Strategic Emphasis

Course Overview
Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis is dedicated to answering 
the question: Why Cost Management? The course provides 
the cost-management tools and techniques needed to support 
an organization’s competitiveness, improve its performance, 
and help the organization accomplish its strategy. The course is 
developed to help delegates understand the broader role of cost 
management in helping an organization succeed – and not just the 
measurement of costs. While the course does include coverage of 
traditional costing topics (e.g., job-order costing, process costing, 
service-department cost allocations, and accounting for joint and 
by-products), its primary strength is the linkage of these topics, as 
well as more contemporary topics, to an organization’s strategy.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Demonstrate how measuring and using cost for management 

decisions can take place
 » Measure and assign cost for internal and external reporting
 » Understand the process of planning, monitoring and motivating 

staff and organisations
 » Understand and calculate various cost allocation procedures 
 » Understand strategic management decision-making

Course Outline
Introduction to Strategy and Cost Management 
 » Cost Management and Strategy 
 » Implementing Strategy: The Value Chain, the Balanced 

Scorecard, and the Strategy Map 
 » Basic Cost Management Concepts  

Cost Systems
 » Job Costing 
 » Activity-Based Costing and Customer Profitability Analysis 
 » Process Costing 
 » Cost Allocation: Departments, Joint Products, and By-Products 

Planning and Decision Making
Operational-Level Control
Management-Level Control
 » Strategic Performance Measurement: Cost Centers, Profit 

Centers, and the Balanced Scorecard 
 » Strategic Performance Measurement: Investment Centers 
 » Management Compensation, Business Analysis, and  

Business Valuation 

Credit Management and Collection 
of Receivables 

Course Overview
This course is specially designed for the professional credit 
manager who needs to take time out to sharpen up existing 
skills and to share and compare knowledge with fellow 
professionals. The workshop is geared towards group activity 
whilst also giving plenty of time for individual personalities to 
grow in confidence. By sharing and comparing their skills, credit 
managers will leave the course renewed and enthusiastic about 
their way forward for their respective organisation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a good 
understanding of:
 » The developing role of the credit manager 
 » Credit policy and procedures 
 » Managing for cash 
 » Economic Forecasts 
 » Law and the credit manager 
 » The Credit health-check approach 
 » Understanding financial statements

Course Outline
 »  Developing and implementing a debt  

management process 
 »  Focusing on the loopholes within your organisation 
 »  Introducing new procedures to help boost your  

cash collection 
 »  Finding your organisation’s critical success factors 
 »  Converting your monthly reporting to a  

decision-based tool

Effective Budgeting and  
Financial Management 

Course Overview
Financial Planning and the preparation of budgets are essential 
skills for anyone in the position of responsibility. Many budget 
holders are also responsible for setting selling prices and 
controlling costs. This course will help you to understand the 
language and processes of budgeting, costing and pricing. This 
course is designed for managers both in the public and private 
sector, who wish to get the most out of budgets, whether it is during 
preparation, review or end use.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates have a better 
understanding of:
 » How the budget relates to the two key financial statements: 

balance sheet and income statement
 » How to prepare a budget consistent with the organization’s 

strategic plan
 » How to use appropriate estimation techniques in the 

development of revenue and expense budgets
 » Identify all the appropriate costs to be included in a capital 

expenditure proposal
 » How to analyze management cost reports and take  

corrective action

Course Outline
 » The Critical Functions of Management
 » The Budget as a Key Financial Statement 
 » Linking the Tactical Budget to Strategic Objectives
 » The Strategic Planning Process
 » Analysis into Quarters and Months 
 » Zero-based Budgeting
 » Forecasting Methods 
 » Project Budgeting
 » Capital Expenditure Budgeting and Analysis
 » Accounting Rate of Return
 » Cost Control and Management Budget Reports
 » Approaches to Cost Control
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Environmental Accounting

Course Overview
Environmental Accounting is an important tool for understanding 
the role played by the natural environment in the economy. 
Environmental accounts provide data, which highlight both the 
contribution of natural resources to economic well being, and the 
costs imposed by pollution or resource degradation. It refers to 
modification of the System of National Accounts to incorporate 
the use or depletion of natural resources.

This course will help you to understand the purposes of the 
System of National Accounts, the monitoring of the interaction 
between the economy and the environment by using indicators 
and descriptive statistics as a tool for strategic planning and 
policy analysis in order to identify more sustainable development 
paths and it will address the issues related to the full economic 
value of environmental resources or the role which they play in 
productive activity.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding what Environmental Accounts is
 » Analysis of the format of the economic accounts using the 

framework developed by United Nations Statistical Division 
(UNSTAT)

 » Identifying the environmental issues in conventional accounting
 » How to integrate conventional accounting and ecological 

accounting by using and developing eco-efficiency indicator

Course Outline
 » What Environmental Accounting is – and is not. Why it matters. 

How is done
 » The purpose of managing environmental information
 » Environmental issues in conventional accounting
 » Ecological Accounting
 » Integration
 » The System of Integrated Environmental and Economic 

Accounting (SEEA) developed by the United Nations
 » System of Environmental-Economic Accounting for Water
 » Practical Case Studies

Finance for Non-Finance Managers 

Course Overview
Managers in any non-financial function, who are responsible 
(currently or after promotion) for improving the financial 
performance of a business unit and/or are required to take 
financial issues into consideration when evaluating customers or 
suppliers, constructing budgets, setting prices, controlling costs or 
making capital investment proposals.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » See how finance impacts on their whole business 
 » Read and interpret their statutory accounts that include balance 

sheets and profit and loss accounts 
 » Use balance sheet information to make better  

business decisions 
 » Understand the difference between profit and cash flow 
 » Use management ratios to analyse and improve business 

performance 
 » Produce financial reports that can make a real difference to the 

running of their profit centre 
 » Make costing and pricing decisions 
 » Improve credit control and working capital issues

Course Outline
 » Financial Management
 » Understanding Balance Sheets
 » Analysing Profit And Loss Accounts
 » Cash Flow Forecasts
 » Improving Capital Projects Assessments
 » Conventional Costings
 » Pricing To Deliver Strategic And Tactical Objectives
 » Making Better Financial Decisions
 » Using Management Ratios To Improve Performance
 » The Working Capital Cycle
 » Personal Development Plan

Financial Crime and  
Money Laundering

Course Overview
Financial crime and money laundering have become the 
biggest challenges in today’s banking. Banks and financial 
institutions are in continuous threat of gangs attempting to get 
access to millions of bank customers’ accounts, and the Bank 
itself.  Good knowledge and skills to combat financial crime 
and money laundering are very important, as the techniques 
employed are becoming more and more engineered with 
different variants in order to succeed in their goal of defrauding 
financial institutions and their customers. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding what financial crime is and how it works
 » Developing the skills, techniques and practices used in the 

identification of possible cases of financial crime
 » Understanding the regulations around financial crime and 

money laundering
 » Creating a range of skills, techniques and practices that can be 

used within the procedures to combat financial crime
 » Understanding what money laundering is and the different 

schemes used
 » Identifying suspicious transactions and what steps to take
 » When and how to report a suspicious transaction
 » How to implement a money laundering policy

Course Outline
 » The nature, types and consequences of financial crime
 » Legislation on crimes in financial markets and systems
 »  Interpol and the FATF
 »  What is forgery and counterfeit money and the origin of 

money laundering
 »  Forgeries used to defraud financial institutions
 »  Risks and consequences of theft
 »  Identity theft in financial institutions
 »  Fraud – preconditions and types
 »  Responsibility for fraud prevention and detection
 »  Rational for technology-based crime
 »  Hacking, Malware, Phishing, Pharming
 »  The money laundering process
 »  Anti-money laundering legislations 
 »  Money laundering schemes
 »  The reporting procedure – function of the MLRO
 »  Money laundering awareness and training

Financial Planning for  
Executive Managers 

Course Overview
In today’s highly volatile environment, estimating future costs and 
revenues is critical for justifying investment decisions! Gain state-
of-the-art forecasting tools and modelling techniques that will help 
you analyze financial data predict revenues and costs assess the 
risk inherent in your forecasts effectively report the forecasting 
results to management and improve corporate decision making 
This course is designed for managers who have the responsibility 
of making effective financial decisions. Managers with non-
financial background will also benefit from the course.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
 » How to make better use of information such as balance sheet 

and P&L
 » How to make use of finance related information
 » How to make effective financial decisions
 » How to make the most of your working capital  

and your budgets
 » What are the key factors involved in costing, pricing and 

managing margins

Course Outline
 » Understanding your role and how it fits with the finance function 

(and the finance director) 
 » The difference between management accounts and the 

statutory financial reports of a company 
 » Understanding and Presenting Financial Statements 
 » Analysing and presenting financial information 
 » Interpreting and analysing financial statements
 » Evaluating the Financial Health of your Organisation
 » Spotting the warning signs - monitoring cash flow 
 » Organisational appraisal through financial analysis 
 » Appraising a project: discounted cash flows 
 » Measuring risk and return
 » Sources of Finance
 » The various sources of finance available to a company and 

their relative advantages and disadvantages 
 » Evaluating investment options
 » Investment , Asset value  and Return on investment 
 » EVA - Economic Value Added 
 » The Use of Financial Budgets - Strategic Costing
 » The impact that activity based costing, marginal costing and full 

costing have on profit
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Forensic Auditing and Accounting

Course Overview
The term ‘forensic’ means suitable for courts of justice or for 
public discussion and debate.  Forensic auditing provides an 
investigation methodology and accounting analysis that is 
suitable to the court, which will form the basis for discussion, 
debate and ultimately dispute resolution. This course concentrates 
on practical advice for internal auditors in the fight against fraud, 
with focus sessions on deterrence, data mining and interviewing 
in a stressed environment. It provides an incisive analysis of 
how fraud occurs within an organisation and explains the latest 
techniques for fighting it.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
 » Detection of white collar crimes within an organization
 » Skills for Forensic Investigations
 » Successful prosecution of economic crimes, in particular fraud
 » The integration of accounting, auditing and investigative skills.

Course Outline
Forensic Auditing Overview
White Collar Crime and Business Risk
 » The black economy - awareness and profiles
 » Money laundering component and the proceeds of crime
 » Governance and business risk overview
 » Fraud theory (definitions, types and scale)
 » Limitations of traditional audit techniques
 » Strategic fraud prevention plan

Detection and the Forensic Audit Toolkit
Investigations and Expert Witness Testimony 
 » Use of publicly available information 
 » Use of documentary evidence
 » Interviewing in a stressed environment – the five possible stages 

of a fraud interview and how best to handle each stage 
 » Assessing quantum of loss
 » Reporting
 » Practical case-management tips
 » Dealing with lawyers and handling court situations

Fraud and Corruption  
Risk Management

Course Overview
This course gives you the tools to establish an effective and far-
reaching anti-fraud programme by implementing techniques for 
assessing the true risk of fraud and corruption, reducing those risks 
and using health checks to provide early warnings.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding the risk and cost of fraud and corruption 
 » Identify red flags and course of action to mitigate risk 
 » Develop health checks within the organization 
 » Implement fraud risk assessments 
 » Develop resistance to fraud and corruption 
 » Improve policies and procedures to reduce the risk 
 » Recognize the tools of fraud and corruption 
 » Monitor and development of effective training for prevention

Course Outline
 » Recognising the risk
 » Essence of an anti-fraud and corruption strategy
 » Implementing the strategy
 » rofiling fraud and corruption risk
 » Defining the likelihood and reducing the risk
 » Fraud risk assessment
 » Recognising and looking for red flags and raising awareness
 » Fraud and corruption resistance assessment 

Internal Capital Adequacy 
Assessment Process: Pillar II of 
Basel Committee

Course Overview
Pillar I of Basel Committee covers measurement and providing 
capital for three elements of banking risk viz. counterparty credit 
risk, interest rate risk in trading book and operational risk. Banks also 
need to look at other elements of risk such as credit concentration 
risk, interest rate risk in banking book, liquidity risk, etc. Recent global 
crisis has highlighted the importance of some of these risks. There are 
some more elements of banking risk where the assessment is more 
of a qualitative nature. They include reputation risk, strategic risk, 
compliance risk, etc. Pillar II of Basel Committee covers the banking 
risks mentioned above. The said Pillar II has two components: a) 
Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) and b) 
Supervisory Review & Evaluation Process (SREP). SAMA has already 
implemented the ICAAP for Saudi banks effective from 2009. 
These ICAAP documents are required to be submitted to SAMA on 
a regular basis. They form an important part of the review process 
undertaken by the Central Bank. In this context, the proposed training 
program will be extremely useful.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Get familiarized with Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment 

Process (ICAAP) used to identify, measure, control and provide 
adequate capital for material risks not covered under Pillar I of 
Basel Committee

 » Prepare comprehensive ICAAP document for Board approval 
and submission to the Central Bank

 » Facilitate ‘Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process’ 

Course Outline
 » Overview of Basel II framework
 »  Pillar II – Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process 

and Supervisory Review- major steps and issues 
 »  Measuring material risks 
 »  Qualitative risk assessment 
 »  Stress testing techniques and scenario analysis
 »  ICAAP – management perspective
 »  Corporate Governance issues
 »  Risk appetite statement
 »  Business growth and capital planning

International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) 

Course Overview
This course is designed for financial accountants and controllers 
wanting a detailed understanding of international standards of 
the International Accounting Standards. Auditors, Analysts and 
interpreters of IAS/IFRS financial statements will also benefit 
greatly from the course and this course will also be of particular 
benefit to accountants moving into a financial accounting role 
from other fields.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » An in-depth working knowledge of the new ‘world standard’ of 

financial reporting 
 » A technique for extracting the key requirements from standards, 

and guidance on interpretation and practical application of the 
standards 

 » An awareness of the differences between UK, US and 
international standards 

 » An understanding of imminent changes to IFRS

Course Outline
Introduction

Concepts and presentation
 » The IASB conceptual framework 
 » IAS 1 - presentation of statements 
 » IAS 10 - events after balance sheet 
 » IFRS 5 - assets held for sale and discontinued operations 
 » IAS 7 - cash flow statements 

Policies and revenue
 » IAS 8 - accounting policies 
 » IAS 18 - revenue 
 » IAS 11 - construction contracts; revenue and work-in-progress 

Inventory and property, plant and equipment
Group Account and International Standards 
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Management Accounting 
Fundamentals

Course Overview
This course has been designed for delegates who desire a 
substantial grounding in the fundamentals of management 
accounting in different organisations and environments. During 
the course you will examine different approaches to issues and 
problems in management accounting. You will explore how to 
communicate management accounting information effectively 
and appropriately. Spreadsheets, information and communication 
technologies, and fundamental business mathematics are some of 
the methods you will use.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » How to apply your knowledge and understanding of 

management accounting accurately to a range of issues, 
questions and problems.

 » Techniques to evaluate and interpret management accounting 
in a range of contexts. How to describe, apply, analyse and 
synthesise management theory, and economic theory and 
practice in relation to business management. 

 » Explore relevant theory to the real-world business problems 
through analytical approach.

 » The basic concepts on management accounting and  
how to apply the same in practices at intermediate and 
advanced level.

Course Outline
 » The principles, practices, techniques and limitations of 

management accounting
 » The quantitative methods used in management accounting 

and managerial finance
 »  Management theory and practice
 »  Economic theory in relation to business management.
 »  Management of Cash
 »  Management of Receivables
 »  Management of Inventory
 »  Overview of Working Capital
 »  Financing Working Capital
 »  Estimation of Working Capital Requirements
 »  Methods of determining working capital

Accounting and Financial Management
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International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards (IPSAS)

Course Overview
This IPSAS course has been designed to provide an overview 
of the background of IPSAS and its objectives. In addition to an 
overview of current accrual-based IPSAS, our expert facilitator 
will provide best practice information on financial reporting under 
the cash basis of accounting. At the end of this course, each 
delegate would have also received up-to-date information on 
IPSASB’s current exposure drafts and projects. Its application of the 
requirements, issues and opportunities will be illustrated through the 
use of short case studies, questions and group exercise.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Review the basic principles of accrual accounting 
 » Differentiate cash based accounting from accrual accounting 
 » Discuss and apply the requirements of IPSAS Understand  

the challenges and consequences of adopting IPSAS  
for the first time

 » Determine the costs and benefits for implementing  
IPSAS and implications

 » Determine the systems modifications and other changes 
required to implement IPSAS 

 » Understand the unique strategies for managing the transition 
from local GAAP to IPSAS

Course Outline
 » General introduction to IPSAS
 » Key characteristics of the public sector
 » Accounting for assets (intangibles, property, plant and 

equipment, leases, inventories, etc.)
 » Accounting for liabilities (provisions, expenses and liabilities, 

employee benefits)
 » Financial instruments
 » Revenue from exchange and non-exchange transactions
 » Public sector consolidation
 » IFRS Versus IPSAS
 » Accounting Standards Setting Bodies

IPSAS and IFRS Equivalents
 » Government Accounting
 » Revenue Recognition
 » Inventories
 » First-time adoption IFRS/IPSAS
 » Budget reporting
 » Service concession agreements

Interpreting and Using Financial 
Report for Non Finance Managers

Course Overview
We all recognise successful managers by their mastery of the 
essential financial skills and the way in which they use these skills 
in effective decision making. These key financial skills have never 
been more in demand than in these challenging times and this 
course provides the chance to cover them all in one workshop.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
After completing this course, the delegate will be able to 
understand and apply the key financial skills to interpret and 
use financial reports to improve their effectiveness in the 
demanding world in which we now work.

Learning these essential financial skills is not as difficult as 
some people believe and in the hands of a professional 
manager these skills can provide a formidable advantage to 
anyone wanting to improve their performance and their career 
prospects.

Course Outline
 » Accounting principles and financial statements:
 » Accounting concepts, principles, policies and GAAP
 » Preparing and understanding the Profit & Loss Account, the 

Balance Sheet and the Cash flow Statement
 » Understanding working capital and cash flow:
 » The vital difference between profit and cash flow
 » Business funds flow and the “trade cycle”
 » Understanding “working capital” and why it is so important
 » Understanding gross margin and profit:
 » Understanding costs, gross margins and break-even
 » The pros and cons of some common pricing strategies 
 » The secret of strong profits
 » Analysing financial reports and measuring performance:
 » What financial statements can and can’t tell you about  

business performance
 » Understanding risk and the key measures of performance
 » Using the pyramid of financial ratios
 » How great businesses make great returns
 » Altman’s Z Score and methods to predict business failure
 » Identifying critical success factors and KPI’s
 » Investment appraisal techniques:
 » The pros and cons of the most common investment  

appraisal methods

Modernising the Internal Control

Course Overview
This course aims to equip delegates with the capacity to develop 
and improve the internal controls in their respective organisations 
in order offer an upgraded level of service to financial institutions 
through quality of information, and gain public confidence in the 
auditing process.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates have a better 
understanding of:
 » The principles and procedures which enable auditors to 

comply in carrying out audit functions 
 » The purposes of internal controls
 » Suitable controls over the computer systems and increase 

efficiency and precision 
 » Effective system based audits and develop control to minimise 

the eventuality of fraud
 » Improvement of the organisation’s performance and efficiency.
 » Identify deficiencies, assess cost/benefit effectiveness and 

implement a corrective course of action.

Course Outline
 » The needs for internal controls
 » Designing Internal Control Systems to Curb the Threats
 » Internal Control classifications: Preventive, Detective  

and Corrective
 » Sarbanes Oxley    
 » Methods of assigning authority and responsibility
 » Proper authorisation of transactions and activities
 » Independent check on performance
 » Computer-based controls: Data transmission controls and 

Disaster Recovery plan
 » Methods of detecting Fraud: Control Systems, warning signs
 » Fraud Schemes and Fraud Risk Assessment
 » Limitations of internal controls  
 » Evaluating preventive controls and correcting deficiencies
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Operational Risk Management and 
Credit Risk Practice

Course Overview
An extensive knowledge and understanding of credit risk practices 
is critical to the Head Office functions of banks, the retail units, the 
business/commercial units of banks where skills in critical analysis, 
evaluation and synthesis of complex issues are paramount in order 
to identify, assess, monitor and report risk. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn that:
 » Understanding of how credit risk functions and how it plays its 

part in managing risk for a banking business
 » How a bank manages their internal risks and how customers 

should manage their credit risks
 » Developing effective problem solving and decision making 

using appropriate quantitative and qualitative skills
 » Developing cognitive skills of critical thinking analysis and 

synthesis in relation to industry, business and financial risks
 » Understanding of what risk is and how it can be identified and 

monitored
 » Creating, evaluating and assessing a range of options to apply 

to a range of situations in the financial services industry

Course Outline
 » Operational risk and business continuity management
 » Responsibility and accountability
 » Operational risk management lifecycle
 » Purpose of risk assessment and probability;  benefits
 » A methodical risk assessment approach: steps and techniques
 » Risk mitigation, appetite/tolerance and its benefits
 » Loss data analysis
 » Monitoring and reporting
 » A risk-based management approach to controls
 » Crisis management
 » Risk-based capital and Basel 2
 » Governmental policy and Corporate Governance
 » How is risk managed and overviewed
 » The credit scoring system
 » Higher value lending
 » Analysis of credit risk and liability risk
 » Credit risk in business units of banks
 » Risk management strategy, analysis and assessment
 » Financial repayment risk

Project Finance Management

Course Overview
 “There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to 
conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in 
the introduction of a new order of things.” Machiavelli’s thoughts on 
project management 500 years are equally relevant to anybody 
involved delivering high value complex projects today.  And when 
the pressure is on capital funding project managers will increasingly 
find that they need a good understanding of the financial aspects 
of project management to cope with the responsibilities placed 
upon them to deliver value for money.  This intensive course provides 
the opportunity to cover the key financial aspects of project 
management and apply them to successful project management.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will:
 » Understand, analyze and interpret financial statements and use 

them as tools in assessing the financial strength of  
project proposals;

 » Understand the vital difference between profit and  
cashflow and how they provide two yardsticks for  
successful project delivery;

 » Master the key financial principles of planning and delivering  
a successful and profitable project

Course Outline
 » Accounting principles and financial statements
 » Measuring project performance objectives
 » Working capital management and cashflow improvement
 » Project financial basics
 » Project financial appraisal techniques
 » Public and government sector project approval methods
 » Capital allocation methods for competing projects
 » Common methods for financial evaluation of projects
 » Return on investment (ROI) approach and payback method
 » Net present value (NPV) and discounted cashflow (DCF) 

techniques
 » Preparing winning project bids and proposals
 » Project budgeting and contingency funds
 » Using Work Breakdown Schedules for accurate forecasting
 » Effective pricing and discounting methods
 » Managing project cashflow with milestone payments
 » Monitoring and controlling project costs
 » Principles of effective project cost management and control
 » Identifying the cause of project overspends and maintaining 

financial targets
 » Managing Risk

Public Finance Management 

Course Overview
There are changes in what people are being held to account for. 
It is no longer sufficient to have accounts that show that money 
has been spent how governments intended. Hence this course is 
designed for managers responsible for the expenditure side of 
public financial management and who also look at budgeting, 
accountability and the changes in financial management.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand how public budgeting fits into the  

macroeconomic framework
 » Apply ideas about accountability to the production of various 

forms of account for public services and public money
 » Understand how changes in public management require 

different forms of public accounting
 » Read a budget and a set of national accounts in  

different jurisdictions
 » Understand costs and different ways of measuring them and 

how costs are used in budgets
 » Understand the budget process at national and sub-national 

levels and the techniques appropriate at different levels
 » Apply budgetary control methods
 » Appreciate how public financial management interfaces with 

politics and political choices
 » Use financial management to enhance the performance of 

public organisations 

Course Outline
 » The Context of Financial Management
 »  Budget Classification and Structure
 »  Cost
 »  Costing Systems
 »  Cost-Volume-Profit Model
 »  Absorption or Full cost recovery
 »  Accounting and Budgeting at National Level
 »  The management and control of budgets
 »  Budgeting and Democracy
 »  Financial Management and Performance

Risk Assessment and Introduction 
to Internal Control

Course Overview
This course is designed to give you a solid understanding of 
systems and control documentation at the significant process 
level. After an overview of the latest COSO guidance on the 
components and principles of effective internal control, this 
course will introduce you to basic tools used to document an 
accounting process. You will then be able to identify the risks 
of errors and fraud in the accounting system and the presence 
(or absence) of compensating controls. Finally, you will practice 
identifying key controls and control weaknesses.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Interpret basic documentation of a significant  

accounting process
 » Identify the significant risks of fraud and errors
 » Locate the presence or absence of compensating controls
 » Identify key controls and control weaknesses
 » Internal Control for Smaller Entities 

Course Outline
 » Internal Control
 » Identifying, Measuring and Managing Risk;
 » Risk Assessment;
 » Building An Environment that Supports Business Controls;
 » Assessing the Effectiveness of Controls in A Business; 
 » Control Reporting Metrics and Defect Management System;
 » Corporate Governance Practices.
 » The Auditing Standards Board and Internal Control 
 » Internal Control Definitions and Concepts 
 » The Control Environment - An In-Depth Review 
 » Risk Assessment and Fraud - An In-Depth Review 
 » Control Activities - An In-Depth Review 
 » Information and Communication - An In-Depth Review 
 » Monitoring - An In-Depth Review 
 » Documentation - Guidance and Tools 
 » Illustrative Case 
 » Latest Developments
 » Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the 

Risks of Material Misstatement 
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The Internal Auditor and Fraud

Course Overview
This course aims to equip internal auditors, heads of internal 
audit departments or units and senior managers who oversee 
the process of financial and accounting systems within their 
organisation the auditing function in their respective organisations 
in order to adopt and maintain international standards of auditing, 
offer an upgraded level of service to financial institutions through 
quality of information, and gain public confidence in the auditing 
process. It will help improve cost efficiency, performance and 
control over the resources of the organisation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Establish the principles and procedures with which auditors are 

required to comply in carrying out audit functions 
 » Understand the functions and responsibilities of an internal 

auditor and the full implications of the role
 » Satisfy international auditing standard requirements
 » Apply suitable audit software and computer systems and 

increase efficiency and precision while fulfilling the role of 
internal auditor 

 » Apply effective system based audits and develop control to 
minimise the eventuality of fraud

Course Outline
 » The role of the Internal Auditor
 » IFRS
 » Internal Audit Standards
 » International Statements of Auditing
 » Inherent Limitations of an Audit in the context of Fraud
 » Risk Assessment Procedures
 » Identification and Assessment of the Risk of Material 

Misstatement due to Fraud
 » Evaluation of Audit Evidence
 » Communications with management and those  

charged with government
 » Methods of detecting and curbing Fraud
 » Sarbanes Oxley
 » Importance of Internal Audit in Fraud Detection
 » Limitations of the Internal Auditor in detecting Fraud

Treasury Management Tools  
and Techniques 

Course Overview
It is our aim on this course to lay a well-established foundation to 
the activities of treasury managers as well as the development of 
the treasury management profession, the organisational aspects 
of treasury, and the main functional areas of treasury: foreign 
exchange and interest rate risk management. A significant emphasis 
will be placed on techniques employed in the solution of practical 
problems, though not to the exclusion theory.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Assess the foreign exchange and interest rate risk exposure of 

an organization
 » Explain the day to day activities of a company treasurer;
 » Understand the role of a structure and corporate treasurer 
 » Solve simple treasury problems;
 » Assess the financial risks facing large multinational companies
 » The hedging instruments and assess their suitability in relation to 

the risks identified. 

Course Outline
 » Competence in interpreting and evaluating financial  

problems posed
 » both in quantitative and non-quantitative terms
 » The ability to resolve practical risk management problems
 » Corporate finance funding techniques 
 » How to use debt and equity and capital markets 
 » What credit risk means to you 
 » Options swaps and futures 
 » How to add value through corporate treasury 
 » How to deposit cash surpluses in all time periods 
 » Effective relationship management with other sections  

of the organisation 
 » How the treasury function fits with the overall business strategy 

of the organisation 
 » The organisational structure, performance and strategic focus of 

the treasury function

Public Financial Management: 
Reporting and Auditing

Course Overview
This course covers the importance topic of accounting and 
accountability. Accounting is the core part of governance, which has 
gained such importance in recent years, especially in developing 
countries. Civil society organisations have also recognised the 
importance of public finance, with many of them now being active in 
the area of budget analysis.

This course is aims to enable you to have a broad understanding 
of the area to allow you to be able to review and understand the 
accounts and financial statements produced by governments and 
other public entities, and to understand the role and scope of audit 
in the public sector.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of this course you will be able to:

 »  Understand the purpose and methods of accounting for 
public sector entities and governments

 »  Assess the appropriate accounting base for different types 
of transaction

 »  Describe the relationship between types of management 
controls and types of accounting

 »  Describe how accounting standards are derived  
and propounded

 »  Describe the main accounting standards and understand 
the differences among them

 »  Understand the particular accounting problems of 
transactions that are exclusive to the public sector

 »  Analyze the various financial management benchmarks 
and standards that are in operation in the public sector

 »  Understand the principles and practices of audit in the 
public sector

Course Outline
 »  Public Sector Accounting
 »  What is Public Financial Management?
 »  The Accounting Bases for Public Sector Financial Reporting
 »  Workflow and the Accounting Base
 »  The Role of the International Public Sector Accounting 

Standards Board
 »  Financial Reporting under the Cash Basis of Accounting
 »  The Cash Basis IPSAS and the Relevance of Consolidated 

Accounts for the Public Sector
 »  Accounting for International Aid
 »  Budget Reporting Standards
 »  Application of IFRS to the Public Sector
 »  IPSAS 1 to 21 – Definitions and Broad Principles
 »  Interpretation of Financial Statements based on the IPSAS
 »  Pensions – Employees
 »  Social Policy Obligations – State Pensions
 »  PFI and PPP
 »  Heritage Assets
 »  PEFA Benchmark for Public Financial Management
 »  National Accounting Standards
 »  The Roles and Scope of Public Sector Audit
 »  Standards and Guidance for Audit in the Public Sector
 »  Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) – 

Performance Measurement Framework
 »  Independence and the Auditor-General
 »  Audit Sampling
 »  Audit Reporting
 »  Value for Money Audit

Actual practice varies considerably from country to country. So 
this course concentrates on the international standards for public 
sector financial reporting. The annual financial statements are a vital 
aspect of the accountability of the government to the legislature 
and to the wider society. Reforms of the content and the format of 
these documents should be assessed on the extent to which the 
proposals will make the accounts more accessible, more easily 
understood.
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HEDGE ACCOUNTING

Course Overview
This course is intended to give professionals a sound understanding 
of hedge accounting and reporting standards contained in IFRS 
9, and the implications for the design, management and reporting 
of hedging strategies. IAS 39 has been replaced with a new 
standard IFRS 9, which removes the restrictions and accounting 
anomalies contained in IAS 39 improving the reporting standards 
and transparency. The requirements for derivatives and hedging 
are explained in clear, simple language supported with practical 
examples, discussion sessions and case studies. The participation 
of delegates is encouraged and they are also invited to bring their 
own cases and discuss the issues they face in applying hedge 
accounting and the standards. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Who should attend?
 »  Risk managers
 »  Auditors
 »  Budget and forecast officers
 »  Accountants and financial controllers
 »  Analysts
 »  CFO and Finance Directors
 »  Investment bankers
 »  Corporate bankers
 »  Tax directors
 »  Corporate finance function
 »  Fund managers and investors
 »  Derivative sales executives
 »  Tax Managers/Directors

Key benefits of attending
 »  Better understanding of hedge accounting requirements
 »  More cost effective hedging solutions
 »  Compliance with the hedge accounting requirements
 »  Enhanced processes and controls around hedge 

accounting

Introduction to hedge accounting
 » What is hedging?
 » What is hedge accounting?
 » Hedge accounting under IAS 39
 » Hedged items
 » Designation of groups of items as hedged items
 » Designation of financial items as hedged items
 » Designation of non-financial items as hedged items

Hedging instruments
 » Definition
 » Derivative financial instruments
 » Portions and proportion of a hedging instrument
 » Hedging more than one risk with a single instrument
 » Combination of derivative instruments
 » Options as hedging instruments
 » Dynamic hedging strategies
 » Internal hedging instruments
 » Offsetting internal hedging instruments

Accounting for hedging activities
 » IAS 39 Accounting implications for:
 » FX Forwards
 » Interest rate swaps

 » Cross currency swaps
 » Standard vanilla options
 » Derivatives – Difficulties of identifying whether certain 

transactions involve derivatives
 » Embedded derivatives

The hedge accounting models
 » Risk reduction and hedge accounting
 » Fair value hedges – Definition
 » Fair value hedge accounting
 » Adjustments to hedged items
 » Hedges of firm commitments
 » Discontinuing fair value hedge accounting

Case study/Work Group: Exercises and case studies for 
discussion and practical application

Cash flow hedges
 » Definition
 » Forecast transactions
 » Cash flow hedge accounting
 » Reclassifying gains and losses from equity
 » Discontinuing cash flow hedge accounting

Net investment hedges
 »  Hedged items
 »  Hedging instruments
 »  Effectiveness testing
 »  Recycling on disposal of foreign operation
 »  Hedging with derivatives
 » Hedging in individual or separate financial statements

Criteria for obtaining hedge accounting
 » Documentation and designation
 »  Documentation relating to forecast transaction
 »  Example documentation

Hedge effectiveness
 »  Requirements for assessing effectiveness
 »  Assessment on a cumulative or a period-by-period basis
 »  Counterparty credit risk
 »  Entity credit risk
 »  Transactions costs
 »  Pre-payment risk

Methods used to assess hedge effectiveness
 »  Dollar terms comparison

 »  Hypothetical derivative method
 »  The benchmark rate method
 »  Sensitivity analysis method
 »  Regression analysis
 »  Comparison between regression analysis and  

dollar offset method
Case study/Work Group: Practical application of the methods 
and discussion of challenges and issues

Hedge ineffectiveness
 »  Sources of hedge ineffectiveness
 »  Minimising hedge ineffectiveness
 »  Measuring hedge ineffectiveness
 »  Change in fair value method

Hedging foreign exchange risk
 »  Hedging a highly expected foreign sale with a forward
 »  Hedging a highly expected foreign sale with a tunnel

Hedging foreign subsidiaries
 »  Hedging intragroup foreign dividends
 »  Net investment hedge using a forward
 »  Net investment hedge using a cross-currency swap
 »  Net investment hedge using foreign currency debt

Hedging interest rate risk
 »  Hedging a floating-rate liability using an interest rate swap
 »  Hedging a floating-rate liability using a zero-cost collar
 »  Hedging a fixed-rate liability using an interest rate swap

Hedging foreign currency liabilities
 »  Hedging using cross-currency swaps

Hedging commodity risk
 »  Hedging commodity risk
 »  Own-use versus IAS 39 commodity contracts
 »  Hedging a commodity firm commitment with a forward
 »  Hedging a commodity inventory with a futures
 »  Hedging a highly expected purchase with futures
 » Case study/Work Group: Case studies/practical exercises 

on hedging different risks

Hedge accounting disclosures
 »  Disclosure and presentation requirements under IFRS 7
 »  Financial instruments risk disclosures:
 »  Qualitative disclosures
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Effective Internal Auditing

Course Overview
As Internal auditing is a vital part of Quality Management systems, 
this course focuses on how to help internal auditor critically assess 
the methods by which internal auditing can be carried out and 
how the function can best partner with senior management, 
risk units and business-lines to provide accurate, independent 
assurance.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the organisation, planning and control of  

internal auditing
 » Relate to the current philosophy and practice
 » Realise and manage the behavioural implications of  

internal auditing
 » Appreciate the essential techniques to be used  

Course Outline
 » The audit process 
 » Preparation/checklist development 
 » Gathering evidence of conformance 
 » Types of audit 
 » Observation, sampling and interviewing 
 » Audit objectives 
 » Reporting audit findings 

 - Challenges of audit reporting 
 - Who are the reports really for? 
 - How do you know a good report when you see one? 
 - What Management expect – recent survey  

 of chief executives 
 - IIA Professional standards 
 - The need for reports with impact

 » Audit responsibilities 
 » Verifying corrective action

Strategy and Finance Masterclass

Course Overview
“With careful and detailed planning, one can win; with careless 
planning, one cannot win.  How much more certain is defeat if 
one does not plan at all!” The Chinese general Sun Tzu wrote 
this in “The Art of War” in 400BC and his advice has never been 
more relevant than in today’s challenging world. The successful 
organisation matches its capabilities with the environment and 
competitive framework in which it operates; a process generally 
referred to as strategic planning.  Executives aiming to operate 
effectively at the highest levels of organisational management 
need a thorough understanding of these principles and how, 
through strategic financial planning, they can be converted in to the 
financial objectives of the organisation.
This intensive course provides the opportunity to cover the 
essentials of both strategic planning and strategic financial 
management in one workshop.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » Analyze the external framework and competitive environment 

in which an organization functions
 » Identify organizational competencies and develop  

winning strategies
 » Understand and develop financial management strategies
 » Identify key financial objectives for your organization

Course Outline
Strategic Planning
 » Strategic Direction
 » The Organisation’s Capabilities
 » Developing an Effective Strategy
 » Managing Strategic Change 

Strategic Financial Planning
 » Accounting principles and financial statements
 » Accounting concepts, principles, policies and GAAP
 » Improving cashflow by effective working capital management
 » Pricing for strong margins and profit
 » Interpreting financial statements and measuring performance
 » Investment and Project Appraisal
 » Budgeting and Forecasting
 » Understanding and Managing Risk
 » A balanced strategy for risk management

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Advance Excel Skills for Finance Managers Lagos 3days N180,000 February 4-Feb AESFMN1

Advance Excel Skills for Finance Managers London 1week £2,750 March 9-Mar AESFML1

Advance Excel Skills for Finance Managers London 2weeks £3,850 March 9-Mar AESFML1

Advance Excel Skills for Finance Managers Lagos 3days N180,000 May 5-May AESFMN2

Advance Excel Skills for Finance Managers London 1week £2,750 July 13-Jul AESFML2

Advance Excel Skills for Finance Managers London 2weeks £3,850 July 13-Jul AESFML2

Asset Liability Management: Tools and Techniques Lagos 3days N150,000 January 21-Jan ALMN1

Asset Liability Management: Tools and Techniques Lagos 3days N150,000 May 13-May ALMN2

Asset Liability Management: Tools and Techniques Dubai 1week £2,500 August 10-Aug ALMD1

Asset Liability Management: Tools and Techniques Dubai 2weeks £3,750 September 10-Aug ALMD1

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment Lagos 3days N150,000 February 9-Feb AACEN1

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment Dubai 1week £2,750 April 13-Apr AACED2

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment Dubai 2weeks £4,000 April 13-Apr AACED2

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment London 1week £2,750 June 8-Jun AACEL1

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment London 2weeks £4,000 June 8-Jun AACEL1

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment Lagos 3days N150,00O August 10-Aug AACEN2

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment Dubai 1week £2,750 October 12-Oct AACED2

Auditing and Accounting in a Computer Environment Dubai 2weeks £4,000 October 12-Oct AACED2

Auditing the Procurement Process London 1week £2,600 February 9-Feb ATPPL1

Auditing the Procurement Process London 2weeks £3,850 February 9-Feb ATPPL1

Auditing the Procurement Process Lagos 3days N180,000 June 15-Jun ATPPN1

Auditing the Procurement Process London 1week £2,600 July 13-Jul ATPPL2

Auditing the Procurement Process London 2weeks £3,850 July 13-Jul ATPPL2

Auditing the Procurement Process Lagos 3days N180,000 September 21-Sep ATPPN2

Auditing the Procurement Process Atlanta 1week £2,600 October 12-Oct ATPPA3

Auditing the Procurement Process Atlanta 2weeks £3,850 October 12-Oct ATPPA3

Auditing the Treasury Department London 1week £2,600 March 9-Mar ATTDL1

Auditing the Treasury Department London 2weeks £4,000 March 9-Mar ATTDL1

Auditing the Treasury Department Lagos 3days N150,000 April 13-Apr ATTDN1

Auditing the Treasury Department Atlanta 1week £2,600 June 8-Jun ATTDA3

Auditing the Treasury Department Atlanta 2weeks £4,000 June 8-Jun ATTDA3

Auditing the Treasury Department London 1week £2,600 September 7-Sep ATTDL2

Auditing the Treasury Department London 2weeks £4,000 September 7-Sep ATTDL2

Auditing the Treasury Department Lagos 3days N150,000 November 9-Nov ATTDN2

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques Atlanta 1week £2,600 January 19-Jan AICTTA3

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques Atlanta 2weeks £3,850 January 19-Jan AICTTA3

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques London 1week £2,600 March 9-Mar AICTTL1

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques London 2weeks £3,850 March 9-Mar AICTTL1

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques London 1week £2,600 August 10-Aug AICTTL2

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques London 2weeks £3,850 August 10-Aug AICTTL2

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques Lagos 3days N150,000 August 19-Aug AICTTN1

Auditor in Charge Tools and Techniques Lagos 3days N150,000 November 4-Nov AICTTN2

Building Financial Models with Excel London 1week £2,600 March 30-Mar BFMWEL1

Building Financial Models with Excel London 2weeks £3,600 March 30-Mar BFMWEL1

Building Financial Models with Excel Lagos 3days N150,000 April 8-Apr BFMWEN1

Building Financial Models with Excel Lagos 3days N150,000 August 12-Aug BFMWEN2
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Business Financial Forecasting and Modelling Lagos 5days N200,000 July 13-Jul BFFM1

Business Financial Forecasting and Modelling Lagos 5days N200,000 October 12-Oct BFFMN2

Corporate Finance Theory and Practice Lagos 3days N150,000 March 9-Mar CFTPN1

Corporate Finance Theory and Practice London 1week £2,500 May 11-May CFTPL1

Corporate Finance Theory and Practice London 2weeks £3,750 May 11-May CFTPL1

Corporate Finance Theory and Practice Lagos 3days N150,000 June 8-Jun CFTPN2

Corporate Finance Theory and Practice London 1week £2,500 August 10-Aug CFTPL2

Corporate Finance Theory and Practice London 2weeks £3,750 August 10-Aug CFTPL2

Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis Lagos 5days N200,000 March 16-Mar COASEN1

Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis London 1week £2,750 March 23-Mar COASEL1

Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis London 2weeks £4,200 March 23-Mar COASEL1

Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis London 1week £2,750 June 22-Jun COASEL2

Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis London 2weeks £4,200 June 22-Jun COASEL2

Cost Optimization: A Strategic Emphasis Lagos 5days N200,000 August 10-Aug COASEN2

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables London 1week £2,500 January 19-Jan CMCRL1

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables London 2weeks £3,750 January 19-Jan CMCRL1

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables Lagos 3days N150,000 April 13-Apr CMCRN1

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables Dubai 1week £2,500 June 8-Jun CMCRD3

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables Dubai 2weeks £3,750 June 8-Jun CMCRD3

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables London 1week £2,500 September 7-Sep CMCRL2

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables London 2weeks £3,750 September 7-Sep CMCRL2

Credit Management and Collection of Receivables Lagos 3days N150,000 December 7-Dec CMCRN2

Effective Budgeting and Financial Management Dubai 1week £2,600 January 19-Jan EBFMD1

Effective Budgeting and Financial Management Dubai 2weeks £3,850 January 19-Jan EBFMD1

Effective Budgeting and Financial Management Lagos 5days N250,000 May 11-May EBFMN1

Effective Budgeting and Financial Management Dubai 1week £2,600 July 13-Jul EBFMD2

Effective Budgeting and Financial Management Dubai 2weeks £3,850 July 13-Jul EBFMD2

Effective Budgeting and Financial Management Lagos 5days N250,000 August 10-Aug EBFMN2

Effective Internal Auditing Lagos 5days N200,000 February 16-Feb EIAN1

Effective Internal Auditing Dubai 1week £2,750 March 30-Mar EIAD1

Effective Internal Auditing Dubai 2weeks £4,200 March 30-Mar EIAD1

Effective Internal Auditing London 1 week £2,750 March 30-Mar EIAL2

Effective Internal Auditing London 2 weeks £4,200 March 30-Mar EIAL2

Effective Internal Auditing Lagos 3days N150,000 May 27-May EIAN1

Effective Internal Auditing Lagos 5days N200,000 July 15-Jul EIAN2

Effective Internal Auditing Dubai 1week £2,750 August 3-Aug EIAD2

Effective Internal Auditing Dubai 2weeks £4,200 August 3-Aug EIAD2

Effective Internal Auditing London 1 week £2,600 August 24-Aug EIAL1

Effective Internal Auditing London 2 weeks £3,850 August 24-Aug EIAL1

Environmental Accounting London 1week £2,750 April 6-Apr EAL1

Environmental Accounting London 2weeks £4,200 April 6-Apr EAL1

Environmental Accounting London 1week £2,750 July 13-Jul EAL2

Environmental Accounting London 2weeks £4,200 July 13-Jul EAL2

Finance for Non-Finance Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 February 9-Feb FFNFN1

Finance for Non-Finance Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 June 10-Jun FFNFN2

Financial Crime and Money Laundering London 1week £2,600 February 9-Feb FCMLL1

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Financial Crime and Money Laundering London 2weeks £4,000 February 9-Feb FCMLL1

Financial Crime and Money Laundering London 1week £2,600 July 13-Jul FCMLL2

Financial Crime and Money Laundering London 2weeks £4,000 July 13-Jul FCMLL2

Financial Crime and Money Laundering Lagos 5days N200,000 August 10-Aug FCMLN1

Financial Crime and Money Laundering Lagos 5days N200,000 December 7-Dec FCMLN2

Financial Planning for Executive Managers London 1week £2,600 February 9-Feb FPFEML1

Financial Planning for Executive Managers London 2weeks £4,000 February 9-Feb FPFEML1

Financial Planning for Executive Managers London 1week £2,600 May 11-May FPFEML2

Financial Planning for Executive Managers London 2weeks £4,000 May 11-May FPFEML2

Financial Planning for Executive Managers Atlanta 1week £2,600 September 7-Sep FPFEMA3

Financial Planning for Executive Managers Atlanta 2weeks £4,000 September 7-Sep FPFEMA3

Financial Planning for Executive Managers Atlanta 1week £2,600 December 7-Dec FPFEMA4

Financial Planning for Executive Managers Atlanta 2weeks £4,000 December 7-Dec FPFEMA4

Forensic Auditing and Accounting Lagos 5days N200,000 March 9-Mar FAAN1

Forensic Auditing and Accounting London 1week £2,600 April 13-Apr FAAL1

Forensic Auditing and Accounting London 2weeks £4,000 April 13-Apr FAAL1

Forensic Auditing and Accounting Lagos 5days N200,000 July 13-Jul FAAN2

Forensic Auditing and Accounting London 1week £2,600 August 10-Aug FAAL2

Forensic Auditing and Accounting London 2weeks £4,000 August 10-Aug FAAL2

Fraud and Corruption Risk Management Lagos 3days N150,000 March 11-Mar FCRMN1

Fraud and Corruption Risk Management London 1week £2,750 May 11-May FCRML1

Fraud and Corruption Risk Management London 2weeks £4,200 May 11-May FCRML1

Fraud and Corruption Risk Management Lagos 3days N150,000 August 19-Aug FCRMN2

Hedge Accounting Lagos 5days N250,000 May 18-May HALN1

Hedge Accounting London 1week £2,750 July 6-Jul HAL1

Hedge Accounting London 2weeks £4,200 July 6-Jul HAL1

Hedge Accounting Lagos 5days N250,000 September 7-Sep HALN2

Hedge Accounting London 1week £2,750 October 19-Oct HAL2

Hedge Accounting London 2weeks £4,200 October 19-Oct HAL2

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process: Pillar II of Basel Committee London 1week £2,750 May 11-May ICAAPL1

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process: Pillar II of Basel Committee London 2weeks £4,200 May 11-May ICAAPL1

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process: Pillar II of Basel Committee London 1week £2,750 September 7-Sep ICAAPL2

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process: Pillar II of Basel Committee London 2weeks £4,200 September 7-Sep ICAAPL2

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Dubai 1week £2,600 January 19-Jan IFRSD1

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Dubai 2weeks £4,000 January 19-Jan IFRSD1

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Lagos 5days N200,000 June 8-Jun IFRSN1

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Dubai 1week £2,600 August 10-Aug IFRSD2

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Dubai 2weeks £4,000 August 10-Aug IFRSD2

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Lagos 5days N200,000 September 7-Sep IFRSN2

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) London 1week £2,600 March 9-Mar IPSASL1

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) London 2weeks £4,000 March 9-Mar IPSASL1

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Lagos 5days N250,000 March 9-Mar IPSASN1

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Dubai 1week £2,600 June 8-Jun IPSASD3

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Dubai 2weeks £4,000 June 8-Jun IPSASD3

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Lagos 5days N250,000 September 7-Sep IPSASN2

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) London 1week £2,600 October 12-Oct IPSASL2

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) London 2weeks £4,000 October 12-Oct IPSASL2

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Atlanta 1week £2,600 December 7-Dec IPSASA4

International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Atlanta 2weeks £4,000 December 7-Dec IPSASA4

Interpreting and Using Financial Report for Non Finance Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 April 8-Apr IAUFRN1

Interpreting and Using Financial Report for Non Finance Managers London 1 week £2,600 July 6-Jul IAUFRL1

Interpreting and Using Financial Report for Non Finance Managers London 2 weeks £3,600 July 6-Jul IAUFRL1

Interpreting and Using Financial Report for Non Finance Managers London 1 week £2,600 October 5-Oct IAUFRL2

Interpreting and Using Financial Report for Non Finance Managers London 2 weeks £3,600 October 5-Oct IAUFRL2

Interpreting and Using Financial Report for Non Finance Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 November 4-Nov IAUFRN2

Management Accounting Findermentals Lagos 3days N120,000 March 25-Mar MAFN1

Management Accounting Findermentals Dubai 1week £2,600 April 6-Apr MAFD1

Management Accounting Findermentals Dubai 2weeks £3,600 April 6-Apr MAFD1

Management Accounting Findermentals Dubai 1week £2,600 August 10-Aug MAFD2

Management Accounting Findermentals Dubai 2weeks £3,600 August 10-Aug MAFD2

Management Accounting Findermentals Lagos 3days N120,000 October 26-Oct MAFN2

Modernising the Internal Control Dubai 1week £2,600 May 11-May MTICD1

Modernising the Internal Control Dubai 2weeks £3,600 May 11-May MDICD1

Modernising the Internal Control Lagos 3days N150,000 August 19-Aug MDICN1

Modernising the Internal Control Lagos 3days N150,000 December 2-Dec MDICN2

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice Dubai 1week £2,300 February 9-Feb ORMCRPD3

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice Dubai 2weeks £3,600 February 9-Feb ORMCRPD3

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice Lagos 5days N200,000 May 11-May ORMCRPN1

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice London 1week £2,600 June 8-Jun ORMCRPL1

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice London 2weeks £3,600 June 8-Jun ORMCRPL1

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice London 1week £2,600 August 10-Aug ORMCRPL2

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice London 2weeks £3,600 August 10-Aug ORMCRPL2

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice Dubai 1week £2,600 October 12-Oct ORMCRPD4

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice Dubai 2weeks £3,600 October 12-Oct ORMCRPD4

Operational Risk Management and Credit Risk Practice Lagos 5days N200,000 November 9-Nov ORMCRPL2

Project Finance Management Lagos 5days N200,000 January 19-Jan PFMN1

Project Finance Management Dubai 1week £2,600 February 9-Feb PFMD1

Project Finance Management Dubai 2weeks £4,000 February 9-Feb PFMD1

Project Finance Management London 1week £2,600 May 11-May PFML2

Project Finance Management London 2weeks £4,000 May 11-May PFML2

Project Finance Management Lagos 5days N200,000 July 13-Jul PFMN2

Public Finance Management London 1week £2,600 April 13-Apr PFIML1

Public Finance Management London 2weeks £4,000 April 13-Apr PFIML1

Public Finance Management Atlanta 1week £2,600 August 10-Aug PFIM2

Public Finance Management Atlanta 2weeks £4,000 August 10-Aug PFIM2

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing London 1week £2,750 February 16-Feb PFMR&AL1

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing London 2weeks £4,000 February 16-Feb PFMR&AL1

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing Lagos 5days N180,000 June 1-Jun PFMR&AN1

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing Dubai 1week £2,750 June 15-Jun PFMR&AD1

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing Dubai 2weeks £4,000 June 15-Jun PFMR&AD1

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing Lagos 5days N180,000 August 24-Aug PFMR&AN2

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing London 1week £2,750 September 7-Sep PFMR&AL2

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Public Financial Management: Reporting and Auditing London 2weeks £4,000 September 7-Sep PFMR&AL2

Risk Assessment and Introduction to Internal Control Lagos 5days N200,000 February 9-Feb RAIICN1

Risk Assessment and Introduction to Internal Control Dubai 1week £2,600 May 11-May RAIICD1

Risk Assessment and Introduction to Internal Control Dubai 2weeks £3,600 May 11-May RAIICD1

Risk Assessment and Introduction to Internal Control Lagos 5days N200,000 October 12-Oct RAIICN2

Strategy and Finance Masterclass Lagos 5days N250,000 May 18-May SFMN1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass London 1 week £2,600 May 25-May SAFML2

Strategy and Finance Masterclass London 2 weeks £4,000 May 25-May SAFML2

Strategy and Finance Masterclass Lagos 1week N250,000 June 29-Jun SAFMN2

Strategy and Finance Masterclass London 1week £2,750 July 6-Jul SFML1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass London 2weeks £4,200 July 6-Jul SFML1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass London 1 week £2,600 July 27-Jul SAFML1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass London 2 weeks £4,000 July 27-Jul SAFML1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass Atlanta 1week £2,750 August 3-Aug SFMA1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass Atlanta 2weeks £4,200 August 3-Aug SFMA1

Strategy and Finance Masterclass Lagos 5days N250,000 September 7-Sep SFMN2

The Internal Auditor and Fraud London 1week £2,600 April 27-Apr TIA&FL1

The Internal Auditor and Fraud London 2weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr TIA&FL1

The Internal Auditor and Fraud Dubai 1week £2,600 June 1-Jun TIA&FD1

The Internal Auditor and Fraud Dubai 2weeks £3,600 June 1-Jun TIA&FD1

The Internal Auditor and Fraud Lagos 3days N120,000 September 9-Sep TIA&FN1

The Internal Auditor and Fraud Lagos 3days N120,000 December 2-Dec TIA&FN2

Treasury Management Tools and Techniques Dubai 1week £2,600 January 19-Jan TMTTD1

Treasury Management Tools and Techniques Dubai 2weeks £3,600 January 19-Jan TMTTD1

Treasury Management Tools and Techniques Lagos 3days N150,000 May 18-May TMTTN1

Treasury Management Tools and Techniques London 1week £2,300 June 8-Jun TMTTL2

Treasury Management Tools and Techniques London 2weeks £3,600 June 8-Jun TMTTL2

Treasury Management Tools and Techniques Lagos 3days N150,000 November 4-Nov TMTTN2

For additional course dates 
by location please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:

ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World
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London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta

The recent financial crisis and economic slowdown has placed the 
Financial Services industry in the cross hairs of industry regulators 
and the press in many countries, with many commentators laying the 
blame for it at the feet of the banking institutions for failing to properly 
manage risk – both of their organizations and their customers.
Our banking and insurance faculty offer courses aimed at helping 
financial services professionals deepen their knowledge and 
understanding of the industry, whilst still maintaining focus on what 
is important to wider stakeholders – appropriately managing risk 
across the business.

BANKING OPERATION 
AND INSURANCE
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Credit Risk Modelling For  
Financial Institutions

Course Overview
Credit risk has only recently in history translated into modelling 
for a complete view of credit risk on a portfolio basis. Before 
new post-2007-crisis regulations emerged, new modelling 
techniques have been devised, not all of them successful, 
to ensure that the overall credit-risky positions were well 
understood and made more conform to what a financial 
institution thinks of itself and of its mission. In this course, we 
provides an overview of credit risk and a review of the modern 
techniques to model and quantify credit risk components such 
as probability of default and loss given default, in all areas of 
lending. There are no formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » understand practical insights of what it takes for a bank to set 

up a sensible and compliant framework for modelling credit risk
 » analyse individual credit risks
 » understand and put a critical view on existing  

modelling frameworks

Course Outline
 » Prerequisites to credit risk modelling
 » Credit risk and Basel Accords
 » Modelling and capital requirement in Basel III
 » Pillars 2 and 3 in Basel, for credit risk
 » Traditional credit risk modelling
 » Altman Z score
 » Portfolio-based credit risk models
 » Validating credit risk models

Implementing ‘Bancassurance’ for 
Competitive Advantage

Course Overview
The various sources of income in banking and some other 
financial service providers are thinning out due to competitive 
rivalry while insurance providers do not have access to the 
volume of customers that bank do. Hence the need for various 
players within the Financial service industry to leverage one 
another infrastructure, customer base and products to deal with 
the challenge of expanding income stream.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » You will have good working knowledge of the business model 

(bancassurance) that best harness these opportunities.
 » You will know the different partnership arrangements within 

the model that will best suit your organisation and business 
environment.

 » You would have acquired the requisite knowledge for detail 
analysis and implementation of the business model to the 
advantage of your organisation.

Course Outline
Understanding the term ‘BANCASSURANCE” 
 » Evolution of Bancassurance
 » Bancassurance today

Trend in financial service industry
Bancassurance as change management tool
 » The banker’s perspective
 » The insurer’s perspective

The Bancassurance business model
 » The key types of model
 » Key features of models
 » Modes of operation

Benefits to all participant
 » Benefit to the bank, Insurer and Customer
 » Benefit to the legislator/government

Implementing Bancassurance (The Process)
 » Strategic analysis
 » Product development
 » Effective remuneration and incentive Scheme design
 » Operational procedure

Critical Success Factor
 » Legal frame work
 » Distribution channel
 » Brand &IT
 » Customer behavior

Insurance as Risk  
Management Tool

Course Overview
Expanding relevant areas in insurance as tool for risk 
management will benefit all business managers that have 
resources that are exposed to risk as a result of their business 
activities. This course will be very useful and effective for 
designate Risk Managers and Admin/Human Resources 
Managers.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » When and how risk becomes a threat, and how to manage it
 » How to identify risk by looking at its source 
 » Looking at risk from the perspective of resource- at-risk thereby 

informing the best way to manage the risk 
 » Insurance and its fundamental
 » Insurance’s place as support for business activities
 » Advantages of using insurance as backup and  

motivational tool
 » The best way to manage insurance relationship  

and obligations

Course Outline
 » What about Risk? 
 » The concept of Risk Management
 » The process of Risk Management 
 » The key Sources of Risk
 » Types of Risk
 » Three key resources exposed to risk

 − Human resource
 − Financial resource
 − Physical resource

 » Using the Risk analysis Grid (looking at likelihood and effect)
 − Risk treatment options

 » Insurance – the risk transfer tool
 − What is Insurance?
 − Fundamentals of insurance

 » The key players and how Insurance works
 » Types of Insurance
 » Classes of insurance as applicable to Resources Exposed  

to Risk
 » Concept of Risk Financing
 » Why use Insurance for risk management?
 » Managing Insurance relationship

Investment Management Skill for 
Insurance Fund Managers

Course Overview
Managing the peculiarity of insurance fund and the contracts 
of insurance require an insurance fund manager to be skillful in 
maximizing returns on investment. At the end of this program, 
participants will have an overview of the financial market and 
its instruments. Also, you will gain knowledge of classes of 
instruments and the participants in the market, thereby developing 
the skill to make informed decision in terms of what instrument to 
invest in, in what proportion and at what time. You will also gain 
knowledge of how your motive determines how you play in the 
market and consequently, the result you get.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Maximizing returns on investments
 » The financial market and its instruments
 » How to detect what instruments to invest in

Course Outline
 » Introduction to Financial Service Industry
 » Establishing the need for effective investment management skill 

in the Insurance industry
 » Scanning the economic environment  

 − Highlighting opportunities 
 − Highlighting the threats

 » The Financial Market
 − Primary market
 − Secondary market
 − Financial assets traded in financial market
 − Money market instrument
 − Capital market instrument

 » Portfolio diversification
 » Classification of Financial market instruments

 − Investment instrument
 − Contract for differences

 » Classification of participants in the financial market
 − Understanding role, investment horizon and motives

 » Risks associated with financial assets
 » Uses of Financial Derivatives

booking information on page 102
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Banking Back Office Management 

Course Overview
The role of a settlements/operations department is to efficiently settle all trades initiated by the front office departments.
An efficient operations department can save an institution that it serves a lot of time and money by recognising other incidents or 
indications that may lead to one of these more costly events. Dealers, once they have completed a trade, have little (if any) interest or 
knowledge of what happens next.
In the past, cocky traders would complain that they made all the money, and then back office lost it. This has now changed radically. 
The likelihood of back office personnel now being primarily responsible for major errors is small; however, failures at the human level in 
recognising fairly obvious “suspicious” circumstances surrounding a trade continue to be numerous.
Examples would include: blatant attempt by front office to trade beyond their authorised limits; seize of open positions; exceptional 
turnover compared to the room; excess of counterparty limits.
Back office could be seen as culpable if they did not notice these and they then failed to report them. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:

 »  A complete Systematic Control and Management Program 
suitable for all environments

 »  Build the correct structure for effective Front, Middle and 
Back Office Operations optimizing the use of STP and 
achieving settlement efficiency

 »  Create a pre-emptive control strategy and reduce your 
risks, costs and errors

 »  Develop a generic, evolutionary approach for the 
processing of all products

 »  Improve the efficiency of your control, processing, 
settlement and reporting activities

 »  Learn how to use a responsible management philosophy 
and practice which will create the environment for 
unequalled success

 »  Gain the knowledge to make your back office a key 
revenue earner by enhancing cash management and 
controlling non-earning assets

 »  Develop those essential management skills which will 
enable you to motivate your staff to superior performance

Course Outline
Quality Performance and Productivity   
Case study/Group Work: Analysing and discussion of major 
banking collapse and its relevance to back office.

Organisation and Reporting Line
 » Separation of function: front and back office, risk control and 

audit in line with industry standard and best practice
 » Analyzing & solving problems
 » The hierarchy of problem solving
 » Empowering the people
 » Controlling the people

Case Study/ Group Work: Prioritizing actions to ensure 
optimum positive effect

Procedures
 »  Production, use and maintenance
 »  Control diaries / control points
 »  Allocation and Acceptance of responsibility
 »  Management by Objectives
 »  Use of project briefs
 »  Monitoring & reporting 

The role of the middle office
 »  The Middle Office as a part of overall risk control
 »  Structure
 »  Reporting Lines / Responsibilities
 »  How to control your Middle Office
 »  The central control file
 »  Expense Control and the Role of the Middle Office

Case study/ Group Work: Group discussion re “The Biggest 
Fraud Case in Banking History” Societe Generale Paris.

The back office as revenue earner
 »  Funding & cash management
 » Errors, fines & losses
 » Margin controls/Cost reductions 

Processing
 »  Generic processing approach
 »  Process management
 »  Systematic process control
 »  Control of derivative products 

Staff Management
 »  Effective delegation
 »  Setting objectives
 »  Acceptance of responsibility
 »  Motivation & stress control
 »  Team building / the use of peer group pressure
 »  Training, job rotation & staff development
 »  The use of positive reporting
 »  Controlling stress
 »  Effective appraisal: the performance / rewards link

Case study/ Group Work: Staff Appraisal – setting objectives, 
monitoring performance and rewarding results fairly between staff

The BIS/BASEL Accord as it relates to Operational Risk
 »  Analysis / Impact to all Back Office areas
 »  Key points in new Basel II Capital Accord
 »  Discussion on the implications for Risk and Control
 »  Review of the major types of operational risks
 »  New products review
 »  Evaluating & controlling risk

Case Study/ Group Work: Identifying the risks inherent in a 
proposed new product and engineering it’s processing into 
existing work practices and procedures

The use of Limits as a Control Mechanism
 »  Guidance vs. Mandatory
 »  Position controls, Volume, Credit
 »  Delivery / settlement limits

 
Management Information

 »  Status reports
 »  Comparative analysis
 »  The use of visual reports
 »  Structure of reports / the control pyramid

Case study: Allied Irish Bank - how a lack of proper controls, 
knowledge and infrastructure can have such devastating 
consequences - how could this have been identified and 
easily prevented?

booking information on page 102
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Conducting Internal Investigation

Course Overview
Conducting an internal investigation can be a difficult task. An 
investigation into employee wrongdoing can be costly, disruptive and 
time-consuming, and can also lead to a variety of legal problems and 
other unexpected complications if it is not conducted with the utmost 
care and confidentiality. However, a well-run internal investigation can 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objectives
 »  Understanding fraud and how it can be committed
 » Learning about the different fraud schemes and their red flags
 »  Developing a fraud prevention policy and procedures
 »  Understanding Corruption and its different forms
 »  Conducting an effective internal investigation
 »  Identifying the sources of information available  

and relevant
 »  How to obtain relevant evidence
 »  Handling the evidence by following the procedures
 »  Analysis of documents 
 »  How to prepare an interview
 »  Conducting an effective interview
 »  Dealing with difficult people and barriers
 »  Confidently testifying as a witness

Understanding Fraud
 »  What is Fraud?
 »  The Basics of Fraud
 »  Who Commits Fraud and Why
 »  Fraud Triangle

Fraud Schemes and Red Flags
 »  Types of asset misappropriation
 »  Cash theft: skimming and larceny
 »  Fraudulent disbursements
 »  Theft of Stock and Other Assets 
 »  Fraudulent Financial Statement Schemes
 »  Case study/ Group Work: Identifying red flags in different 

scenarios presented for analysis, and a case study in 
identifying red flags in financial statements

Fraud Prevention  
 »  Purposes of Internal Controls as a fraud prevention measure
 »  Fraud Prevention Programmes
 »  Development of Fraud Prevention Policy
 »  Implementation of Suitable Internal Controls Procedures in 

your Organisation
 »  Monitoring and Reporting
 »  Detection and Discovery
 »  Warning Signs
 »  Getting the Evidence

 » Case study in Risk Assessment using different scenarios where 
possible areas of risk must be identify and the monitoring and 
control activities required to address those risks

Introduction to Internal Investigations
Welcome
Presentation of the course and the objectives

 »  Upon receipt of the allegation: complaint or tipping-off - 
When and how to act

 »  Investigations: Who, What, Where, When, How, and Why
 » Setting up an action plan – setting objectives of the investigation
 »  Timing and scope of the investigation
 »  How to begin the investigation
 »  Review of Internal Controls for irregularities and weaknesses
 »  Use of Red Flags as a basis for further investigation
 »  Pitfalls and legal issues
 »  Group Work: use of ICQ and other fraud risk tools to 

identify weaknesses and areas requiring further review 
and investigation in practical scenarios

Collection and Analysis of Documents
 »  What documents you need
 »  Where to find them
 »  Consent requirement and privacy issues
 »  Access to Digital documents and its retrieval 
 »  Chain of custody
 »  Analysis of documents
 »  Access to public records and availability of information
 »  Type of records available
 »  Data Protection and Freedom of Information issues
 »  Internet as a source of information
 »  Case Study: how to assess the importance of documents 

and how to analyse them
 » Case study: Delegates will be require to propose documents 

required in investigations and how to carry out the analysis
Interview Preparation

 »  Interviewing Witnesses
 »  Question typology: open, closed, introductory, informational
 »  Legal considerations when conducting an interview
 »  Elements of conversations: expression, persuasion, 

information exchange

 »  Inhibitors of communication: ego threat, forgetting, 
chronological confusion, unconscious behaviour

Interview Mechanics
 »  Note-taking,
 »  Eye contact
 »  Opinions
 »  Writing down questions
 »  Documenting results
 »  Privacy
 »  Dealing with resistance and difficult people
 »  Admission seeking questions: preparation and steps
 »  Role play in conducting an interview
 »  Group Work: Role play in how to carry out an interview 

and what pitfalls to avoid to succeed
Concluding the investigation

 »  Presenting the results of your investigation
 »  The outcome of the investigation and the next step
 »  Preparing and writing the report
 »  Format of the report and objectives
 »  The report for management, lawyers, law enforcement or 

the court
 »  Case Study/ Group Work: preparing a report with the 

conclusions to be presented to management regarding the 
findings of the investigation

Testifying as a fact witness
 »  Preparing to testify
 »  Testifying at trial: direct examination v cross-examination 
 »  Defending your report
 »  Group Work/ Case Study: Examples of errors to avoid 

when testifying and defending your report in Court
Corruption

 »  Understanding Corruption
 »  Definition of Corruption
 »  Corruption Schemes:
 »  Bribery: Kickback Schemes, Bid-Rigging Schemes
 »  Illegal Gratuities
 »  Economic Extortion
 »  Conflicts of Interest 

enhance a company’s overall well-being and can help detect the source of lost funds, identify responsible parties and recover losses. It can also 
provide a defence to legal charges by terminated or disgruntled employees. But perhaps most important, an internal investigation will signal to other 
employees that the company will not tolerate fraud.  Conducting Internal Investigations will prepare you for every step of an internal investigation 
into potential fraud, from receiving the initial allegation to testifying as a witness. In this course, you will learn how to lead an internal investigation with 
accuracy and confidence by gaining knowledge about various topics, such as relevant legal aspects of internal investigations, using computers in an 
investigation, collecting and analysing internal and external information, interviewing witnesses and writing reports.

Operational Risk Management for 
Financial Institutions

Course Overview
In this course, we will explain the components of modern 
operational risk management. Starting with the basics of risk 
within banking and, tracking the recent developments, we will 
cover the components currently found in a modern global or 
regional bank: risk identification, measurement, reporting and 
especially handling. We will draw on best practices from relevant 
types of financial institutions and look at the requirements from 
the governance and regulatory aspects.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » fully understand the need for the creation of operational risk 

frameworks and their impact on the strategy and processes
 » develop the understanding of operational risk management 

necessary to manage, comment and understand  an institution’s 
own risk management plans and reports

 » obtain  a practical and realistic approach to the implementing 
of an effective, best-practice operational risk management 
programme and the creation of the necessary risk culture

 » understand practical insights of what it takes for a bank to 
set up a sensible and compliant framework for managing 
operational risks

Course Outline
 » The nature of operational risk
 » Operational risk structures
 » Why manage operational risk
 » Internal and external loss data
 » Measurement and risk-derived capital
 » Handling identified operational risks
 » Operational risk governance
 » Risk and controls self-assessment
 » Stress-testing and scenario analysis
 » Implementing a framework

booking information on page 102
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GLOBAL TREASURY MANAGEMENT

Course Overview
In the context of today’s business world and volatile markets, be it the efficient management of money, managing the financial risks for the 
firm, or raising and running capital and the balance sheet, the treasurer’s function has become a critical cog in the wheel of an enterprise’ 
smooth functioning.
As companies re-evaluate how they manage their internal resources and external business relationships around the world for maximum 
efficiency, excellence within their Treasury department is critical for success. Treasury evaluates when and how a company invests its 
assets. Treasury is the department responsible for ensuring that a company has enough cash on hand to fund its very operations. From 
liquidity management to risk management, Treasury now sits at the intersection of many critical decisions.
Successful companies are the ones with the most knowledgeable and well-trained Treasury departments. Ongoing education and 
training in the evolving discipline of global Treasury management can help corporate Treasury practitioners lead their companies to 
better business decisions.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Who should attend? 
CFOs, MD’s, Treasurer’s, Assistant Treasurer’s, Directors, Bank 
executives responsible for Treasury product sales, product 
development and marketing. All finance and Bank executives 
responsible for or interested in:

 »  Treasury
 »  Cash management and Liquidity Management
 »  Enterprise Risk Management, Foreign Exchange and 

Interest Rate Risk
 »  Working Capital Management
 »  Sale of Treasury products to Treasuries
 » Corporate Planning, Internal Audit, Internal Controls

Key benefits of attending 
By the end of this course you should have learnt about:

 »  The role of the corporate treasurer
 »  The structure of the treasury
 »  Cash and liquidity management
 »  Interest rate and foreign exchange management
 »  Cash flow forecasting
 »  Working capital management
 »  Managing risk in corporate treasury
 »  Enterprise risk management
 »  Managing Financial risk

Treasury Management
 »  Treasury Functions and Responsibilities
 »  Treasury Infrastructure
 »  What Does the Treasurer Do?
 »  Treasury Design
 »  Importance of Operations and Control Efficiency
 »  Putting an account structure in place
 »  Importance of operations and control efficiency
 »  Managing Treasury in uncertain times

Working Capital Management
 »  Significance of working capital
 »  Treasury’s role in working capital management
 »  Working capital in the operating cycle
 »  Cash conversion cycle
 »  Accounts receivable and working capital issues
 »  Inventory and working capital issues
 »  Payables and working capital issues
 »  International working capital
 »  Other issues in international working capital

Case study/ Group Work: Moving from being a surplus 
organisation to a borrower

Financing Alternatives
 »  Forms of Bank Finance
 »  Syndicated Revolving Facilities
 »  Advantages and Disadvantages of Bank Finance
 »  Bond Markets
 »  Advantages and Disadvantages of Bond Markets
 »  The Pricing of Corporate Bonds
 »  Medium-Term Note Programmes
 »  Principles of Asset Securitization
 »  Why Securitize?
 »  Should a Company Securitize Assets?

Case study in Lease Securitization and Acquisition Finance

Financial Strength and Linkages with Liquidity
 »  Importance of Company Financials
 »  Key Financial Ratios
 »  Capital Structure
 »  Factors in the Capital Decision
 »  Debt Capital Markets
 »  Equity Capital Markets
 »  Financing the Supply Chain

Case study/ Group Work: Liquidity and working capital and 
financing requirement 

Cash and Liquidity Management
 »  Cash Management
 »  Collection and Payment Instruments
 »  Correspondent Banking
 »  SWIFT, CHAPS, TARGET, CHIPS, ACH
 »  Foreign Currency Accounts
 »  International Payment Methods: Electronic and Non-

Electronic
 »  Pooling and Cash Concentration
 »  Netting

 »  Cash Forecasting
 »  The Management of Cash Surpluses
 »  Instruments for Managing Liquidity Shortages
 »  Interest Calculations

Case study/ Group Work: Obtaining value for receipts and the 
annual costs savings from the introduction of a netting system

The use of Derivatives to Manage Risk
 »  Introduction to Options
 »  Spot Foreign Exchange
 »  Foreign Exchange Swaps
 »  Foreign Currency Options
 »  Interest Rate Swaps
 »  Interest Rate Options (IRO)
 »  The Effective Use of Derivatives
 »  Swaption
 »  Zero-Coupon Rates and Forward-Forward Rates
 »  Valuing Interest Rate Swaps

Case study: Identifying Selected Financial Risk at IDI

Enterprise Risk Management
 »  Objectives
 »  Categories of risk
 »  Step by step key elements
 »  COSO Framework

Managing the Treasury Department
 »  Internal Controls
 »  Centralize or Decentralize Treasury?
 »  Bank Relations
 »  Performance Management
 »  Outsourcing

Case Study/ Group Work: Decision making in Treasury 
management and issues to consider in outsourcing.

Why you cannot miss this event
This course is intended to provide finance professionals with up-to-date knowledge of the essential elements of corporate cash and 
treasury management, how to implement that knowledge in order to deliver valued-added services across the company and to 
demonstrate their true worth to the business.
Cash and liquidity management has always been a key task in every company to ensure debtor, creditor and stock levels are managed as 
efficiently as possible. When the business environment is more challenging, corporates can gain a competitive advantage through optimal 
management of every aspect of their financial position: “During times of difficulty, treasurers demonstrate their true worth to the business”.

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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Mortgage Banking for Professionals

Course Overview
A primary objective of the Mortgage Banking Programme 
is to develop knowledgeable and capable executives. The 
programme will provide training at a senior to mid-level 
covering the latest developments in the management of 
mortgage banks as well as the principles of risk based pricing, 
funding and aspects of International Banking.
The main aim of the programme is to enhance delegates 
understanding in the area as well as introducing some practical 
case studies aligned to contemporary issues

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates have a better 
understanding of:
 »  The need for risk and reward pricing to protect both the bank 

and the borrower.
 » Analysing funding models and gain an understanding into risk – 

reward scenarios
 » Insight into the recent developments in Bank’s attitude to lending 

in the light of the Global Financial Crisis
 » International Banking developments and the challenges facing 

global players.

Course Outline
 » Introduction
 » Risk & Risk Based Pricing
 » Asset Pricing Model
 » Risk Based Profitability
 » Analytics & Credit Decisions
 » Collections
 » Funding – Wholesale, Money Markets, Securitization
 » Compliance & Regulation
 » International Banking
 » International Financial Crises and Bank Regulation
 » International Finance for Development
 » The IMF, World Bank & Economic Growth
 » Case Studies 

Private Banking Tools for Building 
Customer Loyalty

Course Overview
This course has been designed for private bankers and advisors 
with the objective of gaining the skills and understanding to 
formulate client-driven and innovative strategies. This course will 
enhance a better understanding of your client relationship skills 
and effectiveness in managing wealth of UHNWI (Ultra High 
Net worth Individuals). The will bring each delegate up-to-date 
with basic concepts relating to trusts, foundations, investment 
funds and insurance products, and on tax issues that these 
structures present to families from different jurisdictions. The 
course will be delivered with clarity and there would also clarity 
on complex concepts. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
 » Putting in place the right wealth management solutions for 

a client by observing the client’s objectives, preferences and 
personal circumstances as well as the underlying market 
conditions.

 » Delivering a service within the legal and regulatory bounds, 
adhering to the industry’s code of conduct, and ensuring 
compliance with the bank’s risk management policies.

 » Managing the personal relationship with the client, ensuring the 
private banker is fully aware of and knows how to adapt his or 
her communication style to that of the client, thereby respecting 
the clients unique requirements

Course Outline
 » Status of Private Banking Industry
 » Knowing Your Customer
 » Finding/Selling to New Clients
 » Risk-Return or stress-testing your clients
 » Asset allocation & portfolio construction for private  

banking clients 
 » Estate planning
 » Business development & client relationship management in 

private banking 
 » Globalization of the private banking industry
 » Product development for private banking
 » The future for private banking

Stress-Testing For  
Financial Institutions

Course Overview
This course provides an understanding of how stress-testing initiatives 
can be carried out in financial institutions, be it for regulatory or for 
management purposes. It is more and more critical for banks to master 
the type of risks that rarely occur, but each time to devastating effects 
for the unprepared. The 2007 crisis has proven, once again, that the 
exercise is less easy than people care to admit, and more critical to 
survival and success than regulators used to think. This course explores 
the techniques to design and test relevant scenarios. There are no 
formal prerequisites..

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » understand practical insights of what it takes for a bank to  

set up a sensible and compliant framework for managing 
extreme risks

 » analyse factors of recent crises and why these could  
happen again

 » understand the interactions between risk takers, information 
processors and risk managers

 » come to a representation of what it takes to manage day-to-
day to eventuality of extreme scenarios

Course Outline
 » Why extreme risk management and regulation thereof
 » Risk regulation as viewed in Basel III
 » Stress-testing within Basel III
 » Stress-testing for market and credit risk
 » Stress-testing for operational risk
 » Stress-testing scenarios
 » Stress-testing governance and process

Risk Management after the 
Subprime Crisis

Course Overview
This course provides an understanding of the mechanisms 
that lead to the subprime and the 2007 crisis, and highlights 
the new rules and regulations that followed, together with 
the game-changing conditions for financial institutions and 
regulatory bodies. It shows the areas of weaknesses that were 
overlooked prior to 2007 in most banks and how or if these 
weaknesses were later addressed, and how new methods for 
risk management emerged. There are no formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the banking mechanisms that should have 

prevented the crisis to occur and to spread
 » analyse factors of the 2007 crisis and the comparable crises 

that could happen again
 » understand, within financial institutions, what are the new 

structures put in place and how these can handle the  
next crises

 » come to a representation of what it takes to manage risks in a 
post-crisis world

Course Outline
 » The structure of the subprime market
 » The financial system, 2007-20xx
 » Risk management failures
 » Basel III and other reactive regulation
 » Risk management techniques beyond regulation

For additional course dates by location 
please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211
booking information on page 102
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT  £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Private Banking Tools for Building Customer Loyalty London 2 weeks £4,200 September 28-Sep PBTBCLL1

Risk Management after the Subprime Crisis Lagos 5days N180,000 March 16-Mar RMATSCN1

Risk Management after the Subprime Crisis London 1 week £2,750 May 25-May RMATSCL1

Risk Management after the Subprime Crisis London 2 weeks £4,200 May 25-May RMATSCL1

Risk Management after the Subprime Crisis Lagos 5days N180,000 July 20-Jul RMATSCN2

Risk Management after the Subprime Crisis London 1 week £2,750 August 10-Aug RMATSCL2

Risk Management after the Subprime Crisis London 2 weeks £4,200 August 10-Aug RMATSCL2

Stress-Testing For Financial Institutions London 1 week £2,750 April 6-Apr STFFIL1

Stress-Testing For Financial Institutions London 2 weeks £4,200 April 6-Apr STFFIL1

Stress-Testing For Financial Institutions Lagos 5days N180,000 July 13-Jul STFFIN2

Stress-Testing For Financial Institutions London 1 week £2,750 August 17-Aug STFFIL2

Stress-Testing For Financial Institutions London 2 weeks £4,200 August 17-Aug STFFIL2

Stress-Testing For Financial Institutions Lagos 5days N180,000 February 23-Feb STFFIN1

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT  £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Conducting Internal Investigations Lagos 5days N180,000 April 13-Apr CIIN1

Conducting Internal Investigations London 1 week £2,750 July 6-Jul CIIL1

Conducting Internal Investigations London 2 weeks £4,200 July 6-Jul CIIL1

Conducting Internal Investigations Lagos 5days N180,000 August 3-Aug CIIN2

Conducting Internal Investigations London 1 week £2,750 September 14-Sep CIIL2

Conducting Internal Investigations London 2 weeks £4,200 September 14-Sep CIIL2

Credit Risk Modelling For Financial Institutions Lagos 5days N180,000 February 23-Feb CRMFFIN1

Credit Risk Modelling For Financial Institutions London 1 week £2,750 June 29-Jun CRMFFIL1

Credit Risk Modelling For Financial Institutions London 2 weeks £4,200 June 29-Jun CRMFFIL1

Credit Risk Modelling For Financial Institutions Lagos 5days N180,000 July 27-Jul CRMFFIN2

Credit Risk Modelling For Financial Institutions London 1 week £2,750 September 28-Sep CRMFFIL2

Credit Risk Modelling For Financial Institutions London 2 weeks £4,200 September 28-Sep CRMFFIL2

Global Treasury Management London 1 week £2,750 June 8-Jun GTML1

Global Treasury Management London 2 weeks £4,200 June 8-Jun GTML1

Global Treasury Management London 1 week £2,750 August 24-Aug GTML2

Global Treasury Management London 2 weeks £4,200 August 24-Aug GTML2

Global Treasury Management Lagos 5days N180,000 October 5-Oct GTMN1

Global Treasury Management Lagos 5days N180,000 December 7-Dec GTMN2

Implementing ‘Bancassurance’ for Competitive Advantage Atlanta 1 week £2,500 February 23-Feb IBCAAA1

Implementing ‘Bancassurance’ for Competitive Advantage Atlanta 2 weeks £3,750 February 23-Feb IBCAAA1

Implementing ‘Bancassurance’ for Competitive Advantage Lagos 3 days N150,000 May 27-May IBCAAN1

Implementing ‘Bancassurance’ for Competitive Advantage Lagos 3 days N150,000 September 28-Sep IBCAAN2

Insurance as Risk Management Tool Lagos 3 days N150,000 March 25-Mar IRMTN1

Insurance as Risk Management Tool Dubai 1 week £2,300 May 25-May IRMTD1

Insurance as Risk Management Tool Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 May 25-May IRMTD1

Insurance as Risk Management Tool Lagos 3 days N150,000 August 26-Aug IRMTN2

Investment Management Skill for Insurance Fund Managers Dubai 1 week £2,300 April 27-Apr IMSIFMD1

Investment Management Skill for Insurance Fund Managers Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr IMSIFMD1

Investment Management Skill for Insurance Fund Managers Lagos 3 days N150,000 July 27-Jul IMSIFMN1

Investment Management Skill for Insurance Fund Managers Lagos 3 days N150,000 September 28-Sep IMSIFMN2

Mortgage Banking for Professionals London 1 week £2,750 July 20-Jul MBFPL1

Mortgage Banking for Professionals London 2 weeks £4,200 July 20-Jul MBFPL1

Mortgage Banking for Professionals Dubai 1 week £2,750 October 5-Oct MBFPD1

Mortgage Banking for Professionals Dubai 2 weeks £4,200 October 5-Oct MBFPD1

Mortgage Banking for Professionals Atlanta 1 week £2,750 November 30-Nov MBFPA1

Mortgage Banking for Professionals Atlanta 2 weeks £4,200 November 30-Nov MBFPA1

Operational Risk Management for Financial Institutions Lagos 5days N180,000 March 30-Mar ORMFIN1

Operational Risk Management for Financial Institutions London 1 week £2,750 May 4-May ORMFIL1

Operational Risk Management for Financial Institutions London 2 weeks £4,200 May 4-May ORMFIL1

Operational Risk Management for Financial Institutions Lagos 5days N180,000 July 6-Jul ORMFIN2

Operational Risk Management for Financial Institutions London 1 week £2,750 August 17-Aug ORMFIL2

Operational Risk Management for Financial Institutions London 2 weeks £4,200 August 17-Aug ORMFIL2

Private Banking Tools for Building Customer Loyalty Lagos 3days N180,000 June 22-Jun PBTBCLN1

Private Banking Tools for Building Customer Loyalty Dubai 1 week £2,750 July 13-Jul PBTBCLD1

Private Banking Tools for Building Customer Loyalty Dubai 2 weeks £4,200 July 13-Jul PBTBCLD1

Private Banking Tools for Building Customer Loyalty London 1 week £2,750 September 28-Sep PBTBCLL1
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Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and for courses 
running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:
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ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World



London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta

From global brands like Coca-cola, to the small neighbourhood 
pizza shop, from big corporations like Microsoft to the single lady-
owned hairdressing salon around the corner, it is all about providing 
goods and services to meet the needs of identified groups of people 
at a profit.  No matter the size of your business, our marketing 
programmes are designed to acquaint and equip you with practical 
and current knowledge to keep you on the cutting edge in your 
industry. At ReCh Management Centre, our marketing programmes 
are designed to meet the needs of experienced marketers, would-
be marketers, beginners and those who are involved in functions 
that have bearing on the organisations’ service delivery and 
customer satisfaction.

MARKETING,  
SALES AND  
COMMUNICATIONS
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A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model

Course Overview
This course is for new and experienced sales professionals who are determined to apply 
best practice selling practices at the highest level of consultative, trusted advisor type 
selling. Every length and complexity of sales cycle is catered for in this course and we take 
out time to break selling down into all of its component parts and facets, making sure we 
don’t miss any aspect. We plot the journey from start to finish on paper, flip chart, large wall 
charts and relevant media so that we can see it, add to it, challenge it, explain it and make 
it work. We fill every potential gap and cover all potential outcomes and opportunities 
along the way. We add relevant theory and models as we go along and we dissect and 
practice all of them through forum discussion and small group and teamwork. this course 
is detailed, thorough and for those people who believe in the importance of the detail 
and the theory rather than just broad brush understanding. We’ll use professional actors 
to bring things to life and we’ll direct them so that we see what we need to see and try 
things we would like to try. Through this we make it real and relevant to your needs and 
desired outcomes. There is not another programme like this one and it is a “game-changer” 
and quite possibly a “life changer”.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Know, understand and apply a best practice, state of the art 

consultative sales approach giving them all of the tools, models, 
theories and approaches needed to build relationships, win 
sales of any size and value and manage relationships including 
high level key account relationships. No sale, product or service 
too small or too large for this approach

 » Know, understand and apply adapted behaviours, style, tone, 
pace and body language to all personality and character 
types so that opportunities to maximise sales success is 
optimised on every occasion.

 » Work in sales with quite confidence, carrying an unrivalled bag 
of tools for success

 » Achieve maximum impact through a new understanding of 
purchasing and sales psychology.

An Introduction to Sales and Selling

Course Overview
If you are thinking about a sales role, or just started in your first 
sales role - possibly your first sales role in the UK, or maybe 
working in a customer services or administrative environment in 
which you need to get close to or understand how sales people 
“tick”, this course is perfect for you. Anyone needing to become 
familiar with the key principals of professional consultative selling 
will gain an excellent insight into critical success factors, pitfalls, 
issues and opportunities. You’ll learn the key behaviours and 
best practices and a full understanding of what it takes to be 
successful in a sales career. The course will be fun, challenging 
and fully interactive and supported by presentations, interactive 
discussions, debate, group work and individual tasks. A comment 
on role-plays.... everyone hates them so we don’t use them! So, 
don’t worry, you won’t be made to perform or made to feel 
uncomfortable at any time. This is about great learning with like-
minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Know what selling is, and what it isn’t
 » Understand why and how people buy things
 » Understand how different personalities make buying decisions
 » Learn a professional selling approach
 » Recognise poor selling practice and best selling practice
 » Take away key selling skills and behaviours
 » Leave with a clear understanding of critical success factors in a 

sales career
 » Learn how to influence people in a range of situations  

– not just sales
 » Understand the relationship between marketing and selling
 » Learn the golden rules of professional, consultative selling

Course Outline
 »  What is and isn’t selling
 »  Why people buy
 »  The psychology of purchasing and selling
 »  How sales people can influence buying decisions
 »  Selling with respect
 »  Poor practices versus best practice
 »  What is professional, consultative selling
 »  Achieving ‘Trusted Advisor’ status
 »  How marketing feeds into selling
 »  Influencing a range of personality types
 » Working with convincer patterns
 » The golden rules of selling with integrity

Building a Winning Sales  
(Value) Proposition

Course Overview
Underpinning all of our sales effort is our value proposition, our 
sales proposition, our magnetic proposition. It’s who we are, 
what we offer, what we do, what we stand for, how we do it, 
why, where, when etc. I’ve worked with hundreds of companies 
of all shapes and sizes over the years and the people routinely 
struggle to clearly and concisely deliver their value proposition. 
Question…. how can we possibly sell if we don’t know our 
value proposition? It’s not an easy thing to master and is often 
misunderstood. It takes work and practice and energy but once 
its in place, it gives everyone a platform from which to beat the 
competition and sell effectively. You may have heard of the 
“30 second elevator pitch”, you may have heard of the “vision, 
mission, goals statement” or you might have seen your “company 
values” somewhere. This course will clarify the whole subject and 
give you a solid platform from which to sell.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Define, explain, present what a MVP is
 » Review and critique real life examples
 » Build and deliver a personal MVP statement
 » Build and deliver a business MVP statement
 » Deliver a 30 second elevator pitch with impact and energy
 » Take a “good” MVP and make it outstanding and MAGNETIC
 » Understand how to achieve competitive advantage
 » Adapt the MVP for a range of prospect, customer and  

client profiles
 » Understand where the MVP fits within sales & Marketing

Course Outline
 » Defining the Magnetic Value Proposition
 » Looking at real life examples
 » Breaking it down into the 30 second elevator pitch
 » Does it contain all the required components?
 » What is it that makes it “magnetic?”
 » Achieving competitive advantage - beating the competition
 » Building your personal magnetic value proposition
 » Your company? your business? your function - what is  

the proposition?
 » Prospect, customer and client profiling
 » Positioning the MVP within sales & marketing
 » Practical, real life application - how we do use it to gre 

at effect?

Course Outline
 » How can selling be easy and how can it also be so hard?
 » What is selling? what can we learn by defining it with care?
 » What is it that goes wrong? and how do we know when it’s 

going well?
 » What are moments of truth and how can we use them to sell?
 » How can we apply ‘INK’ psychology to help us sell?
 » What do prospects, customers and clients have the right to 

expect from us / demand from us?
 » Selling with RESPECT - breaking the approach down into bite 

size chunks
 » Are “sales closing” course really necessary?
 » A model for life? is it more then just sales?

booking information on page 125
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Consultative Objection Handling 
Skills for Sales Professionals

Course Overview
If you work in a customer services, public services, sales, 
management or leadership position, you routinely need to handle 
objections from people who simply do not say “Yes” as easily as you 
would hope. If you need to deal with objections in a positive and 
professional manner, this course is for you. If you need to overcome 
challenges in pressurised circumstances, the course will give you the 
skills, competencies and confidence to handle any situation, including 
those where conflict is present.  The course will be fun, challenging 
and fully interactive and supported by presentations, demonstrations, 
interactive discussions, debate, group work and individual tasks. The 
workshop will include plenty of opportunity to practice in a safe 
environment, but don’t worry, you won’t be forced to perform or 
made to feel uncomfortable at any time. This is about great learning 
with like minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand what an “objection’ is and why they happen
 » Learn how we can minimise them early in the sales process
 » Learn how to welcome them and convert them into  

selling opportunities
 » Learn and apply a robust objection handling model with skill 

and confidence
 » Work with a range of personality types
 » Understand the truth about body language
 » Unlock the power of emotional intelligence
 » Learn how to work with a range of convincer patterns
 » Understand empathy versus sympathy
 » Build rapport through positioning
 » Learn how to reduce conflict and tension
 » Remove the fear of objections including the  

“too expensive” objection

Course Outline
 » Consultative selling and where objections fit in
 »  The root cause of objections
 »  Motivations of the objector
 »  The importance of beliefs and values
 »  Treating people with RESPECT in sales behaviours 
 »  A robust professional model for objection handling
 »  Personality types, body language, convincer patterns
 »  Reacting to traffic lights
 »  Transactional Analysis – Parent / Adult / Child
 » The power of emotional intelligence
 »  Using objections to make sales and close deals

Marketing Sales and Communications
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Essential Sales Management Skills

Course Overview
This course will provide sales managers and leaders with essential 
knowledge of the theory and tools necessary to manage the practical 
issues involved in driving sales growth in their organisations. It will 
enable them to understand and drive a strategic sales management 
function within their company, enhancing both their personal and 
organisational effectiveness. Recent participants have included sales 
directors, regional managers, national account directors and a blend 
of newly appointed and seasoned sales managers across a range of 
industries. The course will be fun, challenging and fully interactive and 
supported by presentations, demonstrations, interactive discussions, 
debate, group work and individual tasks. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Establish clear operating guidelines for any size of sales team 

or sales force
 » Implement robust sales strategies and tactics
 » Implement a balanced scorecard approach to  

performance metrics
 » Understand the difference between supervision, management 

and leadership
 » Focus on what makes a successful sales manager
 » Learn and apply new approaches to free up time for real 

performance management
 » Turn traditional approaches on their head
 » Evidence the ability to deliver exponential sales growth
 » Apply a sales leadership approach that takes the people  

with you
 » Create a sales environment of ownership and accountability

Course Outline
 »  Maximizing selling time
 »  Positive performance management
 »  A credible and ROI based approach to performance 

coaching
 »  Pipeline management & forecasting
 »  Fundamental account management / relationship 

management principles
 »  Shifting ownership & accountability
 »  Facilitating great 121 meetings
 »  Field observation, giving feedback, agreeing development 

actions
 »  An agenda for GROWTH
 »  The magic MBLSS approach
 »  The Sales Manager COPPFISM checklist

Influencing and Selling to all 
Personality Types and Characters

Course Overview
As professional, consultative sales people, we need to be able to 
sell to all of our prospects. We need to reduce potential barriers and 
maximize opportunities. All too often we focus on our competencies 
and skills, along with the models, theories and tools we apply. This 
course does the opposite and focuses on the people we are selling 
to. Anyone who needs to engage, influence, impress, motivate, inspire 
and ultimately make the sale / close the deal, will benefit hugely 
from the powerful and practical content of this course. If you struggle 
to get your point across, to make a positive impact, to influence 
behaviour, to break through barriers, to close the deal.. this course 
is for you. The course will be fun, challenging, fully interactive and 
supported by presentations, demonstrations, interactive discussions, 
debate, group work and individual tasks. This is about great learning 
with like-minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Influence and sell to the full range of personality and  

character types
 » Understand the power and relevance of beliefs,  

values and motivations
 » Develop life changing skills, behaviours and habits
 » Communicate better than ever before
 » Develop huge rapport and empathy skills
 » Learn how to positively influence difficult people
 » Know, understand and apply relevant theories,  

models and tools
 » Understand and react to sales signals and buying triggers
 » Mirror, match and build lasting rapport with prospects, 

customers and clients

Course Outline
 » Behaviours, beliefs, values, motivations, iceberg
 » Conversation skills
 » Building rapport, being in rapport
 » Transactional analysis
 » Meta-programmes
 » VAKOG filter principals
 » The OK Corale
 » Johari Window
 » Merrill & Reid social styles and behaviours
 » Maslow Hierarchy of needs
 » Strengths Deployment Inventory
 » Thomas Kilman character traits
 » The power of Emotional Intelligence

Effective Business 2 Business and 
Business 2 Consumer Sales

Course Overview
This course has been designed for those who have direct 
responsibility or involvement in, the marketing of products 
and services to businesses and consumers. It will appeal to 
both experienced B2B and B2C marketers and those newly 
appointed to the marketing function. It will also help those within 
other functions to understand their relationship with the marketing 
department and help them to contribute to the marketing strategy. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the function and role of all major internal 

departments encountered.
 » The importance of understanding the marketing mix
 » What factors are important to buyers
 » Prepare clear objectives for dealing with major  

marketing events. 
 » Understanding the manufacturing and finance decisions that 

affect the marketing mix.
 » Effective communication with internal and external customers. 
 » What affects product-marketing strategy? 
 » Sales force relations and utilisation.
 » How to prepare an effective marketing plan

Course Outline
 » Apply the basic concepts and principles of B2B &  

B2C marketing
 » Segment your customers and position your organisation in  

the marketplace
 » Understand your markets and customers
 » Manage customer relationship management
 » Build a value proposition
 » Understand product, service and channel management
 » Develop an integrated marketing mix
 » Identify current developments in B2B marketing
 » Understand the relationship between marketing and sales
 » Contribute more effectively to the marketing activities of  

your organisation
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Networking to Win New Business

Course Overview
Networking is a key and cost effective marketing activity. It requires 
skill, discipline and confidence so that the most positive impact is 
made and business is the result. If you need to network but lack the 
skills, experience, competencies and confidence, this course will be a 
life changer for you. If you need to walk into a room full of strangers 
and engage in structured conversation with relevant contacts, often 
described as “working the room”, this course is for you. If the very 
thought of it fills you with dread, you’ll leave the course with a new set 
of skills and the confidence you need to succeed. The course will be 
fun, challenging and fully interactive and supported by presentations, 
demonstrations, interactive discussions, debate, group work and 
individual tasks. The course will also include plenty of opportunity to 
practice in a safe environment, but don’t worry, you won’t be forced to 
perform or made to feel uncomfortable at any time. This is about great 
learning with like minded professionals in a fun environment!

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Utilise a robust guide for excellent preparation
 » Refer to a thorough guide of golden “do’s” and “don’ts”
 » Apply the skills required to select and approach targets
 » Break into, or leave a conversation
 » Apply structured and effective conversation skills
 » Understand and move up the conversation pyramid
 » present fundamental rapport building skills
 » Deliver an impactful proposition statement
 » Deliver an impressive 30 second elevator pitch
 » Apply questioning skills to facilitate conversation & exchange
 » Move on without giving offence
 » Achieve significant improvements to confidence levels

Course Outline
 »  Building a magnetic proposition and 30 second pitch
 » Climbing the conversation ladder
 »  Rapport building
 »  Working with personality types
 »  Listening for personality clues via VAKOG recognition
 »  Asking great questions
 »  Using the A.I.D.A model for impact
 »  Leaving your ego at the door
 »  Become a master of “working the room”
 »  Effective and appropriate follow up

Tele-Sales Skills   
Tele-Marketing Skills

Course Overview
This course is perfect for anyone involved in selling products or 
services, conducting surveys or completing marketing research 
campaigns using the telephone and anyone who needs to clean 
data or convert suspects to prospects to sales. The course will 
explore all aspects of using the telephone to influence people 
and all the issues and opportunities it presents. Tele-sales in all its 
forms should be fun, rewarding, efficient and conducted with skill, 
discipline and professionalism. Using the telephone with maximum 
impact requires confidence and practice, and to achieve these 
you need skills and competencies and you will find them and much 
more on this course. We will not just focus on us and our skills, we 
will also focus on the receivers of our calls, their personalities, their 
perceptions, the barriers they put up and the models and tools we 
can use to reduce their reluctance to engage with us. Ultimately we 
will enable our delegates to achieve success and enjoyment from 
engaging with people on the telephone. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Adapt style and approach to a range of personality and 

character types
 » Appreciate and respect the viewpoint of the call receiver
 » Understand and work with “gatekeepers” to get to the  

decision maker
 » Take away robust models, tools and approaches
 » Significantly increase skills and confidence
 » Make tele-sales and telemarketing an enjoyable experience
 » Become a tele-sales expert
 » Become a personality type expert
 » Learn transferrable sales skills and techniques
 » Implement self management and tracking systems to  

maximize results

Course Outline
 » Building the brief, understanding the objectives,  

getting prepared
 » Creating a great mental and physical calling environment
 » Understanding personality types and buying triggers
 » Having fun with the gatekeeper!
 » Asking great questions
 » Pro-active listening skills
 » The power of summary and playback
 » Building rapport & empathy
 » Understanding the A.I.D.A model
 » Building a call structure

Key Account Management and 
Relationship Development

Course Overview
It costs businesses 14 times as much to win a new customer than 
to secure contract renewals and repeat business from existing 
relationships. Businesses rely on their sales professionals to build 
and maintain profitable relationships with clients. Nearly 80% of an 
organisation’s business comes from 20% of their customers. That 
is why sales people must be knowledgeable in strategic account 
development to keep clients happy. This course is designed 
for experienced sales professionals who already have an 
understanding of the sales process but will also welcome people at 
the beginning of the learning journey in key account planning and 
relationship management.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Profile and segment your account portfolio using a range of 

tools
 » Populate the AIM - account influence and management 

assessment
 » Define areas of competitive advantage in a real life case study
 » Know, understand and apply effective relationship mapping
 » Establish a “where we are now, where we want to be” structure
 » Learn and apply the MBLSS action model
 » Explore and assess the value of a range of quantification / 

qualification models
 » Review and build a best practice account planning and 

relationship development template

Course Outline
 »  Profiling the ideal account
 »  Analysis of existing major accounts
 »  Spiral, comfort, stretch, panic, spiral
 »  Seeing the account as a marketplace
 »  Entry Strategies
 »  Relationship Building
 »  The trusted advisor concept
 »  Multi level selling
 »  Changing Markets
 »  Customer Charter
 »  Buying Influencing Chart
 »  Moving from being an outsider to becoming  

a business partner

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not Play - 
Reality and Transparency in Sales

Course Overview
Selling carries a lot of negative baggage. No matter how we 
package “selling” it still gets defined as “doing something to 
someone” rather than “ doing something “for” or “with” someone. 
Customers are afraid that they will be sold to, that they will be 
unfairly persuaded or pay too much or suffer buyers remorse. 
Sales people are afraid that they won’t sell enough, hit their targets, 
earn their bonus. This course aims to clear the way for reality 
based selling. Honesty, transparency, openness and realism taking 
away all of the pressures, fears, concerns and barriers of selling 
and being sold to. As the title suggests - this course suggests that 
we can achieve so much more by “getting real” with our prospects, 
customers and clients, and ask them for the same, or agree that we 
simply “shouldn’t play”. A refreshing course giving you a new way 
of approaching sales. A new way of looking at sales for new and 
experienced sales people who want to break out of accepted 
methods and routines. A sales course for people brave enough to 
reinvent their approach to sales.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Approach their selling activity with new vigour and confidence
 » Surprise and delight their prospects, customers, clients with a 

new refreshing approach
 » Breathe new life into existing relationships by re-positioning  

the approach
 » Set new objectives, new agendas and agree new  

outcome levels
 » Raise the bar to a new level of honesty, integrity and respect
 » Achieve greater results than ever before by applying new 

approaches and techniques
 » Engage in different conversations based on “getting real” and 

“helping clients succeed”

Course Outline
 » Where is “selling” in the current and near future market place?
 » We all want the same thing but what is it that we want?
 » EQ versus IQ in selling - emotions versus logic
 » The amazing power of intent versus technique
 » Removing the guessing game on both sides of the table
 » Slowing down for Amber Traffic Lights
 » Using the ORDER approach for successful, sustainable selling
 » The decision making process
 » Helping clients succeed
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Brand Innovation and  
Product Management 

Course Overview
Good understanding of product management tools is never more 
essential in the 21st century when embarking on a product or new 
product development and management. With competitors monitoring 
your every move, you will learn how to have total command of the 
most recent product management tools to develop and manage 
sustainable and profitable product portfolios. This course will be suitable 
to those interested in pursuing a career in product management or 
who want to learn more about the field of product development. It will 
also suit those who want to learn how to effectively work with their 
product management counterparts, new product development team 
members and project managers.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Build a robust brand management strategy for your product(s)
 » Learn to build and manage your brand equity
 » Identify and overcome barriers to growth and sustainability
 » Shape your corporate culture based on the brand for to create 

a brand inspired culture
 » Be able to make informed considerations in the launching or 

acquiring of brands
 » Develop strategies to sustain brands

Course Outline
 »  Using a phase-gate methodology to guide decisions for 

new products and enhancements
 »  Distinguishing between linear and non-linear, prototypical 

approaches to project selection
 »  Screening criteria for prioritizing projects using a practical 

screening matrix
 »  Conducting industry, market, and competitive assessments
 »  Segmentation and market targeting essentials
 »  Assembling the business case for new product  

project investments
 »  Applying break-even analysis techniques
 »  Constructing and managing a product master plan
 »  Deriving forecasts and understanding financial implications 

of variations in volume and price
 »  Establishing conditions and triggers for products after 

they’re launched
 »  Negotiating agreements with functional organizations to 

assure synchronized participation
 »  Assimilating the plans from functional organizations into  

the master plan

Corporate Brand Interpretation  
for Marketers

Course Overview
Marketers need to lead from the front when it comes to interpreting 
and executing against a brand’s positioning.  If marketers are not 
properly interpreting and representing the brand, this can almost 
paralyze all branding and product development efforts. This course 
reminds marketers of why the brand is so important in differentiating 
the company, and shows how effective communication of this to 
prospective and existing customers, goes far beyond choosing the right 
fonts and logo sizes and involves every touch point with the customer.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
 » Brand Value: Marketers will understand how to enhance a 

brand’s value and use the brand’s positioning as a creative 
springboard to new ideas.

 » Brand Alignment: Marketers will be shown how to ensure 
campaigns and communications reinforce and build, rather 
than dilute, the brand’s position.

 » Brand Consistency: Marketers consider where in their 
organization the customer experience is aligned with the brand 
promise, and where and what improvements are needed.

 » Fresh Thinking: The course encourages marketers to stretch 
their thinking and look for new fresh responses to business 
challenges by considering the elements of the brand promise.

Course Outline
 » Examples of value creation and destruction in brand value 
 » Analysis of existing and ongoing campaigns for brand alignment 
 » How to identify opportunities to build and reinforce the brand
 » Systematic knowledge and skills in the subject of integrated 

brand communications
 » Understanding your consumers and how they choose products 

and services 
 » The role of marketing communications within the broader 

context of an organizations’ marketing strategy and 
competitive environment

 » Methods and techniques of integrating the various marketing 
communication tools, such as public relations, advertising and 
sales promotion, to produce a coherent brand communications 
strategy and achieve a consistent brand narrative. Introduction 
to digital marketing

 » How to use basic advertising metrics to evaluate effectiveness 
of digital advertising

 » Case Study on current marketing thinking and strategy 
implemented by practitioners and organizations

Account and Client Management

Course Overview
Most markets and industries are operating in an increasingly 
crowded market space. For many, the option of further reducing 
price to compete is simply not an option. Survival in today’s market 
place is dependant on many more elements than price alone. You 
have to be able to differentiate yourself and your products and 
services to survive. In a message overloaded market place…your 
messages have to cut through.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the importance of managing change to improve 

performance;
 » Differentiate institutions from organizations;
 » Describe the basic procedures for identifying and resolving; 

institutional/organizational constraints
 » Identify and explain key lessons from actual experiences in 

change management programs within developing country 
perspective

Course Outline
What is a Key Account?

 »  Targeting and identifying your market place
 »  The elements of persuasion
 »  Creating compelling communications
 »  Differentiating your offer

The Buying Model
 »  Buying psychology what influences the buying process?
 »  Short and long term buying cycles
 »  Decision making processes
 »  Identifying and satisfying objective and subjective needs

Building Value
 »  What is added value and why is this so often confused 

with reducing margins?
 »  Identifying value drivers

Securing Appointments
 »  What to do what to say
 »  Managing nerves
 »  Dealing with gatekeepers and blockers

Maintaining Client Engagement
Negotiation

Achieving Business Result through 
Sales and Market Management

Course Overview
This course is ideal for any result orientated organization, which has 
the desire to increase their market share. The course amongst others 
will help participants understand the sales process, how to win a 
client with a better understanding of best practices in marketing.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Best practices in marketing? Why is it important? 
 » Key marketing concepts and terminology: the marketing mix, 

understanding the macro and micro environment, SWOT 
analysis, strategic decisions and tools, the action plan 

 » The marketing plan and its importance to a business 
 » How to develop a working marketing plan: the environmental 

analysis, creating an overview, SWOT analysis, segmentation, 
strategies, the action plan

 » How to prepare your mission statement and vision for the 
upcoming year.

 » Discover and define your niche markets.
 » Develop your value proposition.
 » Develop and plan your marketing strategy.
 » Develop your marketing mix.
 » Create a marketing calendar that contains a month-by-month 

schedule of marketing activities and events for the upcoming year.

Course Outline
 » The Role of Marketing Planning
 » What’s in a marketing plan?
 » Writing a marketing plan
 » Summarize the situation analysis and understand the target 

consumer and market segmentation 
 » Developing marketing objectives and strategies 
 » Developing tactics and implementation plan 
 » Identifying core product/service benefits and differentiators 
 » Understanding the need for and the ability to develop 

contingency plans 
 » Approaches to formulate budget allocation and build the 

marketing forecast 
 » Defining how to monitor and manage performance by linking 

the plan to a marketing scorecard 
 » Communicating the plan to stakeholders and partners
 » Taking the plan to the next level  
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Effective Persuasion and 
Influencing Skills

Course Overview
This course has been designed to assist delegates to enhance 
their ability to communicate confidently and professionally without 
undermining their personal integrity. It will help delegates to recognise 
the link between communication and their perceived value in the 
eyes of colleagues and to become more confident, persuasive and 
influential at work.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Develop Your Communication Skills
 » Define communication and the communication process
 » Improve on your personal communication style - self-analysis/

skills audit
 » Develop Effective Interpersonal Communication
 » Enhance you Non-verbal communication and body language 

- using it to strengthen your position

Course Outline
 » Effective Communications
 » Using your voice to advantage - tone, pace and style
 »  Your personal presentation - creating the right impression
 »  Identifying and overcoming barriers to  

effective communication
 » Positive and Assertive Communication
 »  Saying ‘yes’ when you should be saying ‘no’
 »  Expressing your ideas in a direct and effective manner
 »  Contributing at meetings and gaining cooperation 
 » from others
 » Persuasive and Influential Communication
 »  Expressing your views, ideas and requests with confidence
 »  Persuasive communication - gaining others’ agreement
 »  Ensuring your communication is clear, concise and  

easily understood
 »  Understanding and developing a more active and 

effective listening process
 »  Enhancing your questioning skills
 » Difficult Situations - Communicating with Confidence
 »  Communicating difficult or sensitive messages
 »  Gaining cooperation from others and minimising conflict
 » An Introduction to Negotiation

Marketing Sales and Communications
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Essential Marketing Skills for  
People in Sales 

Course Overview
Over the years, businesses have suffered when marketing and sales 
teams refuse to integrate their activities. While human idiosyncrasies 
and ego cannot be overruled in this unfortunate situation, limited 
understand of the strategic roles but disciplines play in businesses is 
also an issue. One of the best descriptions of the relationship between 
sales and marketing has been the relationship between airforce and 
ground troop in a war situation. This course will allow participants not 
only to understand that the marketing “airforce” clears the way for 
the ground troop to move in, but it will also expose participants to 
the minds of the air raid team removing all obstacles to a mutually-
benefitting relationship between sales and marketing.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Participants will enhance their knowledge and understanding of 

the relationship between sales and marketing
 » How that relationship can be harnessed for positive results at 

all time
 » How to apply relevant marketing methods to improve on  

their delivery

Course Outline 
The course will look at the following areas:
 » Sales era and marketing era
 » Selling concepts and Marketing concepts
 » How sales and marketing work together
 » Bringing marketing strategies to life through sales
 » Thinking like a marketer, acting like a salesman.
 » Obtaining marketing supports for sales activities.
 » Demystifying marketing jargons.
 » Marketing principles in the sales channels.
 » Managing brands in sales activities.
 » Cases studies on how marketing and sales have been linked 

for business success.

Developing and Implementing a 
Marketing Plan

Course Overview
The Marketing Plan is an integral part of any marketing department 
as this is the guide used in achieving the goals of an organization. 
Developing a successful plan therefore involves understanding the 
knowledge of what goes into a plan and how to craft it, and utilizing 
leadership and collaboration skills to effectively communicate the 
plan and execute it. This unique course is ideal for all members of 
a marketing team especially those required to have developed 
skills in more strategic thinking and leading a team to execute. In this 
intensive format, you’ll learn the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of successful 
marketing planning for any type of organization.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Best practices in marketing? Why is it important? 
 » Key marketing concepts and terminology: the marketing mix, 

understanding the macro and micro environment, SWOT 
analysis, strategic decisions and tools, the action plan 

 » How to develop a working marketing plan: the environmental 
analysis, creating an overview, SWOT analysis, segmentation, 
strategies, the action plan

 » Discover and define your niche markets.
 » Develop your value proposition and plan your  

marketing strategy.
 » Develop your marketing mix.
 » Create a marketing calendar that contains a month-by-month 

schedule of marketing activities and events for the upcoming year.

Course Outline
 »  The Role of Marketing Planning
 »  What’s in a marketing plan?
 »  Writing a marketing plan
 »  Summarize the situation analysis and understand the target 

consumer and market segmentation 
 »  Developing marketing objectives and strategies 
 »  Developing tactics and implementation plan 
 »  Identifying core product/service benefits and 

differentiators 
 »  Understanding the need for and the ability to develop 

contingency plans 
 »  Approaches to formulate budget allocation and build the 

marketing forecast 
 »  Defining how to monitor and manage performance by 

linking the plan to a marketing scorecard 
 »  Communicating the plan to stakeholders and partners
 »  Taking the plan to the next level 

Digital Marketing and Social Media: The 
partway for 21st Century Marketing

Course Overview
The ultimate aim of this course is to give each participant a head 
start in maximising the benefits of the new social media trend.  
Digital and Social media is now at the forefront of marketing and 
business decision making. The sector is growing at a phenomenal 
rate, with sites such as Twitter, Facebook, You Tube being used by 
a generation as their main medium of communication. This course 
is therefore designed to help you see how marketing and social 
media now go hand in hand and why digital and social media 
elements of marketing are so critical in this 21st century marketing.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will:
 » Gain a deep understanding of marketing and you will 

understand why digital and social media elements of marketing 
are so critical

 » Learn in detail about Social Media and apply basic tools
 » Have a rich understanding of Digital Marketing, its evolution 

and its importance in business 
 » Will be able to analyze, develop interactive web campaigns 

and apply Digital and Social Media 
 » Understand how marketers can integrate Digital and Social 

Media into marketing strategy. 

Course Outline
 » Understanding of all functions (Marketing, HR, Strategy, Finance) 

in business
 » Details about Social Media and how to apply basic tools
 » A rich understanding of Digital Marketing, its evolution and its 

importance in business 
 » The Digital and Social Media Context of Business
 » Analysing customer engagement online with Internet  

research tools
 » Applying Social Media Analysis in specific markets 
 » Undertaking a Direct Marketing Campaign that will include 

Web-based analysis and planning     
 » Applying Digital Marketing Tools (Search Metrics, Web 

Analytics, Customer Content Management) 
 » Interactive and Direct Marketing
 » Customer Insight 
 » Brand Management
 » Advertising and Promotion 
 » Digital and Social Media Marketing
 » E-Marketing
 » Interactive Marketing Campaign
 » Strategic Marketing Management 
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Fundamentals of Marketing  
for Practitioners

Course Overview
This introduction to marketing training course is designed to enable 
the new marketers to develop a thorough understanding of the many 
areas encountered in the busy marketing environment. All major 
aspects of marketing are covered and delegates will be able to apply 
the theories and practice of marketing on their return to work. Although 
based on PowerPoint presentations the course is highly interactive and 
includes discussions, exercises and practice in using planning tools.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the function and role of all major internal 

departments encountered.
 » The importance of understanding the marketing mix
 » What factors are important to buyers
 » Prepare clear objectives for dealing with major  

marketing events. 
 » Understanding the manufacturing and finance decisions that 

affect the marketing mix.
 » What affects product-marketing strategy? 
 » Sales force relations and utilisation.

Course Outline
The Elements of Marketing

 »  Product and Sales Based Companies
 »  Marketing A Total Concept
 »  The Marketing Mix
 »  Marketing vs Selling
 »  Marketing Communication Branding & Logo

Marketing Research
 »  Internal and External Research Methods
 »  Qualitative and Quantitative Research

Market Segmentation
Marketing Management
How to Prepare More Accurate Forecasts

 »  Environment and Market Factors
 »  Product Life Cycle
 »  New Product Development
 »  Product and Market Strategies
 »  Portfolio Analysis
 »  Finding Market Gaps
 »  Marketing Plan Strategies
 »  Strategies for Dealing in Competitive Markets

Marketing Communications in the 
New World 

Course Overview
Marketing communications has never been this challenging. The 
business world has adopted the “glocal” approach because all 
that we used to know have changed and still changing. The way 
consumer’s access information is in a state of perpetual flux, has 
posed the challenge of creativity, measurability and precision to 
marketing communications managers more than ever before. For 
marketing communications managers to achieve desirable results, 
they now need to re-appraise their strategies and techniques 
constantly and ensure that the right ones are chosen at the first time 
– no time for a second chance. “Marcomms” managers now need to 
set traditional techniques aside and embrace the new cultures and 
networks championed by technology.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Evaluate known marketing communications strategies  

and techniques
 » Analyse the new world and strike a balance that will help in 

daily work life.
 » Renew and refresh their knowledge and understanding of 

marketing communications principles, techniques and tools 
 » How to choose an appropriate mix
 » With successful examples, participants will learn about new 

media, technology driven media and how they have changed 
world of marketing communications

Course Outline
 » Developing a strategic and structured approach to marketing 

communications campaign.
 » Identifying media consumption needs to develop  

key messages.
 » Writing briefs and briefing marketing communications agencies
 » Core parameters in choosing marketing communications 

agencies.
 » Measuring campaign effectiveness
 » Understanding new media
 » Exploring new media for marketing  

communications campaigns
 » Judging creative strategies, big ideas and creative proposals.
 » Identifying opportunities in social networks and viral marketing
 » Case studies in new media and technology.

Excellence in Financial Services 
and Products Marketing  

Course Overview
Building and sustaining customer’s confidence has become more 
important than it used be for financial brands in the problematic 
regime of economic uncertainties. Financial organisations have 
been the worst hit in the global economic crisis with a growing 
apathy amongst the target market. Interestingly, identifying the key 
differential advantages in a financial product/service has been a 
major challenge for users particularly in the developing market.
This course is focusing on current and future marketing needs of both 
the financial services organisations and the users of such services. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » This course will expose participants to the value of creativity in 

developing and marketing financial services and products. 
 » Participants will understand the value of marketing strategies 
 » How can the value of marketing strategies can be effectively 

used in addressing the current and future needs of their 
organisations

Course Outline
 »  Fundamentals of marketing financial services.
 » Understanding and managing product life cycle of  

financial products.
 » Key issues in consumer segmentation and consumer 

profiling for financial services products.
 »  Building financial brand equity and the brand health.
 »  Evaluating Return on Marketing Investment in financial 

services marketing.
 »  Simplicity & Creativity in financial products development.
 »  Developing and implementing promotional strategies for 

financial products.
 »  Market research in financial services marketing
 »  Case studies

Finance for Marketing Managers

Course Overview
We are living through a global recession, which has only recently 
shown the first tentative signs of abating in a few major economies.  
In difficult times businesses struggle to make sales and because 
of a combination of ignorance and desperation they fail to 
use effective marketing tools and frequently adopt pricing and 
discounting policies that prevent them generating the profits and 
cashflow they need to survive and thrive. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of how:
 » Strong profits and cashflow are built on a sound understanding 

of business 
 » Costs, Break-even point and effective marketing and  

pricing strategies
 » How these key components fit together 
 » Strategies to developing skills to produce strong profit  

and cashflow

Course Outline
 » Accounting principles and financial statements:
 » Accounting concepts, principles, policies and GAAP
 » Preparing and understanding the Profit & Loss Account, the 

Balance Sheet and the Cashflow Statement
 » Improving cashflow by effective working capital management:
 » The vital difference between profit and cashflow
 » Business funds flow and the “trade cycle”
 » Practical tips to manage working capital and improve cashflow
 » Analysing financial statements and measuring performance:
 » What financial statements can and cannot tell you about  

a business
 » Understanding how businesses produce strong financial returns
 » How great businesses make great profits
 » Pricing for strong margins and profit:
 » Understanding fixed costs and variable costs
 » Gross margins and break-even
 » The pros and cons of some common pricing strategies 
 » Discounting: be sure you know what you’re giving away
 » Appraising and selecting cost effective marketing campaigns
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Measuring and Managing  
Marketing Performance

Course Overview
Marketing managers have never been subjected to the rigours of 
certain business interrogation like they are in recent time. The challenge 
for marketing has moved beyond building a strong brand to showing 
how the brand equity is helps in achieving business objectives. 
Marketers today, have to answer several questions along the way; 
questions relating to how the media campaign is helping the bottom 
line etc. The challenge today is to have a set of metrics that shows 
the link between marketing programmes and business performance. 
Marketers need to avoid the pitfall of measuring what is not relevant. 
This course will look at how metrics can be developed and used in 
measuring marketing performance while showing the relationship to 
business performance as well.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates:
 » Will be exposed to marketing metrics with a dedicated 

emphasis on choosing the right metrics. 
 » Will learn the skills on how to justify their contribution in the 

business and their marketing programmes, using tangible and 
measurable indices.

Course Outline
 » In-depth look at SMART Objectives setting
 »  Measuring the right things
 »  Determining Critical Success Factors (CSFs) and Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) for marketing programme.
 »  Measuring Return on Marketing Investments on  

marketing activities
 »  Marketing Metrics system design and implementation
 »  Building a measurement link between marketing objectives 

and business objects.
 »  Performance measurement frameworks  

– Balanced Scorecard
 »  Documenting and reporting marketing value to  

the business.

Public Relations and  
Press Management

Course Overview
Delegates who participate on this course will discover what public 
relations really is, how to create your own public relations plan, 
define your key messages, learn techniques for successful idea 
generation, how to write a press release, gain press release samples 
and templates, evaluate your PR and much more.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Fundamentals of the PR process and PR strategy
 » 9 stages of effective PR Planning
 » How to understand your current positioning
 » Selecting target media
 » Idea Generation

Course Outline
 » Understanding what journalists want
 » Building relationships with particular publications/ 

programme makers
 » Knowing when to refer journalists to colleagues and/or the 

public relations company
 » Preparing for major in-house stories
 » Responding to industry-wide news and issues
 » Honesty, on and off the record comments

Marketing for  
Non-Marketing Managers

Course Overview
As much as there are marketing subject-matter experts in businesses, 
it has also become increasingly necessary that managers, 
regardless of their function, should have a good marketing 
awareness to be able to appreciate the strategic role marketing 
plays in driving business growth.
Over the years, marketing managers have been challenged to 
understand every aspects of the business, particularly finance, in 
order to contribute better and justify their role within the business. 
This same thought has made it necessary for all functional managers 
to know the marketing principles and practices in the simplest form. 
This will equally position non-marketing managers to build better 
relationships with their marketing counterparts.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » In the simplest language possible, participants will have a  

better understanding of the critical role of marketing in their 
respective organisations. 

 » Speak the same language as their marketing counterparts 
using the skill to jointly build business efficiencies

 » Have a better understanding of the role of marketing in  
building businesses

Course Outline
 »  Marketing and marketing planning
 »  Market audit
 »  Market segmentation and consumer profiling
 »  Consumers and customers
 »  Brand positioning and brand management
 »  Marketing mix element and how to develop an 

appropriate mix.
 »  Integrated marketing communication
 »  The role of marketing agencies
 »  Marketing briefs and agency briefing
 »  Competition analysis
 »  Brand equity, brand health and business growth

Marketing Methods and Practices 
for Government Agencies and 
Departments

Course Overview
The efficiency and effectiveness of government offices and 
departments are determined by the degree of performance and 
the output of their activities in addressing the specific issues in the 
society they are set to fulfil. Managers in these environments can 
find themselves in the web of the complex audiences they have to 
address. Sometimes they can even be within the target audience 
while they are also the deliverer of services. The complexity and 
the expectations of the addressable audience is necessarily 
calling for government offices to take on marketing strategies and 
tactics in order to be to determine the most effective methods and 
practices to deliver the expected quality.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Appreciate and have a deep and practical knowledge of the 

fundamentals of marketing as it relates to government offices 
and departments

 » Have an enhanced understanding of the dynamics of target 
audience in marketing government offices’ programmes 

 » How to use marketing principles and methods to maintain a 
healthy balance

Course Outline
 » Marketing orientation and a marketing-orientated organisation.
 » Fundamentals of marketing and application to government 

offices and departments.
 » Relevant marketing models in public sector marketing.
 » The dynamics of Target market & Target audience in marketing 

for government offices and departments.
 » The principle of market segmentation and value proposition 
 » Developing the marketing mix strategies for government 

programmes.
 » Marketing audit and marketing planning in public sector 

marketing.
 » Integrating marketing into government offices’ business
 » Marketing best practices for government offices.
 » Case studies

booking information on page 125
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Public Relations Issues and  
Crisis Management

Course Overview
This course considers management of information and effective 
communication at times of crisis. We will examine recent crises 
to illustrate how and why poor management of information and 
communication has had disastrous effects. On this course, we will 
treat basic rules together with preparation and training for crisis 
management, including a crisis checklist, phone lines, spokespersons, 
conveying the message and training support staff..

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » The need for the establishment of house rules to  

avoid problems. 
 » Interpretations of “off the record” and how problems can arise 

from differing interpretations. 
 » The value of simultaneous communication to all audiences

Course Outline
 »  The key information you will need from your clients
 »  Will they need legal guidance as well as PR advice?
 »  Timing - the crucial stages
 »  Costs
 »  What information can be stopped from publication  

and how
 »  Building a structure for your team to use
 »  Handling PR Crisis management without a professional
 »  The reason for PR crisis management
 »  Using PR crisis management techniques to solve a problem
 »  Skills and talent management for PR crisis management 

professionals
 »  How to get started in PR crisis management
 »  Judging your PR crisis management strengths 

Team Briefing and  
Communications Skills

Course Overview
Team briefing is a process, which involves managers and supervisors 
in talking to their teams about what is happening in the workplace. 
This course reviews the key skills and behaviours required to 
communicate more effectively face to face, either on a one to one 
basis or to small groups. The course provides specific focus upon the 
differences between team briefings and team meetings and ensures 
that delegates are able to hold both of these vital communication 
mediums, effectively..

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Identify management’s role in communication
 » Explain the benefits of the team briefing system
 » Prepare team briefs
 » Translate information into a form that will be understood by 

work groups
 » Deliver team briefings
 » Follow up action points

Course Outline
 » The purpose of team meetings - benefits and disadvantages
 » Why Brief? 
 » Advantages/disadvantages of the system. 
 » Planning and Preparing. 
 » Core brief/local brief. 
 » Delivering the message. 
 » Ensuring Effective verbal Communication. 
 » Ensuring Understanding. 
 » Managing feedback, issues, and disagreements. 
 » Presenting bad news. 
 » Individual and group exercises. 
 » Personal Action Planning.

Enhancing Corporate Social Responsibility 
Through Effective Brand Management

Course Overview
This course will suit those who are interested in pursuing a career in product management or who want to learn more about the field of product 
management, product team leaders, product development or new product development managers, marketing managers, marketing strategy 
managers, and those who want to learn how to more effectively work with their product management counterparts, new product development 
team members and project managers. It is our aim through the delivery and facilitation of this course to help each delegate enhance their ability 
to set priorities, measure results, communicate the value of CSR efforts across the organization and how the brand can use social media (etc.) as 
an effective channel to communicate her CSR initiatives. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
Specifically, the expected learning outcomes include, but 
are not limited to:
 » Aligning social responsibility strategies and goals with 

organizational objectives
 » Building a robust brand management strategy for  

your product(s)
 » Learn to build and manage your brand equity
 » Link with brand communications and overall strategy  

and objectives
 » Brand architecture and communications: corporate brands
 » Develop strategies to sustain brands

Course Outline
Creating competitive advantage through CSR

 »  Assess risks and opportunities before making capital 
investments or other business decisions

 »  Align CSR strategies with organizational goals and 
capabilities

 »  Evaluate current initiatives and consolidate efforts around 
key objectives

 »  Present a business case for CSR initiatives
 »  Implement CSR at all levels of the company
 »  Understand how CSR directly affects current and future 

regulatory practices
 »  Foster successful interaction with key internal and  

external stakeholders as well as governments and  
nongovernmental organizations 

Driving Social Responsibility Throughout the Organization
 »  Embedding CSR within the business culture to sustain the 

strategy over the long term
 »  Building CSR expertise through hiring and partnerships
 »  Integrating social responsibility metrics into general 

performance management systems
 »  Disseminating information on CSR policies throughout  

the organization

 »  Demonstrating how CSR practices continue to affect 
individuals and departments

 »  Communicating the impact of social responsibility to 
capital markets, shareholders, and other stakeholders

 » Reputation Management and Corporate Social 
Responsibility

 »  The importance of good memorable brand experience
 »  Building brand narratives
 »  From commodity to brand experience – what coffee can 

teach us
 »  Best practice in managing brand experience
 »  Co-creation of ideas
 »  The basics of brand communications
 »  How brands are reaching out to consumers via the Web 

and mobile platforms: role of Twitter and Facebook
 »  Enhancing CSR through effective media relations
 »  External brand communications: corporate advertising; 

product advertising; social media: YouTube presence, 
Facebook, Twitter etc.; sponsorship; events; third party 
advocacy; direct marketing; blogs, online communities, 
podcasts; role of social bookmarking

 »  Archetypes and branding
 »  Brand values and the growing influence of strategic CSR
 »  Brands with successful CSR strategies
 »  Embracing CSR as integral to the brand concept
 »  CSR brand metrics and reputation

booking information on page 125
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Crucial Sales Skills and Behaviours

Course Overview
The course will deliver fundamental practices and behaviours from 
which all delegates, regardless of current skill level or experience, 
can benefit. Sales Managers in need of improved structure, discipline 
and direction for their team will also benefit from attending this 
workshop. The content and style also makes it perfect for anyone 
working in a non-sales role needing to familiarize themselves with 
how professional consultative selling should be conducted. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Achieve optimum success in sales through the application of a 

fully consultative approach
 » Benefit from increased confidence, motivation and 

understanding of the prospect or client
 » Communicate confidently, both on the phone and face-to-face
 » Add value to every call and develop a winning structure
 » Understand the importance and value of good preparation
 » Enable the models, techniques and behaviours to do the  

selling for you
 » Build strong and trusting relationships with prospects and clients
 » Become an expert in the skills of questioning and listening
 » Learn how to present a solution which naturally leads to the close
 » Successfully handle objections
 » Adapt selling style to suit every customer, encouraging 

profitable client relationships
 » Close more sales than ever before

Course Outline
 » Crucial preparations
 » Creating excellent first impressions
 » Building rapport / being in rapport
 » The psychology of selling / customer types / buying triggers
 » The other side of the table
 » The power of words, voice and body language
 » Selling to a range of personalities and characters
 » Matching and mirroring style to build rapport and  

establish empathy
 » Positioning / using agendas
 » Asking great questions for the right reasons
 » The values of using summary skills
 » Active and pro-active listening skills
 » Building towards presenting a solution
 » Using needs, features, advantages and benefits
 » Handling objections and using them to sell
 » How to close professionally

For all costing and dates for 
Marketing, Sales and Communications
please refer to page 125.

For additional course dates 
by location please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model London 1 Week £2,300 March 30-Mar AJTCSML1

A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model London 2 Weeks £3,600 March 30-Mar AJTCSML1

A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model Lagos 5days N200,000 April 20-Apr AJTCSMN1

A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model London 1 Week £2,300 July 27-Jul AJTCSML2

A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 27-Jul AJTCSML2

A Journey Through a Consultative Sales Model Lagos 5days N200,000 August 24-Aug AJTCSMN2

Account and Client Management Dubai 1 Week £2,200 February 16-Feb ACMD1

Account and Client Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,500 February 16-Feb ACMD1

Account and Client Management Lagos 3days N120,000 April 21-Apr ACMN1

Account and Client Management Lagos 3days N120,000 July 21-Jul ACMN2

Achieving Business Result through Sales and Market Management London 1 Week £2,200 April 20-Apr ABRSML1

Achieving Business Result through Sales and Market Management London 2 Weeks £3,500 April 20-Apr ABRSML1

Achieving Business Result through Sales and Market Management Lagos 3days N120,000 May 19-May ABRSMN1

Achieving Business Result through Sales and Market Management Lagos 3days N120,000 August 18-Aug ABRSMN2

An Introduction to Sales and Selling Lagos 3days N120,000 March 18-Mar AISSL1

An Introduction to Sales and Selling Lagos 3days N120,001 July 15-Jul AISSL2

An Introduction to Sales and Selling Lagos 3days N120,002 October 21-Oct AISSL3

Brand Innovation and Product Management London 1 Week £2,500 May 18-May BIPML1

Brand Innovation and Product Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 May 18-May BIPML1

Brand Innovation and Product Management Dubai 1 Week £2,500 August 17-Aug BIPMD2

Brand Innovation and Product Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 August 17-Aug BIPMD2

Building a Winning Sales (Value) Proposition London 1 Week £2,300 February 23-Feb BAWSVPL1

Building a Winning Sales (Value) Proposition London 2 Weeks £3,600 February 23-Feb BAWSVPL1

Building a Winning Sales (Value) Proposition Lagos 3days N120,000 May 4-May BAWSVPN1

Building a Winning Sales (Value) Proposition London 1 Week £2,300 June 29-Jun BAWSVPL2

Building a Winning Sales (Value) Proposition London 2 Weeks £3,600 June 29-Jun BAWSVPL2

Building a Winning Sales (Value) Proposition Lagos 3days N120,000 October 26-Oct BAWSVPN2

Consultative Objection Handling Skills for Sales Professionals Lagos 3days N150,000 February 25-Feb COHSSPN1

Consultative Objection Handling Skills for Sales Professionals Dubai 1 Week £2,300 March 30-Mar COHSSPD1

Consultative Objection Handling Skills for Sales Professionals Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 March 30-Mar COHSSPD1

Consultative Objection Handling Skills for Sales Professionals London 1 Week £2,300 August 3-Aug COHSSPL1

Consultative Objection Handling Skills for Sales Professionals London 2 Weeks £3,600 August 3-Aug COHSSPL1

Consultative Objection Handling Skills for Sales Professionals Lagos 3days N150,000 September 2-Sep COHSSPN2

Corporate Brand Interpretation for Marketers London 1 Week £2,500 March 16-Mar CBIML1

Corporate Brand Interpretation for Marketers London 2 Weeks £3,600 March 16-Mar CBIML1

Corporate Brand Interpretation for Marketers Lagos 3days N150,000 June 15-Jun CBIMN1

Corporate Brand Interpretation for Marketers Dubai 1 Week £2,500 September 14-Sep CBIMD2

Corporate Brand Interpretation for Marketers Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 September 14-Sep CBIMD2

Corporate Brand Interpretation for Marketers Lagos 3days N150,000 October 13-Oct CBIMN2

Crucial Sales Skills and Behaviours Lagos 3days N120,000 March 15-Apr CSSBL1

Crucial Sales Skills and Behaviours Lagos 3days N120,000 July 15-Jul CSSBL2

Crucial Sales Skills and Behaviours Dubai 1 Week £2,300 September 28-Sep CSSBD1

Crucial Sales Skills and Behaviours Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 September 28-Sep CSSBD1

Developing and Implementing a Marketing Plan London 1 Week £2,200 March 16-Mar DAIMPL1

Developing and Implementing a Marketing Plan London 2 Weeks £3,500 March 16-Mar DAIMPL1

Developing and Implementing a Marketing Plan Atlanta 1 Week £2,200 September 21-Sep DAIMPA2

Developing and Implementing a Marketing Plan Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,500 September 21-Sep DAIMPA2

ALL INTERNATIONAL  
COURSES COME  
WITH A COMPLEMENTARY  
TABLET
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Digital Marketing and Social Media: The partway for 21st Century 
Marketing London 1 Week £2,500 July 20-Jul DMASML1

Digital Marketing and Social Media: The partway for 21st Century 
Marketing London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 20-Jul DMASML1

Digital Marketing and Social Media: The partway for 21st Century 
Marketing Dubai 1 Week £2,500 October 19-Oct DMASMD2

Digital Marketing and Social Media: The partway for 21st Century 
Marketing Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 October 19-Oct DMASMD2

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales London 1 week £2,200 January 26-Jan BBBCL2

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales London 2 weeks £3,500 January 26-Jan BBBCL2

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales Lagos 3days N150,000 January 28-Jan BBBCN2

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales Lagos 3days N150,000 January 28-Jan BBBCN2

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales Lagos 3days N150,000 April 27-Apr BBBCN1

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales Lagos 3days N150,000 April 28-Apr BBBCN1

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales London 1 week £2,200 May 25-May BBBCL1

Effective Business 2 Business and Business 2 Consumer Sales London 2 weeks £3,500 May 25-May BBBCL1

Effective Persuasion and Influencing Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 March 18-Mar EPISN2

Effective Persuasion and Influencing Skills London 1 Week £2,200 May 18-May EPISL1

Effective Persuasion and Influencing Skills London 2 Weeks £3,500 May 18-May EPISL1

Effective Persuasion and Influencing Skills London 1 Week £2,200 August 17-Aug EPISL2

Effective Persuasion and Influencing Skills London 2 Weeks £3,500 August 17-Aug EPISL2

Effective Persuasion and Influencing Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 September 23-Sep EPISN2

Enhancing Corporate Social Responsibility Through Effective Brand 
Management London 1 Week £2,500 July 20-Jul CSRBML1

Enhancing Corporate Social Responsibility Through Effective Brand 
Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 20-Jul CSRBML1

Enhancing Corporate Social Responsibility Through Effective Brand 
Management Dubai 1 Week £2,500 October 19-Oct CSRBMD2

Enhancing Corporate Social Responsibility Through Effective Brand 
Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 October 19-Oct CSRBMD2

Essential Marketing Skills for People in Sales Lagos 3days N120,000 February 17-Feb EMSPSN1

Essential Marketing Skills for People in Sales Dubai 1 Week £2,200 July 20-Jul EMSPSD1

Essential Marketing Skills for People in Sales Dubai 2 Weeks £3,500 July 20-Jul EMSPSD1

Essential Marketing Skills for People in Sales Lagos 3days N120,000 October 20-Oct EMSPSN2

Essential Sales Management Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 February 9-Feb ESMSN1

Essential Sales Management Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 May 4-Feb ESMSN2

Essential Sales Management Skills Dubai 1 Week £2,300 July 20-Jul ESMSD1

Essential Sales Management Skills Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 July 20-Jul ESMSD1

Essential Sales Management Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 September 2-Sep ESMSN3

Excellence in Financial Services and Products Marketing  Lagos 3days N150,000 February 17-Feb EFSPMN1

Excellence in Financial Services and Products Marketing  London 1 Week £2,500 June 15-Jun EFSPML1

Excellence in Financial Services and Products Marketing  London 2 Weeks £3,600 June 15-Jun EFSPML1

Excellence in Financial Services and Products Marketing  Lagos 3days N150,000 June 17-Jun EFSPMN2

Finance for Marketing Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 June 17-Jun FFMMN1

Fundamentals of Marketing for Practitioners London 1 Week £2,200 May 18-May FMFPL1

Fundamentals of Marketing for Practitioners London 2 Weeks £3,500 May 18-May FMFPL1

Fundamentals of Marketing for Practitioners Atlanta 1 Week £2,200 August 17-Aug FMFPA2

Fundamentals of Marketing for Practitioners Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,500 August 17-Aug FMFPA2

Influencing and Selling to all Personality Types and Characters Lagos 3days N150,000 February 4-Feb IS2APTN1

Influencing and Selling to all Personality Types and Characters London 1 Week £2,300 May 25-May IS2APTL1

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Influencing and Selling to all Personality Types and Characters London 2 Weeks £3,600 May 25-May IS2APTL1

Influencing and Selling to all Personality Types and Characters Lagos 3days N150,000 June 24-Jun IS2APTN2

Influencing and Selling to all Personality Types and Characters Dubai 1 Week £2,300 June 29-Jun IS2APTD1

Influencing and Selling to all Personality Types and Characters Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 June 29-Jun IS2APTD1

Key Account and Client Management London 1 Week £2,200 April 20-Apr KACML1

Key Account and Client Management London 2 Weeks £3,500 April 20-Apr KACML1

Key Account and Client Management Atlanta 1 Week £2,200 July 20-Jul KACMA2

Key Account and Client Management Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,500 July 20-Jul KACMA2

Key Account Management and Relationship Development London 1 Week £2,300 May 4-May KAMRDL1

Key Account Management and Relationship Development London 2 Weeks £3,600 May 4-May KAMRDL1

Key Account Management and Relationship Development Dubai 1 Week £2,300 October 5-Oct KAMRDD1

Key Account Management and Relationship Development Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 October 5-Oct KAMRDD1

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not Play - Reality and Transparency in Sales Atlanta 1 Week £2,300 April 27-Apr LGRA1

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not Play - Reality and Transparency in Sales Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr LGRA1

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not Play - Reality and Transparency in Sales London 1 Week £2,300 July 6-Jul LGRL1

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not Play - Reality and Transparency in Sales London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 6-Jul LGRL1

Marketing Communications in the New World Dubai 1 Week £2,500 March 16-Mar MCINWD2

Marketing Communications in the New World Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 March 16-Mar MCINWD2

Marketing Communications in the New World Lagos 3days N120,000 May 19-May MCINWN1

Marketing Communications in the New World London 1 Week £2,500 September 21-Sep MCINWL1

Marketing Communications in the New World London 2 Weeks £3,600 September 21-Sep MCINWL1

Marketing Communications in the New World Lagos 3days N120,000 October 20-Oct MCINWN2

Marketing for Non-Marketing Managers London 1 Week £2,200 January 19-Jan MFNMML1

Marketing for Non-Marketing Managers London 2 Week £3,500 January 19-Jan MFNMML1

Marketing for Non-Marketing Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 March 17-Mar MFNMMN1

Marketing for Non-Marketing Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 July 22-Jul MFNMMN2

Marketing for Non-Marketing Managers London 2 Weeks £3,500 August 17-Aug MFNMML1

Marketing Methods and Practices for Government Agencies and Depart-
ments London 1 Week £2,200 February 16-Feb MML1

Marketing Methods and Practices for Government Agencies and Depart-
ments London 2 Weeks £3,500 February 16-Feb MML1

Marketing Methods and Practices for Government Agencies and Depart-
ments Dubai 1 Week £2,200 August 17-Aug MMD2

Marketing Methods and Practices for Government Agencies and Depart-
ments Dubai 2 Weeks £3,500 August 17-Aug MMD2

Measuring and Managing Marketing Performance London 1 Week £2,200 March 16-Mar MMMPL1

Measuring and Managing Marketing Performance London 2 Weeks £3,500 March 16-Mar MMMPL1

Measuring and Managing Marketing Performance Lagos 5days N200,000 April 20-Apr MMMP5

Measuring and Managing Marketing Performance Atlanta 1 Week £2,200 July 20-Jul MMMPA2

Measuring and Managing Marketing Performance Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,500 July 20-Jul MMMPA2

Measuring and Managing Marketing Performance Lagos 5days N200,000 November 16-Nov MMMP6

Networking to Win New Business London 1 Week £2,300 February 16-Feb NTWNBL1

Networking to Win New Business London 2 Weeks £3,600 February 16-Feb NTWNBL1

Networking to Win New Business Lagos 3days N150,000 March 2-Mar NTWNBN1

Networking to Win New Business London 1 Week £2,300 April 27-Apr NTWNBL2

Networking to Win New Business London 2 Weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr NTWNBL2

Networking to Win New Business Lagos 3days N150,000 May 4-May NTWNBN2

Public Relations and Press Management Lagos 5days N200,000 February 16-Feb PRPMN1

Public Relations and Press Management Lagos 5days N200,000 July 20-Jul PRPMN2

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Public Relations and Press Management London 1 Week £2,200 September 21-Sep PRPML1

Public Relations and Press Management London 2 Weeks £3,500 September 21-Sep PRPML1

Public Relations and Press Management Dubai 1 Week £2,200 December 30-Nov PRPMD2

Public Relations and Press Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,500 December 30-Nov PRPMD2

Public Relations Issues and Crisis Management Lagos 5days N200,000 March 16-Mar PRICMN1

Public Relations Issues and Crisis Management London 1 Week £2,200 April 20-Apr PRICML1

Public Relations Issues and Crisis Management London 2 Weeks £3,500 April 20-Apr PRICML1

Public Relations Issues and Crisis Management Dubai 1 Week £2,200 August 17-Aug PRICMD2

Public Relations Issues and Crisis Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,500 August 17-Aug PRICMD2

Public Relations Issues and Crisis Management Lagos 5days N200,000 September 14-Sep PRICMN2

Team Briefing and Communications Skills Dubai 1 Week £2,300 April 20-Apr RBCSD1

Team Briefing and Communications Skills Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 April 20-Apr RBCSD1

Team Briefing and Communications Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 May 20-May RBCSN1

Team Briefing and Communications Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 October 21-Oct RBCSN2

Tele-Sales Skills & Tele-Marketing Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 February 9-Feb TSS&TMN1

Tele-Sales Skills & Tele-Marketing Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 April 1-Apr TSS&TMN2

Tele-Sales Skills & Tele-Marketing Skills Lagos 3days N150,000 July 1-Jul TSS&TMN3

At ReCh Management 
Centre, we uphold an 
ethical approach to 
business and we are 
proud of this.
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Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:

ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World
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London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta

Our HRM courses have been specifically designed for 
organisations who know that their people are their most 
important assets. For it is only through the creativity, innovation 
and performance of people that organisations, in all sectors 
of the economy, can achieve their goals. Our HRM delegates 
should therefore look to get a thorough grounding in the relevant 
skills, knowledge and understanding required in this challenging 
yet highly rewarding field, you also get the chance to develop 
reflective practices and critical thinking - essential attributes for the 
effective manager equipped to handle change.

HUMAN CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT



Advanced Business 
Communication Style

Course Overview
Communication is a skill taken largely for granted; yet it is both 
fundamental and essential for every successful organisation. 
Research shows that we transmit a large proportion of our 
communication messages through our non-verbal channels. So 
what does your body language say to other people? How 
can you read the gestures and movements made by others? 
As a result of attending this course and mastering its techniques 
you will gain a greater understanding of the power of effective 
communication by strengthening your skills, which operate at the 
psychological and physiological levels. .

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Interact with an individual who displays a specific primary 

communication style. 
 » Identify the four types of secondary communication style. 
 » Interact with an individual who displays a specific secondary 

communication style. 
 » Identify the types of nonverbal communication. 
 » Apply guidelines to establish credibility. 
 » Avoid using jargon when building positive relationships. 
 » Provide positive verbal feedback in a business scenario. 
 » List the steps for providing positive feedback.

Course Outline
Understanding communication
 » Ensuring that our message is put across clearly and effectively.
 » Understand human communication and the way we learn.
 » Putting across our message successfully and influencing others.
 » What makes us individuals - how we process differently.
 » How people listen.

Behavioural skills
 » Reading other people’s behaviour.
 » Responding to and influencing other’s behaviour.
 » Building rapport for effective relationships.
 » Re-positioning our relations through behaviour.

Putting it into Practice
 » Awareness of how we come across to others.
 » Monitoring and adapting body language.
 » Adapting and maximising our voice-use and speech.
 » Learning powerfully effective talking techniques.

Human Capital Management
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Advanced Organisational 
Diagnostics

Course Overview
Understanding what the underlying issue in business 
performance, is a necessary skill for any manager with strategic 
responsibility. In this course, we will review a selection of tools 
and techniques for analysing and understanding the business. We 
clarify how these are used, their limitations and how they provide 
the catalyst when facilitating change within an organisation.

This course is highly participative combining facilitated sessions, 
group work and exercises with appropriate case studies. 
There are no formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will:
 » Understand the application of a range of business analysis and 

diagnostic tools.
 » Compare the different utilisation of the tools
 » Explore the purpose and relevance of the alternative 

approaches and tools for the strategic manager 
 » Identify where to focus internal effort in growing the business

Course Outline
 » The Strategic Dimension
 » The internal analysis 
 » Exploring Marketing and the sales effort
 » Reading the story from finance 
 » Using HR Metrics to  grow the business through people 
 » Benchmarking the business

Best Practise in  
Succession Planning

Course Overview
This course will show you how to prepare your company for 
succession by identifying, assessing and developing leadership 
and talent for future vacancies. You will be enlightened on the 
benefits of why a company promotes from within. Delegates will 
also learn how to identify examples of criteria for promoting the 
right people into leadership and determine the most appropriate 
methods for your employee’s personal development.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Demonstrate an understanding of succession planning and  

the fit with talent management programmes
 » Discuss the impact of succession managing  

on business success
 » Facilitate the decision making process to determine the 

positions to be included in a succession plan
 » Determine the criteria and processes to identify  

potential successors
 » Implement processes for retaining and developing  

identified successors
 » Practice some tools and techniques to enable you to 

implement effective succession planning
 » Develop a succession planning process that is consistent and 

aligned with existing organizational processes

Course Outline
 » Outline for setting strategic direction
 » Environmental impact analysis
 » Strategic plan impact analysis
 » Strategic planning checklist
 » Structured Interviews
 » Summary of workforce plan
 » Workforce planning team members
 » Financial Services Charter
 » Focus groups
 » Workload assessment (i.e. Employment Status Analysis - 

permanent, contract, temporary and outsourced)
 » Employee Retention Survey & Focus Group
 » Aids impact analysis
 » Aids Statistics
 » Workforce Analysis
 » Costings analysis
 » Workforce planning readiness checklist
 » Example of Developmental Needs Assessment

Best Practice in  
Compensation Management 

Course Overview
Employee benefits matter.  Having a workforce that performs to the 
highest standards in today’s competitive global world is extremely 
dependent on highly skilled and technically adept workers. This 
course will focus on the practise of human resource skills within 
management job roles.  The Internal and external factors that 
may affect supervision will also be considered, such as personnel 
standards and processes, bullying, reward and corruption. 

This course aims to introduce the key elements of the design 
and structure of compensation packages.  At the end of the 
course, delegates will be able to understand the value of 
performance based systems as a business tool and a powerful 
motivator of employees. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Examine the key elements of best practice in  

compensation management
 » Identify performance management techniques that work 
 » Examine current and emerging trends in compensation  

and reward
 » Evaluate the uses and benefits of short and long term incentives 
 » Match compensation systems and organisational culture 

Course Outline
 » Compensation System Design
 » Definitions 
 » The Linkages – the Business environment
 » Job Evaluation
 » Success Criteria at work
 » Key elements of Reward
 » Philosophies and Standards
 » Incentives and Motivators  
 » Introducing new Policies and Best Practice
 » Employee Rights and Discipline
 » Implementing changes in compensation management
 » Winners and Losers

booking information on page 147
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Developing and Implementing 
Competency Framework

Course Overview
The aim of this course is to assist managers and human resource 
practitioners to understand and apply the competency framework 
and the generic competency dictionary. Managers and 
practitioners will also be able to assess the required competencies 
when interviewing new recruits, manage performance as well as 
identify training needs of existing employees.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Analysing jobs against skill levels required and core job tasks 

through the technical occupation matrix for oil and gas  
 » Developing and manage competency based technical training 

programs for staff  
 » Benchmarking the quality of competency based training and 

development programs against oil and gas standards  
 » Setting up strategic talent pools through a practical step-by-

step implementation guide  
 » Measuring the Return On Investment (ROI) in competency 

development programs  
 » Raising the profile of technical skills through professional 

development techniques

Course Outline
 » Designing competency-based frameworks  
 » Defining competency evidence  
 » Putting competency frameworks to use  
 » Integrating with other HR processes  
 » Assessing competence 
 » Competency evaluation for training needs analysis  
 » Using competency evidence for organisational review  

and audit

Effective Presentation and 
Confidence Building

Course Overview
In several industries (especially service, industrial equipment and 
project based), presentations play a vital part in representing final 
product or service quality. Knowledge, credibility, and assurance are 
immediately apparent when presenting, and many customers treat a 
presentation as a reliable indicator.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding how to build more self-confidence. 
 » Being aware of how you look and sound. 
 » Exploring the strengths and weaknesses of the way you 

normally communicate. 
 » Adapting your communication style to deal confidently with a 

particular person. 
 » Adapting your style and behaviour to best suit a situation. 
 » Clearly identifying and planning what you want to achieve 

from a situation. 
 » Breaking out of your own personal comfort zone and coming 

across with real impact to influence a person or a situation.

Course Outline
 » Understanding the different interpretations of self confidence 
 » Master breathing and relaxation techniques to control shyness 

and fear 
 » Learn techniques for public speaking and how to ‘feel’  

the audience 
 » Projecting a positive and confident image 
 » Develop body language and non-verbal communication to 

gain control 
 » Improve communication styles and listening skills 
 » How to view past experiences that have sabotaged  

your confidence 
 » Controlling nervous energy 
 » Evaluate personal strengths

Building an Effective Training Team

Course Overview
This is a practical course, which will enable participants to 
encourage members of their team to work co-operatively with 
others within their own team and with other departments to optimise 
their collective contribution. The course covers aspects of team 
dynamics, leadership and group problem solving.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 » Ensure members of the team understand the team goals or 
objectives

 » Identify and utilise individual strengths
 » Ensure effective communication between team members
 »  Encourage challenges and input from team members
 »  Develop mutual trust between team members
 »  Involve team members in decision-making
 »  Manage team lifecycles proactively
 »  Recognise and deal with conflict within the team
 »  Provide team members with constructive feedback

Course Outline
 » The Power of a Team
 »  The Team Climate
 »  Team Roles
 »  Team Leadership
 »  Team Problem-Solving
 »  Personal Development Plan

Creativity and Innovation at Work 

Course Overview
How do perception, style and culture affect thought and action? 
How can you develop a more creative approach in yourself and 
a more creative climate in your organisation? This interdisciplinary 
course will give you an excellent grasp of the principles underlying 
creative thinking and problem solving and help you to promote 
imaginative, flexible and practical thought and action.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 » Demonstrate characteristics of a successful creative team.
 »  Identify roles that team members will play.
 »  Manage an individual who might hinder creative sessions.
 »  Use conflict to foster creativity.
 »  Recognize the correct order for the creative problem 

solving processes.
 »  Use creativity to solve a problem.
 »  Use creativity to make a decision.

Course Outline
Organizing Creative Teams

 » Select characteristics of a successful creative team.
 »  Demonstrate characteristics of a successful creative team.
 »  Identify roles that team members will play etc

Conducting Team Sessions
 »  Determine the most effective leader for a creative session.
 »  Follow the steps for conducting a creative session.
 »  Identify individuals who might hinder creative sessions.
 »  Manage an individual who might hinder creative sessions.
 »  Recognize factors that might inhibit team creativity.
 »  Use conflict to foster creativity.

Promoting and Using Creativity
 »  Follow the rules for a brainstorming session.
 »  Recognize activities that can be used to promote  

team creativity.

booking information on page 147
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HR for Non HR Managers

Course Overview
Every manager irrespective of areas of specialty and department, 
with responsibility for recruiting and managing staff members 
requires an understanding of the basics of Human Resource best 
practice in order get the best out of their team members and 
avoid employment legislation pitfalls. This course provides practical 
knowledge and tools to enable managers to tackle basic HR 
issues themselves

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Skills to build a foundation in key personnel and HR concepts 

and relate them to ‘best fit’ in your own organisation 
 » Knowledge of better working relationships with others in  

your organisation through a greater appreciation of the  
overall picture 

 » Dynamic skills in  team development through successful 
selection interviewing and effective appraisal techniques 

 » Capability to evaluate the effectiveness of your HR practice 
and see where improvements can be made

Course Outline
Work within the confines of employment law:
 » Understand basic employment rights and employer 

responsibilities
 » Ensure that the law is used to secure the organisational 

outcomes you need 
 » Avoid being the slave to employment lawyers
 » Have the opportunity of a question and answer session with 

an experienced expert
Plan to ensure that you attract the best candidates to your 
organisation and select them objectively and effectively:
 » Understanding of job design and selection criteria 
 » Realising the advantages and limitations of interviewing
 » Sampling objective assessment methods

Make best use of the supervision process
Address the biggest single problem facing line managers - 
sickness absence:
 » Knowing what is a reasonable level of sickness 
 » How to manage sick staff firmly but fairly
 » Dealing with the most challenging cases 
 » What your rights as an employer should be

Deal with difficult employees:
 » How to manage a disciplinary investigation
 » Poor performers

Human Resources Skills and 
Knowledge Management

Course Overview
This course examines the conditions in which HRM and 
knowledge management have become the central links between 
people, work, and technology in contemporary organisations. 
This course uses a wide range of concepts to help participants 
understand the management of people at the level of 
organisational practices, as well as in the wider, global context of 
contemporary economy and culture.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Identify, create and distribute knowledge using proven 

Knowledge Management (KM) practices 
 » Analyse and build Social Knowledge Groups (SKG) to 

contribute and share knowledge 
 » Convert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge for 

organisational gain 
 » Create new workflows to effectively share knowledge 
 » Implement technological solutions and maximise your KM 

technology infrastructure 
 » Apply a Knowledge Management architecture throughout 

your organisation

Course Outline
 » The agenda of HRM in the global economy
 » Knowledge Management and Information Technologies
 » Collecting Knowledge through Social Knowledge Groups 

(SKG)
 » New forms of organising in the contemporary world
 » Building Workflows for Effective Knowledge Management
 » The rise of management ideas and concepts
 » The rise and growth of HRM theories and techniques
 » The culture of Knowledge Management
 » Challenges and debates
 » Analysing management practices

Health and Safety in the Workplace

Course Overview
This course is designed and presented for those who are involved 
and/or as appointed with responsibility for the organisations Heath, 
Safety and Welfare. So regardless as to whether you are a Director, 
Partner, Manager, Human Resource or Facilities Manager, this course 
is a must for you.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
Our Objective is to encourage and develop our training 
delegates’ confidence, ability and understanding in matters of 
Health & Safety, in order to deal with workplace issues and 
organisational requirements.

Course Outline
 »  First Aid at Work
 »  Slips, Trips & Falls
 »  Which Acts and Regulations apply
 »  Expectant Mothers
 »  Temperature, Heating/cooling, Ventilation
 »  Health & Safety Policy Statement
 »  Young Persons at Work
 »  Managing Sickness at Work
 »  Employer & Employee duties
 »  Home and Lone Workers
 »  Lighting at Work
 »  Why Risk Assessment
 »  Food Hygiene
 »  Contractor Responsibility & Safety
 »  Disability Discrimination
 »  Computer Users
 »  Manual Handling
 »  Fire Safety and Arrangements
 »  Induction Training
 »  Stress at Work

HR and Payroll Administration 

Course Overview
You learn about making corrections to payroll processes, and 
which correction method to apply in different situations. The course 
also introduces you to making adjustments to balances, and other 
special payroll features. You understand the different phases of 
the payroll lifecycle, and see how and when to apply different 
processes to each payroll phase. You gain an understanding of the 
Payroll model, setting up pre-processing, payroll processing and 
post payroll processing.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 » Understand the payroll lifecycle
 »  Run payrolls using batch and QuickPay processes
 »  Run prepayments and payments processes
 »  Run costing and transfer to GL processes
 »  Manage exceptions and corrections
 »  View and adjust employee balances
 »  Use the special features of Oracle Payroll

Course Outline
 »  Payroll Preprocessing

 −  Payroll Processing
 −  Processing a Payroll
 −  Running a Full Payroll Run
 −  Group Processing
 −  Payroll Processing and Rollback Sequence
 −  Running Payroll in Batch Mode
 −  Making Corrections, Rollbacks, Reversals and Retries
 −  Consolidation Sets
 −  Running Quick Pay

 »  Post Payroll Processing
 »  Balance Adjustments
 »  Special Payroll Features

booking information on page 147
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HRM - Rewards  
Management System

Course Overview
Reward management is the new frontier of human resource 
management. Whether you are in the HR function or line 
management, the focus has firmly moved to motivating your 
employees to deliver your corporate goals. But setting the pay 
and benefits of your employees at the market rate (in your and 
their perception) is only the starting point. Organisations have to 
go much further now. They need to understand the ways to involve 
their employees, to get them more committed to the organisation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Gain an understanding of total rewards management
 » Discover the five elements of total rewards
 » Understand the critical role of the main drivers — organizational 

culture, business strategy and human resources strategy
 » Learn the process of designing a successful total  

rewards strategy

Course Outline
Reward in context

Grading structures
 » Establishing internal relativities
 » Why have grading structures?
 » Types of grading structures
 » Analytical and non-analytical job evaluation
 » Types of pay structures

Equal pay-Setting salaries

Employee benefits

Rewarding performance
 » Types of bonus schemes individual, group, organisation-wide
 » Incentives
 » Non-financial rewards
 » Motivating employees
 » Building a long-term reward strategy
 » Reward management is an essential tool in dealing with:
 » Rewarding performance
 » Motivation of productivity

Human Resources Management 
Roles of Departmental Managers

Course Overview
This course has been designed to help delegates understand 
the skills and knowledge required to carry out your legal and 
HR roles and responsibilities as a line manager. This workshop 
is highly participative and blends theory with practical activities 
such case studies and role-play. There are lots of opportunities 
for delegates to practice using the tools and techniques provided 
and to gain both individual and group feedback.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the strategic role that HR plays  

within an organisation 
 » Understand and perform the key HR responsibilities of  

the line manager 
 » Operate within the employment law framework and know 

how and where to get additional support or  
information as required 

 » Understand how a standard grievance and discipline process 
works and the role of the line manager in the process 

 » Manage and participate in recruitment and  
selection processes 

 » Identify and operate HR processes that contribute to the 
motivation and retention of employees 

 » Manage performance using a standard ‘personal 
development review’ process

Course Outline
 » The role of the line manager 
 » HR responsibilities of the line manager 
 » An overview of employment law including equal opportunities 

legislation and the data protection act 
 » Grievance and disciplinary procedures 
 » Recruitment and selection processes 
 » Strategies for motivating and retaining employees 
 » Managing performance

HRM - Career and  
Talent Management

Course Overview
In this competitive scenario where there is immense demand 
for people and the talent pool is shrinking, Human Resource 
Management plays a vital role in an organization. Recruitment 
and Retention of employees is becoming a challenge as well as 
a concern area for all HR Managers. As some world economy is 
booming, HR managers will be experiencing tough times ahead in 
hiring and retaining talent. Hence, it is an integral part of HRM to help 
employees plan their careers as well as develop talents that the 
organisation can benefit from.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 » Increase retention (and lower costs of recruiting).
 »  Match organizational needs with the best candidates.
 »  Optimized use of existing talent resources.
 » Increase productivity.
 »  Make Individual career paths better aligned with broad 

needs of the organization.
 »  Boost morale and increase productivity.
 »  Improve workplace engagement.
 »  Encourage employees to take active roles in career 

development.
 »  Keep employees’ sights focused on future positions and 

roles within the organization.
 »  Increase value of each employee to employer.

Course Outline
 »  The Two Faces of Career Management
 »  Formalized Career Development
 »  Technology Integrates Career Management Processes
 »  Career Management Benefits
 »  Individual Development Planning
 »  Compensation Systems and Firm Performance 
 »  Performance Management Systems 
 »  Human Resource Management and the Law 
 »  Employee Benefits 
 »  Training and Development 
 »  Employee and Labour Relations

Human Resources Management - 
Policies Implementation

Course Overview
It is often commented that the key asset to any business is its 
employees. The management of the human resource is therefore 
a central aspect to business world wide and it is not surprising 
that the career opportunities for Human Resource Managers are 
extensive and varied in the public and private sectors of the world. 
The course aims to develop practitioners who are capable of 
making an immediate and effective contribution to the HR function 
within the organisation that employs them.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 » Enhance your understanding of the systems, policies, 
techniques and strategies used in effective HR 
management

 »  Develop your skills in strategic thinking and planning, 
employee assessment, negotiations, counselling and 
problem solving

 »  Understand how to manage organisational change
 »  Know how to deal effectively with cross-cultural and 

diversity issues.

Course Outline
 »  People Resourcing & Reward
 »  Learning & Development
 »  Employee Relations
 »  Legal Context of HRM
 »  Personal & Professional Development
 »  Managing Human Resources in a Business Context
 »  Managing Information
 »  Human resource strategy and planning
 »  Analysing organisation needs
 »  Leadership and teambuilding
 »  Recruitment and selection
 »  Performance appraisal systems
 »  Reward
 »  Employee development
 »  Flexible employment practices
 »  Employee relations and communications
 »  Managing employee diversity
 »  Evaluating human resource management
 »  The management of change.

booking information on page 147
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Performance Management: 
Managing the Appraisal Process

Course Overview
This course has been designed to be a highly intensive and 
practical sessions of training, that will equip line managers with 
the skills and confidence to conduct those normally “dreaded” 
Employee Performance Appraisals/Reviews, with positive results 
in terms of organizational goal achievement, as well as employee 
morale and competence enhancement.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the Benefits of Performance Management as a 

crucial management vehicle for achieving organization goals
 » Have a basic understanding of Performance Management, 

including related tools and techniques
 » Know how to develop/formulate Goals/Objectives, Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs), Competencies, and  
Performance Standards

 » Conduct an effective Performance Appraisal
 » Utilize Generic Performance Interviewing Skills such as  

effective listening, understanding body language, giving 
constructive feedback, responding with empathy, handling 
difficult appraisees etc.

Course Outline
 » The performance management cycle, and setting of standards 
 » Setting “SMART” objectives 
 » Planning and preparing for the appraisal
 » Undertaking the preparation before the appraisal 
 » The appraisal meeting 
 » Conducting the appraisal (facilitating agreement on Actual 

Performance and Ratings for each Performance Measure)
 » Identifying environmental barriers impacting on performance
 » Identifying jobholder (appraisee) training and development 

needs, and completing a Performance Optimization Plan (POP) 
 » Identifying development needs and developing an ongoing 

personal development plan 
 » Monitoring and collecting evidence, continuous feedback,  

no surprises 
 » Self assessment and developing ownership (the 70/30 rule) 
 » Handling the unexpected 
 » Getting feedback from staff on how management perform

Recruitment and Selection 

Course Overview
Managers, supervisors or executives who are involved in the 
recruitment and selection process and in particular, want to 
improve their skills and techniques in conducting successful 
selection interviews. Anyone who wants to feel confident and in 
control of selection interviews will benefit.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course, delegates will have:
 » Understand and identify the different stages within the 

recruitment process
 » Undertake behavioural interviews with confidence
 » Prepare for a selection interview through constructing an 

effective interview plan
 » Maintain control of the interview through effective questioning, 

listening and observation
 » Understand the legal requirements of recruitment and selection

Course Outline
Recruiting and Selecting the Best People
 » Overview of recruiting within the law
 » Understanding the impact of poor selection
 » The benefit and value of a criteria based interview in ensuring 

you recruit the RIGHT people
 » Your Company’s Success Criteria

Interview Preparation
 » Creating the right environment
 » Identifying the objectives for the interview
 » Selecting which Success Criteria are going to be measured
 » Preparing and designing questions
 » Reviewing CVs: What to look for

Structuring the Interview
 » Establishing Rapport
 » Dramatically increase your success rate
 » My code/your code which should I use?
 » The three interview phases
 » Keeping to plan
 » Developing a professional approach

Essential Communication Skills
 » Questioning techniques and design
 » The use of open questions and questions to avoid
 » Using probing questions to clarify answers given
 » Using active listening techniques

Organisation Design  
and Development 

Course Overview
through effective organizational design and development. This 
course is highly participative combining facilitated sessions, group 
work and exercises with appropriate case studies.  There are no 
formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 »  Understand and apply the design options for 
organisational structures and relationships

 »  Maintain the structures and relationships through effective 
processes and systems

 »  Understand the strategic impact of organisation 
development methods  

 »  Be able to apply change management strategies to 
support organisational development

Course Outline
 »  Principles of Organisation Design and Development
 »  Structural Design Options and the relationships
 »  Maintaining the structure
 »  The strategic impact of Organisation  

Development methods
 »  Development through Performance Management
 »  The Jobs focus approach
 »  The challenges of implementation

Organizational People Management

Course Overview
Business leaders, of any size work group who, recognize that 
people are a source of competitive advantage and who want to 
improve their personal effectiveness in connecting to the workforce 
with strategic goals to achieve superior business results, are the 
best fit for this course.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course, delegates will have:

 »  Increased confidence in aligning your work group with 
organizational goals

 »  Familiarity with a flexible methodology and set of tools to 
help you think through organizational alignment and the 
opportunity to use these tools

 »  An increased awareness of when and how to proactively 
plan for

 »  key collaborations with other business leaders over the 
course of your journey

 »  Insights on success factors for implementation
 »  Increased proficiency in measuring the effectiveness of 

your talent strategy
 »  An understanding that achieving and maintaining 

organizational alignment requires continual and deliberate 
attention in order to quickly adapt to constant change, such 
as economic conditions and strategic business direction.

Course Outline
 »  Strategic Thinker’s Mindset - what it is as well as common 

obstacles to becoming a strategic thinker and how to 
overcome them

 »  The Three Phases of a Talent Strategy Methodology - 
test drive their corresponding tools: 1) development(our 
emphasis in this seminar) 2) Implementation 3) 
Measurement of results

 »  Developing a Talent Strategy - learn the foundation 
on which a solid talent strategy is built, discover the 
importance of the customers prospective, and key business 
processes, conduct

 »  a workforce gap analysis, and select and prioritize 
initiatives that result in peak performance

 »  Challenges - you will likely encounter and ways to 
effectively deal with them

 »  Business Problem Solving Application - how to employ 
the same methodology for solving specific business 
performance problems

booking information on page 147
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Human Capital Performance 
Improvement (HCPI) Audit

Course Overview
In today’s economy, training of employees is more important than ever as organizations cope with needing to 
increase revenue and maintain quality and capacity with a lean workforce. Most organizations must accomplish 
their training goals with a limited training budget, making the return on investment of every amount of money 
spent on training even more critical. This course is therefore aimed at helping each delegate acquire the 
components needed to implement and measure continuous performance improvement in the workforce aligned 
with achieving the business goals of each organization.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Developing insight into various facts of HR Audit and thus make 

the HRM function business oriented
 » Aligning HRM processes with the business goals  

of the organisation
 » Build the skills participants would require to do HR  

Audit independently 
 » Understanding the various aspects of Balanced Scorecard
 » Using the Balance Scorecard as a strategy execution tool for 

enhancing the overall productivity of the organisation
 » Understanding the organisational performance models  

and diagnose the reasons for the lack of performance in  
an organisation

 » Evaluating the current status of HRM function in an organisation

Course Outline
 » The new human capital management model
 » Data for management
 » Two aspects of human capital
 » What human resources can learn from finance
 » People and information
 » Data-to-value cycle
 » The ROI race
 » Points of measurement

Human Capital’s Contribution: Measurement
 » Human-Financial Interface
 » The H in Human Capital
 » Human Capital Enterprise Scorecard
 » Quantitative and Qualitative
 » Human Capital Performance Evaluation
 » Human Capital Scorecard
 » Human Capital Accounting
 » Performance Valuation

Review of Employee Benefits
 » Benefits Program and Contract Management
 » Benefits Finance and Systems
 » Benefits Organizational Culture
 » Employee Discipline and Appeals
 » Opportunities for Improvement
 » Performance Appraisal

Acting and Observing
 » Finding and Using Documents and Organisational Evidence
 » Collecting and Recording Qualitative Data
 » Analysing Qualitative Data
 » Collecting and Recording Quantitative Data
 » Analysing Quantitative Data

Review of Recruitment and Training
 » Accomplishments
 » Improvements in progress
 » Training needs and evaluation
 » Labour relations
 » Assessment of Timeliness Standards, Complete and 

Consistent Data 

Train the Trainer: Developing 
Effective Facilitation Skills 

Course Overview
This Train the Trainer course is designed to improve your training 
techniques and increase your confidence when either facilitating 
a corporate function within your organisation or delivering training 
course. This train the trainer course will enable you to successfully 
deliver training courses to the highest standard.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 »  Promote learner participation and involvement by using 
effective questioning techniques in a training session

 »  Evaluate personal training strengths and areas to work on
 »  Define the factors that promote learning
 »  Understand the difference between training and  

presenting information
 »  Use recognised success measures to assess  

effective learning
 »  Define effective feedback

Course Outline
 »  Introductions and objectives
 »  The different domains of learning and how to practically 

apply these to surgical training
 »  The impact of learning style on teaching and learning
 »  How do adults learn?
 »  How to effectively use, and understand the advantages 

and disadvantages of various teaching methods
 »  The benefits of reflection and identify opportunities to use 

reflection as a learning tool
 »  Key elements of session planning, describe their benefits 

and plan a session using a suggested template
 »  how to pitch content to different audiences;
 »  Training session and feedback to identify strengths and 

areas to work on
 »  What is effective feedback?
 »  Training versus presenting
 »  Practice trainer techniques in a training session
 »  Implementing changes to planned teaching activities to 

enhance learning.
 »  Planning ahead

Understanding and Applying  
HR Metrics

Course Overview
This course is designed for those who want to understand how HR 
can add value to organizations through effective HR Metrics. These 
provide the information to improve their people ROI, reduce risk 
and target programmes to give the maximum benefit. It supports 
the transformation of HR from a transactional support function to a 
key business driver.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:

 »  Explain the metrics and data that needs to be collected to 
support HR practices 

 »  Be able to use your internal HR metrics and information to 
inform decision making

 »  Identify the range of data that supports HR practices 
 »  Apply metrics and data to measure HR effectiveness 
 »  Analyze and interpret metrics data 
 »  Evaluate HR metrics and data. 
 »  Develop practical actions to measure HR effectiveness in 

your organizations 

Course Outline
 »  The business case for metrics
 »  HR Efficiency Metrics 
 »  Metrics for the Employee lifecycle
 »  HR Metrics and maintaining the competitive edge
 »  Building an HR framework
 »  From introduction to maturity

booking information on page 147
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For all costing and dates for Human 
Capital Management please refer to 
page 147.

For additional course dates 
by location please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

Human Capital Management

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Advanced Business Communication Style London 1 week £2,300 February 23-Feb ABCSL1

Advanced Business Communication Style London 2 weeks £3,600 February 23-Feb ABCSL1

Advanced Business Communication Style Lagos 3days N120,000 March 23-Mar ABCSN1

Advanced Business Communication Style London 1 week £2,300 April 27-Apr ABCSL2

Advanced Business Communication Style London 2 weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr ABCSL2

Advanced Business Communication Style Lagos 3days N120,000 July 27-Jul ABCSN2

Advanced Business Communication Style Lagos 3days N120,000 November 23-Nov ABCSN3

Best Practise in Compensation Management Lagos 3days N120,000 May 25-May BPCMN1

Best Practise in Compensation Management London 1 week £2,300 June 22-Jun BPCML1

Best Practise in Compensation Management London 2 weeks £3,600 June 22-Jun BPCML1

Best Practise in Compensation Management Atlanta 1week £2,300 October 26-Oct BPCMA2

Best Practise in Compensation Management Atlanta 2weeks £3,600 October 26-Oct BPCMA2

Best Practise in Compensation Management Lagos 3days N120,000 October 26-Oct BPCMN2

Best Practise in Succession Planning Lagos 3days N120,000 January 26-Jan BPSPD2

Best Practise in Succession Planning Dubai 1 week £2,300 February 23-Feb BPSPD1

Best Practise in Succession Planning Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 February 23-Feb BPSPD1

Best Practise in Succession Planning Lagos 3days N120,000 June 22-Jun BPSPD2

Building an Effective Training Team Dubai 1 week £2,300 February 23-Feb BETTD1

Building an Effective Training Team Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 February 23-Feb BETTD1

Building an Effective Training Team Dubai 1 week £2,300 June 8-Jun BETTD2

Building an Effective Training Team Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 June 8-Jun BETTD2

Building an Effective Training Team Lagos 3days N120,000 August 10-Aug BETTN1

Building an Effective Training Team Lagos 3days N120,000 November 23-Nov BETTN2

Creativity and Innovation at Work Lagos 3days N120,000 February 23-Feb CAIAWN1

Creativity and Innovation at Work London 1 Week £2,300 May 25-May CAIAWL1

Creativity and Innovation at Work London 2 weeks £3,600 May 25-May CAIAWL1

Creativity and Innovation at Work Lagos 3days N120,000 August 24-Aug CAIAWN2

Developing and Implementing Competency Framework Atlanta 1week £2,300 April 27-Apr DICFA2

Developing and Implementing Competency Framework Atlanta 2weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr DICFA2

Developing and Implementing Competency Framework London 1 Week £2,300 September 28-Sep DICFL1

Developing and Implementing Competency Framework London 2weeks £3,600 September 28-Sep DICFL1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Dubai 1 Week £2,300 January 26-Jan EPCBD1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 January 26-Jan EPCBD1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Dubai 1 Week £2,300 May 25-May EPCBD2

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 May 25-May EPCBD2

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Lagos 3days N120,000 August 26-Aug EPCBN1

Effective Presentation and Confidence Building Lagos 3days N120,000 November 25-Nov EPCBN2

Health and Safety in the Workplace London 1 Week £2,300 May 4-May HSIWL1

Health and Safety in the Workplace London 2 Weeks £3,600 May 4-May HSIWL1

Health and Safety in the Workplace Lagos 5days N200,000 May 11-May HSIWN1

Health and Safety in the Workplace Lagos 5days N200,000 September 21-Sep HSIWN2

HR and Payroll Administration Lagos 3days N120,000 April 27-Apr DICFN1

HR and Payroll Administration Lagos 3days N120,000 September 28-Sep DICFN2

HR for Non HR Managers Lagos 2days N100,000 March 23-Mar HRFFNHRN1

HR for Non HR Managers London 1 Week £2,300 May 25-May HRFFNHRL1

HR for Non HR Managers London 2 Weeks £3,600 May 25-May HRFFNHRL1

HR for Non HR Managers Lagos 2days N100,000 June 22-Jun HRFFNHRN2

ALL INTERNATIONAL  
COURSES COME  
WITH A COMPLEMENTARY  
TABLET
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

HRM - Career and Talent Management Lagos 3days N120,000 January 26-Jan HRACMN1

HRM - Career and Talent Management London 1 Week £2,300 June 22-Jun HRACML1

HRM - Career and Talent Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 June 22-Jun HRACML1

HRM - Career and Talent Management Lagos 3days N120,000 July 27-Jul HRACMN2

HRM - Career and Talent Management Dubai 1 Week £2,300 September 28-Sep HRACMD2

HRM - Career and Talent Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 September 28-Sep HRACMD2

HRM - Rewards Management System Lagos 3days N120,000 April 12-Aug HRMRMSN1

HRM - Rewards Management System Atlanta 1 Week £2,300 June 22-Jun HRMRMSA1

HRM - Rewards Management System Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,600 June 22-Jun HRMRMSA1

HRM - Rewards Management System London 1 Week £2,300 August 10-Aug HRMRMSL1

HRM - Rewards Management System London 2 Weeks £3,600 August 10-Aug HRMRMSL1

HRM - Rewards Management System Lagos 3days N120,000 October 12-Oct HRMRMSN2

HRM Skills and Knowledge Management London 1 Week £2,300 March 23-Mar HRSKML1

HRM Skills and Knowledge Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 March 23-Mar HRSKML1

HRM Skills and Knowledge Management Lagos 3days N120,000 June 22-Jun HRSKMN1

HRM Skills and Knowledge Management Dubai 1 Week £2,300 June 22-Jun HRSKMD2

HRM Skills and Knowledge Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 June 22-Jun HRSKMD2

HRM Skills and Knowledge Management Lagos 3days N120,000 December 9-Dec HRSKMN2

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit London 1 week £2,300 March 23-Mar HCPIAL1

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit London 2 weeks £3,600 March 23-Mar HCPIAL1

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit Lagos 3days N150,000 April 27-Apr HCPIAN1

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit Atlanta 1 week £2,300 May 25-May HCPIAA4

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit Atlanta 2 weeks £3,600 May 25-May HCPIAA4

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit London 1 week £2,300 August 24-Aug HCPIAL2

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit London 2 weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug HCPIAL2

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit Lagos 3days N150,000 September 28-Sep HCPIAN2

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit Dubai 1 week £2,300 November 23-Nov HCPIAD3

Human Capital Performance Improvement (HCPI) Audit Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 November 23-Nov HCPIAD3

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation London 1 Week £2,300 April 27-Apr HRMPIL1

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation London 2 Weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr HRMPIL1

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation Lagos 5day N200,000 May 25-May HRMPIN1

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation London 1 Week £2,300 August 24-Aug HRMPIL2

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation London 2 Weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug HRMPIL2

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation Lagos 5day N200,000 October 26-Oct HRMPIN2

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation Atlanta 1 Week £2,300 December 10-Aug HRMPIA3

Human Resources Management - Policies & Implementation Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,600 December 10-Aug HRMPIA3

Human Resources Management Roles of Departmental Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 January 26-Jan HRRDMN1

Human Resources Management Roles of Departmental Managers London 1 Week £2,300 July 27-Jul HRRDML1

Human Resources Management Roles of Departmental Managers London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 27-Jul HRRDML1

Human Resources Management Roles of Departmental Managers Lagos 3days N120,000 August 24-Aug HRRDMN2

Human Resources Management Roles of Departmental Managers London 1 Week £2,300 October 26-Oct HRRDML2

Human Resources Management Roles of Departmental Managers London 2 Weeks £3,600 October 26-Oct HRRDML2

Organisational Design and Development London 1 Week £2,500 March 16-Mar ODDL1

Organisational Design and Development London 2 Weeks £3,750 March 16-Mar ODDL1

Organisational Design and Development London 1 Week £2,500 September 21-Sep ODDL2

Organisational Design and Development London 2 Weeks £3,750 September 21-Sep ODDL2

Organizational People Management Lagos 3days N120,000 March 25-Mar OPMN1

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Organizational People Management London 1 Week £2,300 June 22-Jun OPML1

Organizational People Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 June 22-Jun OPML1

Organizational People Management Lagos 3days N120,000 September 23-Mar OPMN2

Organizational People Management Dubai 1 Week £2,300 October 26-Oct OPMD2

Organizational People Management Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 October 26-Oct OPMD2

Performance Management: Managing the Appraisal Process Lagos 5days N200,000 February 23-Feb PMMAPN1

Performance Management: Managing the Appraisal Process London 1 Week £2,300 March 23-Mar PMMAPL1

Performance Management: Managing the Appraisal Process London 2 Weeks £3,600 March 23-Mar PMMAPL1

Performance Management: Managing the Appraisal Process Lagos 5days N200,000 May 25-May PMMAPN2

Performance Management: Managing the Appraisal Process London 1 Week £2,300 July 27-Jul PMMAPL2

Performance Management: Managing the Appraisal Process London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 27-Jul PMMAPL2

Recruitment and Selection Lagos 3days N120,000 January 28-Jan RASN1

Recruitment and Selection Lagos 3days N120,000 July 29-Jul RASN2

Train the Trainer: Developing Effective Facilitation Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 February 25-Feb TTDEFSN1

Train the Trainer: Developing Effective Facilitation Skills Dubai 1 Week £2,300 March 23-Mar TTDEFSD1

Train the Trainer: Developing Effective Facilitation Skills Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 March 23-Mar TTDEFSD1

Train the Trainer: Developing Effective Facilitation Skills Dubai 1 Week £2,300 August 24-Aug TTDEFSD2

Train the Trainer: Developing Effective Facilitation Skills Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug TTDEFSD2

Train the Trainer: Developing Effective Facilitation Skills Lagos 3days N120,000 October 28-Oct TTDEFSN2

Understanding and Applying HR Metrics London 1 Week £2,500 April 6-Apr UAHRML1

Understanding and Applying HR Metrics London 2 Weeks £3,750 April 6-Apr UAHRML1

Understanding and Applying HR Metrics Lagos 5days N200,000 June 8-Jun UAHRMN1

Understanding and Applying HR Metrics Dubai 1 Week £2,500 August 10-Aug UAHRMD1

Understanding and Applying HR Metrics Dubai 2 Weeks £3,750 August 10-Aug UAHRMD1

Understanding and Applying HR Metrics Lagos 5days N200,000 October 5-Oct UAHRMN2

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:

ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World



London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta

Research has shown that a significant proportion of organizational 
projects fail to achieve their intended objectives, with many studies 
showing figures as high as 50%. This is not surprising, considering 
the multitude of stakeholders involved in delivering a successful 
enterprise-wide project – employees, suppliers and sometimes, even 
customers. Similarly, many organizations struggle to get value out of 
new and/or existing contracts, a situation that sometimes generate 
tension in the relationships with suppliers and customers.
Our project and contract management courses are designed to 
equip participants with the knowledge, skill and tools to deliver 
successful projects, and ensure organizations are better able to get 
value out of both new and existing contracts. 

PROJECT AND
CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT
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Project Life Cycle Management, 
Monitoring and Evaluation

Course Overview
The use of projects and project management is becoming more 
and more important for all kinds of organizations. Businesses 
regularly use project management to accomplish unique outcomes 
under the constraints of resources, and project management turn 
to be one of essential ways of achieving an organization’s strategy. 
This course addresses the basic nature of managing general 
projects, not specially focuses on one type of project, no matter 
construction projects or R&D projects. The guideline, and contents 
will cover the whole process of project management, including 
project initiation, project planning, project implementation, Project 
Monitoring and Evaluation and project termination. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will:
 » You’ll learn the most important project management  

skills and Techniques
 » You’ll gain practical experience of applying  

these main techniques
 » You’ll boost your confidence in your ability to plan  

and manage Projects
 » You’ll gain practical advice, tips and insight from an 

experienced project manager

Course Outline
 » Project Selection
 » Understand the project, the process & the manager
 » Project Goal & Scope Management
 » Defining exciting project outcomes
 » Generating ideas
 » Project Estimating
 » Project scheduling
 » Project resource allocation
 » Project Leadership
 » Motivating the project team
 » Communication as a project management tool
 » Progress and Performance Measurement and Evaluation
 » Giving effective feedback
 » What to do when things are going well
 » What to do when they’re not
 » Project Termination and Post-evaluation
 » Moving projects on to a successful outcome

Presenting Proposals Influencing 
Decision Makers

Course Overview
Whether you are aiming to be a world-class leader in a 
government department, parastatal or in the private sector 
in order to succeed you must be able to present your case 
convincingly and know how to use influencing and persuasion 
skills. This programme will help you develop and practice these 
high-level leadership skills.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Defining a vision and mission for your organisation
 » Identifying SMART objectives before you make your case
 » Analyse and define the world outside with PESTLE analysis
 » Using SWOT analysis to match internal competencies with 

external environment
 » Understanding, identifying and managing risk

Course Outline
 » Principles of strategic leadership
 » Principles of effective communication
 » Barriers to communication and how to overcome them
 » The four keys to the language of impact
 » Handling objections and making concessions
 » Understanding power and where it comes from
 » Understanding the nature of influence and persuasion
 » 10 powerful ways to get people to do what you  

want them to do
 » Six universal principles of human persuasion
 » Understanding styles and types of negotiation
 » Using a four phase approach to negotiating agreements
 » Barriers to agreement and how to deal with them
 » How to deal with difficult negotiators
 » Four steps to closing and making deals
 » The secrets of making powerful presentations

Managing People in Projects

Course Overview
Critical to Project Management is the ability to leverage 
the full abilities of the available resources and maximise the 
effectiveness of the entire project team. Volatile team members, 
part-time resources, matrix management, and seniority issues 
can all conspire to pose obstacles to successful project delivery. 
This course provides Project Mangers with a unique opportunity 
to develop core competencies in essential ‘people skills’ - how 
to improve self-understanding, understanding how you relate 
to others, and assessing your personal effectiveness when 
managing others. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Establish a team identifying sources available and understand 

legislative requirements
 » Recognize impact of cultural and ethical issues and manage 

them effectively
 » Understand and define competency assessment methods, 

activities and their benefits
 » Define development opportunities, setting goals and measures
 » Develop coaching and mentoring skills
 » Understand key elements in inducting individuals and the team
 » Describe methods of motivating teams and individuals
 » Understand leadership characteristics
 » Define team goals and build an effective environment
 » Understand methods for accelerating team building and the 

use of team tools.

Course Outline
 » The Project Manager’s role
 » Leadership styles in the project environment
 » Building the project team
 » Managing the individuals in projects
 » Motivating to achieve project success
 » Persuasive and influential communication
 » Difficult situations – influencing senior managers successfully
 » Managing stress in yourself and others

Managing Contract and the 
Procurement Process

Course Overview
The course is for contracting managers, purchasing professionals, 
and subcontractors. Because contracts are developed in 
an increasingly complex and regulated environment, a solid 
understanding of the contracting process is critical.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » Identify contract components and understand the process from 

start to finish
 » Select the right contract type for your project
 » Decipher contract legalese
 » Agree on objectives, requirements, plans, and specifications
 » Negotiate favourable terms and make revisions to the contract
 » Apply the ‘10 rules of contract interpretation’ in project disputes
 » Administer contracts appropriately and know when and how to 

terminate them

Course Outline
 » Understanding the contract management process
 » Team work: Roles & Responsibility
 » Concept and principle of contract law
 » Contracting methods
 » Developing contract pricing agreement
 » Pre-award phase
 » Award phase
 » Contract Administration 

booking information on page 167
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Combating Construction Fraud

Course Overview
According to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 
3.4% of all reported fraud cases, over a two year period up to 
December 2011, were attributable to the Construction industry.

The presence of fraud and corruption in Construction can take 
many forms; from falsely representing the numbers of hours 
a contractor works, through to collusion when bidding for 
contracts or paying bribes to secure a contract. These inevitably 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

 » Substituting or removing materials.
 » Change order manipulation.
 » Falsifying payment applications.
 » Subcontractor collusion.
 » Diverting purchases and stealing equipment or tools.
 » False representations.
 » Detection
 » Case Studies 

Fraud Schemes (continued)
 » Red Flags of Schemes involving collusion among contractors, 

sub-contractors and employees 
Fraud in the Contract Performance and Administration 
Phase

 » Product Substitution
 » Mischarges: Accounting, Material and Labour
 » Detection
 » The Corrupt Recipient
 » The Corrupt Payer.
 » Kickbacks Schemes 

Work group:
 » How does construction fraud affect your organisation and 

the bottom line?
 » What are the construction fraud risks in the supply  

chain process?     
Session 1. Fraud Risk Assessment
 » Approach to risk management: Definitions
 » Risk and culture
 » The COSO Framework for Enterprise Risk Management

Risk Management
 » The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)
 » Risk identification
 » Management of risk 

Fraud in Selected Areas
 » A model for controlling contracts
 » Gifts and entertainment in construction fraud
 » Organized crime in construction

 » Bid rigging
 » Disadvantaged Business Enterprise programs and  

other set asides 
Construction Fraud Detection
 » Steps for encouraging fraud detection
 » Why managers and auditors don’t detect construction fraud
 » Building fraud detection into your audit and management 

practice
 » Exposures and symptoms of fraud occurrence
 » Understanding behavioral red flags of construction fraud
 » Using data mining to detect construction fraud
 » Fraud implications of spreadsheets 

Construction Fraud Investigation
 » Understanding the investigative process
 » Elements of a complete investigation
 » Barriers to responding to suspected construction fraud
 » Investigative perils and pitfalls and how to avoid them
 » Investigation tips and techniques
 » Suggestions for proving suspicions and allegations
 » Fraud investigation checklist and supplement for  

contractors and vendors
 » Using a personnel spreadsheet
 » Proving kickbacks
 » Internal Control Review Report Matrix 

Monitoring and Review of Construction
 » Unannounced audit
 » Review of work progress
 » Review of completed work
 » Review of materials, quality and suppliers
 » Cost over-runs, delays and non-compliance 

Case study/Work group
 » Identifying steps to detect construction fraud in  

own organisation
 » Actions required on fraud detection
 » Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption Compliance Program
 » Strategy Maps

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding what fraud is
 » Identifying red flags of construction fraud
 » Understanding what construction fraud entails at  

each phase
 » How to prevent fraud upon detection: at the procurement 

phase; at the supply chain phase and the construction and 
completion phase.

 » What processes can be introduced to reduce the threat of 
construction fraud

 » Taking the appropriate steps on risk management  
and fraud detection

 » Strengthening the internal controls and the  
compliance programmes. 

Course Outline
Fraud Principles
 » What is Fraud?
 » Fraud Detection: Responsibility 
 » When, How, by Whom fraud was committed?
 » Fraud Triangle – Fraud Diamond
 » Profile of Fraudsters
 » Red Flags

Characteristics of Construction Fraud
 » Not necessarily a single department’s problem
 » It is more than ‘cooking the books’
 » It can be perpetrated via various collusion mixes
 » Difficulty in detecting construction fraud
 » Need for a construction fraud strategy

Fraud Schemes 
 » Non-payment of subcontractors and material suppliers.
 » Billing for unperformed work.
 » Manipulating the schedule of values (SOV) and  

contingency accounts.
 » Diverting lump-sum cost to time-and-material costs.

International Procurement Function

Course Overview
Many corporations realize that in order to be successful and 
competitive, an expanded focus for this area is necessary. 
However, procurement activities on an international scale have 
unique considerations of which many of us may not be aware. 
Discusses several important developments in an effort to broaden 
our understanding in this area. Although somewhat diverse 
in nature, the underlying current is that the development of 
relationships is necessary in the international environment.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will learn:
 » The changing role of procurement in a globalising  

world economy
 » The use of off- shoring and sourcing from Low Cost Countries
 » The impact on procurement practice
 » The benefits and risks of international procurement 

Course Outline
Trends in the global market 
 » The globalisation of the international supply market
 » Globalisation of trade in the world
 » what is happening to different economic regions?

     NAFTA, ASEAN, EU, OPEC 
The regulatory framework for international procurement 
 » The roles of the WTO and GATT
 » The effect on the world trade system
 » The use of international standards 

Practicalities of international procurement 
The culture and language issues
 » A review of the significant cultural differences and attitudes 

toward trade and markets
 » How different cultures trade 

International supply chain issues 
 » The use of agents
 » Currency
 » Logistics risk
 » Legal frameworks
 » Modes of transport
 » The role of freight forwarders, import brokers, agents, distributors 

and overseas representatives

increase costs and, in the case of bribes, inflate the contract 
price. More companies need to wake up and recognise that 
fraud and corruption costs, in terms of profits and a company’s 
reputation. It’s a real threat to growth!

Why you cannot miss this event
By attending this course you will understand fraud undertaken by 
phase of construction, why it goes undetected and how to assess 

the risk of construction fraud on your own projects.
Moreover, you will learn practical prevention practices, how to 
protect you and your organisation from the consequences of 
corruptive behaviours and you will be able to deal with and 
address the difficulties related to construction fraud in order to 
safeguard the assets and resources of your organisation.

booking information on page 167
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Course Outline
Definitions of risk
 » Why use risk management
 » The risk process

Risk Management Planning
 » Focusing the risk process
 » The Risk Management Plan

Risk Identification
 » How to use key techniques
 » Risks, causes & effects

Qualitative Risk Analysis
 » Probability and impact
 » Risk categorisation
 » Recording and reporting risk

Quantitative Risk Analysis
 » The role of quantitative analysis
 » Monte Carlo simulation
 » Developing a risk model
 » Understanding outputs

Risk Response Planning
 » Risk Owners
 » Risk response strategies

Risk Monitoring & Control
 » Risk reviews
 » Staying in control

Behavioural aspects
 » Sources of bias
 » Risk attitudes (with exercises)

Benefits & Implementation
 » Benefits of risk management
 » Downside of risk management
 » Implementation issues

Effective Project Risk Management

Course Overview
All projects are inherently risky, and zero risk is not an option. 
The successful project manager will therefore be the one 
who manages risk effectively. Threats must be minimised and 
opportunities maximised, while maintaining a clear focus on 
achievement of objectives.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » How to recognise risk within your projects, distinguishing risks 

from their causes and their effects, and exposing both threats 
and opportunities

 » The requirements for a proactive approach to identifying and 
assessing risk exposure, addressing both threats  
and opportunities

 » How to apply proven techniques for prioritising risks, allowing 
you to determine the areas requiring particular attention

 » How to develop appropriate response strategies to  
identified risks

 » How to ensure effective management of uncertainty and 
maximise the likelihood of achieving your project objectives

 » Your preferred risk psychology, revealing sources of bias and 
enabling these to be recognised and countered

Project Planning and Scheduling

Course Overview
Research demonstrates that most projects fail to deliver on time, 
within the allocated budget and with the expected quality of 
performance. Successful project management is obtained if three 
basic categories of project management factors are optimized:

 » The project hygiene support factors (strategic fit, project scope, 
project organization, project team, project planning and control);

 » The information support factors (information flow and knowledge 
management, project risk management, project competency 
development); and

 » The behavioural and managerial support factors (management 
and leadership, employee commitment and participation, internal 
and external communication).

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Ensure project scope, plan and measurement systems match 

the expected project outcomes
 » Build a solid foundation in the best project  

management practices
 » Master project scheduling techniques that will enable you to 

demonstrate when the work will get done
 » Determine the most effective techniques for base lining and 

tracking your project
 » Develop the skills needed to schedule the project and to 

complete within the schedule
 » Learn best practices to anticipate and to help solve project 

management problems

Course Outline
 » Introduction to Project 
 » Why Some Projects Succeed and Others Fail
 » Project Scope
 » Project Organization Structure
 » Planning and Scheduling
 » Taking Control
 » Optimizing the Schedule
 » Task Forces for Special Projects
 » Diagnosing and Organization’s Preparedness for Undertaking 

and Managing Projects

Project Management Skills for 
Everyday Strategic Projects

Course Overview
This course is designed to equip line mangers with the needed 
skills to effectively manage everyday projects or small- to 
medium-sized projects and achieve their stated objectives.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will:
 » Acquire skills that will enable you to set clear stakeholder 

expectations and create a communication management plan 
for any project. 

 » You will learn how to negotiate for and retain required 
resources, create a solid team atmosphere, and adopt a 
successful leadership style for different situations. 

 » You will learn to manage conflict, set priorities, and use a 
systematic problem-solving process. 

 » With the aid of the hands-on case study exercises, you’ll  
learn to create a motivating team atmosphere, delegate 
effectively, run efficient meetings, and, ultimately, manage  
your project successfully.

Course Outline
 » Setting clear goals
 » Identifying Tasks  
 » Identifying Resources  
 » The Work Breakdown Structure
 » Scheduling and Planning
 » Preparing a Basic Schedule  
 » Float Time  
 » Scheduling Checklist 
 » Activity Scheduling  
 » Planning Tools  
 » Budgeting
 » Project Risks Assessment
 » Preparing the Final Plan
 » The Execution Phase
 » Controlling Changes
 » Closing out a Project

booking information on page 167
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Project Appraisal and Impact Analysis

Course Overview
The techniques of project financial and economic analysis and impact assessment are becoming 
increasingly important as methods of choosing between projects where resources, both financial and 
human, are limited. The use of recognised assessment techniques for project proposals has become 
mandatory as part of the selection and justification process for projects funded by the international 
financial institutions such as the World Bank, the African, Asian and Inter-American Development Banks 
as well as regional banks and other donor agencies. This course is designed around the areas of project 
planning, investment appraisal, social cost-benefit analysis, project risk, distributional effects and impact 
assessment. It has a emphasis on development projects, which are wholly or partially funded from the 
public sector.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Analyze the reasons for project and program  

appraisal and evaluation
 » Understand the significance of the project cycle and the 

different stages and components of the project cycle
 » Assess risk and uncertainty in project appraisal
 » Apply techniques risk analysis
 » Understand the application of the cost-benefit analysis
 » Measure the income distribution
 » Apply the valuation techniques
 » Assess how to improve the effectiveness of ESIA

Course Outline
 » What is a Project?
 » The Project Cycle
 » Project Planning Techniques
 » Project Quality Factors and Basic Needs
 » The Measurement of Project Performance
 » Cash Flow Analysis
 » Mutually Exclusive Projects and Other Issues
 » Basic Steps in Social Cost-Benefit Analysis
 » The Social Discount Rate
 » Application of Cost-Benefit Analysis
 » Valuation Techniques
 » Revealed Preference (Indirect) Methods
 » Contingent Valuation (CV) Methods
 » Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA)
 » The Limitations of Social Cost-Benefit Analysis
 » Risk and Uncertainty Analysis in Project Appraisal
 » Risk and Uncertainty
 » Techniques for Risk Analysis
 » Risk and Large Projects
 » Distributional Issues and Social Cost-Benefit Analysis
 » Measurement of Income Distribution
 » Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA)
 » Impact Mitigation/Enhancement and Monitoring
 » ESIA Tools
 » Improving the Effectiveness of ESIA
 » ‘Specialised’ Assessment Techniques
 » Emerging Forms of Assessment

Public Procurement Management

Course Overview
The proportion of an the public sectors total costs which flows 
through to the populace is significant and it demands that 
approaches to managing this expenditure are in line with 
best practices. This course focuses on how to ensure that this 
expenditure is fully under control and all savings opportunities 
are realised. It is an ideal method for identifying the steps needed 
to bring all members of the purchasing / procurement team up to 
the same level of peak performance, in line with best practice.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Understand what constitutes best practice in each different 

aspect of the purchasing / procurement function 
 » Assess their current level of performance and compare it 

against best practice 
 » Improve their decision-making at each stage of the  

buying process 
 » Ensure that the most common problem with suppliers are 

avoided altogether and that any other problems that do arise 
are dealt with swiftly and successfully 

 » Manage supplier performance 
 » Reduce cost and improve efficiency 
 » Make an even greater contribution to overall  

organisational performance

Course Outline
 » Overview of the Public Sector procurement process
 » Understand Local and Central Government 
 » Code of ethics in public procurement
 » Procurement methods and planning
 » Bid challenge procedures and related systems for prevention 

and detection of fraud and corruption
 » Contract principles
 » Contract administration for goods, works and services
 » Planning and monitoring the procurement process
 » E-procurement

Project Scheduling and Cost Control

Course Overview
Projects fail most often because of poorly written or 
misinterpreted requirements. But once a project is begun, 
controlling schedule and cost is the most difficult aspect of the 
project manager’s job. This course will describe requirements and 
requirement analysis, but also it will discuss how to incorporate 
these requirements into a project plan and how to set up and 
implement a monitoring and control system to ensure that projects 
are successfully completed on time and on budget.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have a better 
understanding of:
 » Understanding schedule and cost control and their need
 » Identifying project requirements and its types
 » Familiarizing with the statement of work format
 » Applying the work breakdown structure models
 » Translating the work breakdown structure into the plan
 » Using and interpreting network diagrams
 » Using estimating tools and techniques
 » Monitoring and controlling the project
 » Applying earned value
 » Interpreting earned value analysis
 » Understanding project change control and change control 

management

Course Outline
Introduction 
 » What is Schedule and Cost Control? – Directing Progress, 

Directing Actions, Controlling Results, Conserving Resources
Identifying Project Requirements
 » Determining Whether to Pursue a Project

Work Breakdown Structure and Baseline Development
 » The Baseline: Technical, Cost, Schedule,  

Performance Measurement
Scheduling
Cost Categories
Estimating and Budgeting Determination
Planning the Project
The Implementation Phase
Monitoring and Control
The Project Change Process

booking information on page 167
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Strategic Procurement 
Management 

Course Overview
For many projects, procured goods and services form the highest 
percentages of expenditure and so it is important to achieve 
value for money through careful appraisal and management. 
The procurement strategy will promote a controlled and 
auditable response to external influences and ensure that the 
project, objectives are met. This course aims to equip you with 
the capacity to develop management and strategic skills in 
procurement in order to increase Value for Money. It will enable 
you to assess the meanings and outcomes of the stages in the 
development of an effective procurement strategy. It will develop 
your skills on how the process should be undertaken.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Development of skills in a strategic process of procurement 
 » Improvement of procurement management to delivery VFM
 » Building skills on how to undertake the process
 » Assessment of collaborative forms of working: partnering, 

alliances and joint ventures
 » Evaluation of project constraints and the management of risk

Course Outline
 » Procurement strategies for privately financed projects
 » Effective partnering: the partnering process
 » An alliance/partnering contract strategy
 » Innovative procurement methods
 » Procurement through programme management 
 » Future trends in construction procurement 
 » Contract strategy
 » Joint ventures

Effective Tender And Bid Strategies

Course Overview
The majority of businesses and organisations have a desire to 
improve their win-rate, or sometimes they simply do not sufficiently 
understand the tender process, or procedure. All of them conclude 
an engagement with an improved understanding of the tendering 
process and procedure, an appreciation of how to write a winning 
response that stands out from their competitors, and a valuable asset 
– specifically, a persuasive and compelling response to a tender that 
provides a best practice reference for future opportunities. Many 
feel under pressure either due to lack of time/resource or insufficient 
knowledge and experience in the tender process. Many have 
experience in the tendering procedure, but are dissatisfied with their 
success rate. There are key factors to ensuring a successful tendering 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Key benefits of attending 

 » Effectively facilitating a bid strategy development workshop.
 » Converting insights into meaningful intelligence, and 

using that intelligence to formulate sharp, well-informed, 
competitively superior bid strategies.

 » Documenting a bid strategy in a comprehensive, meaningful 
way to guide a bid team in the production of the proposal 
documentation.

 
A bid to succeed
 » How to set you on course
 » Developing skills in bid writing
 » Market research and intelligence
 » Bidding for public sector contracts
 » Tendering for the private sector

Deciding whether or not to bid
 » Pre-qualification information
 » Issues to consider
 » Risk assessment
 » Analyzing the tender documents

Case study/ Work Group: Analysis of tender documents and 
assessment of risk

Managing the bid 
 » Planning and coordination
 » Document management and version control
 » Programming production and delivery
 » Checking bid quality
 » Bringing together resources and inputs
 » Using a bid development worksheet

 » Maintaining bid records

 Bidding in partnership
 » How to bid in associations and what to consider
 » Overseas bids – teaming up with local associates

Thinking the work through 
 » Get the measure of the work
 » Match technical content and price
 » Recognize and manage risk
 » Reduce the risk of contract failure

Case study/ Work Group: How to assess the risk and the 
success for the contract, whether or not to bid in partnership

Developing and writing the bid
 » Structuring the bid – thinking different
 » Commenting on the tender documents
 » Bid letters
 » Summarizing the bid
 » Using Response Matrix
 » Bid development timeline
 » Creating the text and editing the bid

Explaining approach and method
 » Writing method statements
 » Structuring the work plan

Case Study/ Work Group: Bid writing and use of response 
matrix and structure of the work plan

Focusing on contract management 
 » Team management and resources
 » Management interface
 » Quality management
 » Defining outcomes and deliverables
 » Contract deliverables
 » Communicating added value

Stating your price
 » Components of price information
 » Cost assumptions
 » Payment
 » Separate financial proposals
 » Best practice in dealing with price
 » Financial information in research bids

Case Study/ Work Group: How to deal with price and 
managing outcomes and deliverables

Understanding how tenders are evaluated
 » Methods of evaluating bids
 » Learning from success and failure
 » Evaluation of research proposals
 » Evaluation criteria in public sector procurement 

Presentations to clients
 » Planning and making the presentation
 » Visual aids
 » Pitfalls to avoid

Case Study/ Work Group: Evaluation of bids and planning 
the presentation

procedure. Persuasive, compelling writing is not enough on its own, 
although it certainly is a necessity; ensuring a tender process that is 
stress-free, involves all relevant parties to ensure a comprehensive 
and targeted response, and results in an evidence-based submission 
that stands out from your competition.

Why you cannot miss this event
This course will cover the key aspects of technical bidding and 
tendering in project management.  It will enable participants to deliver 
more effective bids and negotiate better contracts and claims.  This 
course will also look at improving the contribution to the tendering 
and business development performance, as well as improving the 

management of bids in projects and business development.  Participants 
will also learn to understand the contracting processes and appropriate 
strategies for application to specific project bid situations, as well as 
create, maintain, and enhance effective working relationships.

Why you cannot miss this event
Staff members involved in or responsible for: Projects, bids 
and proposals, tenders, procurement, supply chain, business 
development, sourcing, contracts, product and service 
management, performance management, business unit 
management, client management, solutions management, 
delivery management

booking information on page 167
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Project Risk Management

Course Overview
All projects are inherently risky, and zero risk is not an option. 
The successful project manager will therefore be the one 
who manages risk effectively. Threats must be minimised and 
opportunities maximised, while maintaining a clear focus on 
achievement of objectives.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » How to recognise risk within your projects, distinguishing risks 

from their causes and their effects, and exposing both threats 
and opportunities

 » The requirements for a proactive approach to identifying 
and assessing risk exposure, addressing both threats and 
opportunities

 » How to apply proven techniques for prioritising risks, allowing 
you to determine the areas requiring particular attention

 » How to develop appropriate response strategies to  
identified risks

 » How to ensure effective management of uncertainty and 
maximise the likelihood of achieving your project objectives

 » Your preferred risk psychology, revealing sources of bias and 
enabling these to

 » be recognised and countered

Course Outline
Definitions of risk
 » Why use risk management
 » The risk process

Risk Management Planning
 » Focusing the risk process
 » The Risk Management Plan

Risk Identification
 » How to use key techniques
 » Risks, causes & effects

Qualitative Risk Analysis
 » Probability and impact
 » Risk categorisation
 » Recording and reporting risk

Quantitative Risk Analysis
 » The role of quantitative analysis
 » Monte Carlo simulation
 » Developing a risk model
 » Understanding outputs

Risk Response Planning
 » Risk Owners
 » Risk response strategies

Risk Monitoring & Control
 » Risk reviews
 » Staying in control

Behavioural aspects
 » Sources of bias
 » Risk attitudes (with exercises)

Benefits & Implementation
 » Benefits of risk management
 » Downside of risk management
 » Implementation issues

Pitfall Prevention
 » Project Planning and the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
 » Scope Issues
 » How to effectively lead an EPC project team – best practice
 » Case Study – Project Cost Management

Risk Planning
 » Project Stakeholders
 » Risk Analysis
 » Estimating
 » Cost Control and Earned Value Analysis (EVA)
 » Engineering Management
 » Procurement

EPC Contracts
 » Types of Contracts
 » Request for Proposal (RFP)
 » Bidding Process
 » PO’s and Contracts
 » Construction Management
 » Tender Document

EPC Administration
 » Special Conditions for Site Contractors
 » Contract Administration
 » Commissioning Procedures
 » Training
 » Commissioning and Start-up
 » Completion
 » Case Study – Project Evaluation Case Study
 » Wrap up
 » Traceable Outcomes 

Project Management Skills For The Oil Gas Industry 
(Epc)

Course Overview
This course is all about building your self-confidence in the project management of EPC contracts. Using presentation, case studies, 
exercises and discussions the course looks at the project from the Owners point of view and then from the EPC Contractor’s (EPCC) 
team member’s point of view. We look at the early stages of project development, project delivery systems, Request for Proposals (RFP), 
and what the owner goes through to choose the EPC contractor. For the EPCC, we look at the WBS to develop the work packages, 
safety and quality requirements, management of the engineering effort, cost control, Earned Value Analysis (EVA), project reporting, 
procurement, tendering, construction management, contract administration, training, commissioning and start up and finally closing out 
of the contracts. The workshop looks at what is needed in the EPC contract for project success. There are responsibility / supply issues 
that have to be addressed in the EPC contract. If not addressed in the EPC contract, the project manager has to be proactive and get 
decisions made otherwise project failure is a possibility

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Provide participants with the analytical and planning 

techniques necessary to define and complete a  
successful EPC project.

 » Learn how to implement effective project management 
strategies in EPC projects

 » Improve the project risk management capability
 » Improved contract management capability
 » Understand the factors that have impact on international EPC

Course Outline
Project Management Overview
 » Project Delivery Systems
 » Why Owners Choose EPC – the concept of managing EPC 

Projects
 » Typical EPC Contract Steps – initiating and defining projects
 » EPC Contractor Evaluation
 » Safety Management
 » Project Controls and Scheduling

Key Tools for Success
 » Quality Management
 » Resource Planning
 » Project Communication – how to create a communication plan 

for the Project.

Practicalities for the Project Manager
 » Project Guidelines
 » Decision Making

booking information on page 167
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For all costing and dates for Project  
and  Contact Management please 
refer to page 167.

For additional course dates 
by location please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

Value for Money in Procurement

Course Overview
This course is addressed to personnel who manage procurement 
for their respective organisations, projects and multi-sector-
agencies or departments. It is also ideal for project managers, 
legal and financial procurement advisors, project implementers 
and professionals engaged in the purchasing and procurement of 
professional services. This is relevant to all levels in any organisation  

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » Hiring Professional Services, Purchasing Goods and Works     
 » Reviewing Best Practices, Cost and Value as a Selecting Factor     
 » Pricing Methods     
 » Selection Procedures, Local and National Preferred  

Supplier Capacity     
 » Building a Supplier List, Buyer-Vendor Contracts for Long  

Term Engagement    
 » Terms of Reference, Evaluation of Proposals     
 » Negotiation and Communication Skills     
 » Contract Provisions, Procurement of Services, Monitoring and 

Supervision of Consultants     
 » Procurement of Professional Services: The Range of Different 

Tender Processes  

Course Outline
 » VFM and Risk Management in Procurement     
 » Procurement Process, Tools and Techniques     
 » Quality Management and Procurement     
 » Managing Procurement of Capital Projects     
 » Cost-benefit analysis     
 » Pricing methods     
 » VFM and cost control     
 » Managing supplier relationships     
 » Picking the right suppliers      
 » Understanding your spend

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Effective Project Risk Management London 1 week £2,600 May 4-May EPRML1

Effective Project Risk Management London 2 weeks £3,000 May 4-May EPRML1

Effective Project Risk Management Atlanta 1 week £2,600 October 5-Oct EPRMA2

Effective Project Risk Management Atlanta 2 weeks £3,000 October 5-Oct EPRMA2

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry London 1 week £2,300 March 30-Mar FOGIL1

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry London 2 weeks £3,600 March 30-Mar FOGIL1

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 1 week £2,300 June 29-Jun FOGID3

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 2 weeks £3,600 June 29-Jun FOGID3

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry London 1 week £2,300 August 24-Aug FOGIL2

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry London 2 weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug FOGIL2

International Procurement Function London 1 week £2,300 September 28-Sep IPFL1

International Procurement Function London 2 weeks £3,600 September 28-Sep IPFL1

International Procurement Function London 1 week £2,300 October 26-Oct IPFL2

International Procurement Function London 2 weeks £3,600 October 26-Oct IPFL2

Managing Contract and the Procurement Process London 1 week £2,300 April 27-Apr MCPPL2

Managing Contract and the Procurement Process London 2 weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr MCPPL2

Managing Contract and the Procurement Process Atlanta 1 week £2,300 May 25-May MCPPA3

Managing Contract and the Procurement Process Atlanta 2 weeks £3,600 May 25-May MCPPA3

Managing Contract and the Procurement Process London 1 week £2,300 September 28-Sep MCPPL1

Managing Contract and the Procurement Process London 2 weeks £3,600 September 28-Sep MCPPL1

Managing People in Projects Dubai 1 week £2,600 February 2-Feb MPPD2

Managing People in Projects Dubai 2 weeks £3,850 February 2-Feb MPPD2

Managing People in Projects London 1 week £2,600 June 1-Jun MPPL1

Managing People in Projects London 2 weeks £3,850 June 1-Jun MPPL1

Managing People in Projects Atlanta 1 week £2,600 October 5-Oct MPPA3

Managing People in Projects Atlanta 2 weeks £3,850 October 5-Oct MPPA3

Managing People in Projects Lagos 3days N150,000 July 8-Jul MPPN1

Managing People in Projects Lagos 3days N150,000 October 7-Oct MPPN2

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation Lagos 5days N250,000 March 2-Mar PLCMAEN2

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation London 1 week £2,750 July 6-Jul PLCMAEL1

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation London 2 weeks £3,750 July 6-Jul PLCMAEL1

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation Lagos 5days N250,000 September 31-Aug PLCMAEN1

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation London 1 week £2,750 October 12-Oct PLCMAEL2

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation London 2 weeks £3,750 October 12-Oct PLCMAEL2

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation Dubai 1 week £2,750 December 7-Dec PLCMAED1

Project Life Cycle Management, Monitoring and Evaluation Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 December 7-Dec PLCMAED1

Project Management Skills for Everyday Strategic Projects Lagos 3days N150,000 March 4-Mar PMFOAGN1

Project Management Skills for Everyday Strategic Projects Lagos 3days N150,000 July 8-Jul PMFOAGN2

Project Management Skills for the Oil & Gas Industry (EPC) London 1 week £2,750 April 6-Apr PMFOGL1

Project Management Skills for the Oil & Gas Industry (EPC) London 2 weeks £4,000 April 6-Apr PMFOGL1

Project Management Skills for the Oil & Gas Industry (EPC) Dubai 1 week £2,750 August 3-Aug PMFOGD2

Project Management Skills for the Oil & Gas Industry (EPC) Dubai 2 weeks £4,000 August 3-Aug PMFOGD2

Project Planning and Scheduling London 1 week £2,500 January 12-Jan PPASL1

Project Planning and Scheduling London 2 weeks £3,750 January 12-Jan PPASL1

Project Planning and Scheduling Lagos 5 days N250,000 March 9-Mar PPASN1

Project Planning and Scheduling Atlanta 1 week £2,500 June 1-Jun PPASL2

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Project Planning and Scheduling Atlanta 2 weeks £3,750 June 1-Jun PPASL2

Project Planning and Scheduling Lagos 5 days N250,000 July 6-Jul PPASN2

Project Risk Management London 1 week £2,500 February 2-Feb PRML1

Project Risk Management London 2 weeks £3,750 February 2-Feb PRML1

Project Risk Management Lagos 3days N150,000 April 8-Apr PRMN1

Project Risk Management London 1 week £2,500 July 13-Jul PRML2

Project Risk Management London 2 weeks £3,750 July 13-Jul PRML2

Project Risk Management Lagos 3days N150,000 August 5-Aug PRMN2

Project Scheduling and Cost Control London 1 week £2,500 January 19-Jan PSCCL1

Project Scheduling and Cost Control London 2 weeks £3,750 January 19-Jan PSCCL1

Project Scheduling and Cost Control Dubai 1 week £2,500 May 4-May PSCCD2

Project Scheduling and Cost Control Dubai 2 weeks £3,750 May 4-May PSCCD2

Project Scheduling and Cost Control Lagos 3days N150,000 June 3-Jun PSCCN1

Project Scheduling and Cost Control Lagos 3days N150,000 October 7-Oct PSCCN2

Project Scheduling and Cost Control London 1 week £2,500 October 12-Oct PSCCL2

Project Scheduling and Cost Control London 2 weeks £3,750 October 12-Oct PSCCL2

Public Procurement Management London 1 week £2,300 April 27-Apr PPML1

Public Procurement Management London 2 weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr PPML1

Public Procurement Management Lagos 1week N200,000 July 27-Jul PPMN2

Public Procurement Management London 1 week £2,300 October 26-Oct PPML1

Public Procurement Management London 2 weeks £3,600 October 26-Oct PPML1

Strategic Procurement Management London 1 week £2,300 July 27-Jul SPML1

Strategic Procurement Management London 2 weeks £3,600 July 27-Jul SPML1

Strategic Procurement Management Atlanta 1 week £2,300 August 24-Aug SPMA3

Strategic Procurement Management Atlanta 2 weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug SPMA3

Strategic Procurement Management London 1 week £2,300 October 26-Oct SPML2

Strategic Procurement Management London 2 weeks £3,600 October 26-Oct SPML2

Value for Money in Procurement London 1 week £2,500 March 30-Mar VFMIPL1

Value for Money in Procurement London 2 weeks £3,750 March 30-Mar VFMIPL1

Value for Money in Procurement London 1 week £2,500 June 29-Jun VFMIPL2

Value for Money in Procurement London 2 weeks £3,750 June 29-Jun VFMIPL2

Value for Money in Procurement Lagos 5 days N250, 000 May 04-May VFMIPN1

Value for Money in Procurement Lagos 5 days N250, 000 September 31-Aug VFMIPN2

Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:
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Sustainability and climate change has become a key agenda 
item for all industries, more so the energy industry, seeing as 
energy usage is considered by many to be a key factor in global 
climate change. Governments are increasingly putting pressure on 
organisations operating within their borders to be environmentally 
responsible, and to be more aware of the environment and the 
impact of their practices.
Our courses have not only been developed to incorporate the 
current thinking and practices within the Oil & Gas industry, but 
with a sustainability and climate change lens applied to ensure that 
delegates leave equipped to think differently when they go back to 
their day jobs.

OIL, GAS AND
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
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21St Century 
Energy Management

Course Overview
21st energy management is a combination of technical and 
management based solutions. This course will equip you with the 
necessary understanding and skills to develop and deploy an 
effective energy management programme for an organization. 
There are optional sector specific modules for the public sector; 
industrial; commercial & retail.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding the fundamentals of energy use
 » Understanding how to develop an organization-wide energy 

management programme
 » Understand the principles and practice of energy  

information systems
 » How to develop and commission an energy audit programme
 » How to develop people focussed solutions for  

energy management
 » Making the financial case for investments in energy efficiency

Course Outline
 » Energy Foundation – energy basics to ensure a common 

ground for all delegates
 » Principles of energy management
 » Metering, monitoring & targeting; energy  

performance indicators
 » Energy Supply & Procurement
 » Energy auditing (based on EN16247 and ISO5002)
 » Energy saving through people and behaviour change
 » Developing the ‘business’ case for investment in energy  

saving projects
 - Additional financial training from ReChMC prospectus

 » Energy Action Planning
 » Introduction to Energy Management Systems (based on 

ISO50001)
 » System optimisation: boilers, motors, fans, pumps,  

compressed air, heat-recovery, etc.
 » Sector specific modules

 - EE in industrial sectors: e.g. metals, glass, cement
 - EE in the public sector
 - EE in the commercial & retail sector

Asset Management for the Oil and 
Gas Industry

Course Overview
Since oil and gas companies have been evolving rapidly 
toward asset-centered organizations, and because dramatic 
advancements have been made in cost-effective computational 
power and storage, the methodologies and tools for E&P asset 
valuation and decision making must be revolutionized to  
keep pace.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » How to manage ROI and expenses on upstream investments 

and assets 
 » Achieve company- wide asset management programs 
 » Effectively achieve Kinder Morgan’s preventative asset integrity 

maintenance and optimize operations 
 » Strategically overcome asset management challenges 

Course Outline
 » Asset reliability
 » Facility infrastructure challenges 
 » Managing corrosion in order to maintain E&P oil and  

gas assets 
 » Protecting investments and future operations. 
 » Managing assets in the face of a dwindling workforce
 » Effects of uncertain market and economy
 » Multidomain E&P asset and project management 
 » Production assets
 » Asset Management Costs with Strategic Initiatives for 

Streamlining Integrity Management Processes
 » Leveraging Technologies to Achieve Asset Reliability
 » Maintenance strategies of aging assets
 » Leveraging risks and methods to receiving the highest returns 

on investments

Energy Management  
Information Systems

Course Overview
It is often said that you only manage what you measure – this is 
very true in the field of energy management. Successful energy 
management depends on an effective information system that 
can relate energy use to the factors that influence it. A popular 
approach to this is known as Monitoring & Targeting. This course 
will equip delegates with the necessary skills to develop and 
deploy an effective energy information system.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand energy metering and measurement
 » How to collect & analysis energy data
 » Understand how to develop and use energy  

performance indicators
 » Review energy performance measurement and benchmarking

Course Outline
 » Analysis of utility billing
 » Energy metering & measurement
 » Principles of monitoring & targeting (M&T)
 »  Developing energy performance indicators
 »  Energy benchmarking for buildings & industrial processes
 »  Regression analysis of energy data
 »  Cusum analysis
 »  Energy performance reporting
 »  Energy to carbon reporting
 »  Software based solutions
 » Scoping and procuring software based M&T systems

Introduction To Energy 
Management Systems  
(Iso50001)

Course Overview
Having a formalised management system for managing energy 
is essential if the full benefits of energy management are to 
be realised. In 2011 ISO introduced ISO50001 (Energy 
Management Systems) which has provided an international 
framework for energy management systems in the same way that 
ISO9000 and ISO141001 have for quality and environmental 
management. To date over 7,000 organizations have become 
certified to ISO50001. This course will equip delegates with all the 
skills required to develop and implement an ISO50001 energy 
management system.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand general principles of energy management
 » Understand ISO 50001 requirements
 » How to define, plan and implement an ISO 50001 energy 

management system
 » Identify the resources needed to implement ISO 50001
 » How to develop energy policies, processes, targets and 

measuring techniques
 » Learn how to integrate ISO 50001 with other  

management systems

Course Outline
 » What is energy management?
 » Why is a management system required?
 » The use of ISO based management systems
 » In depth review of ISO50001
 » Management responsibility
 » Energy policy
 » Energy planning
 » Legal requirements
 » Energy review
 » Energy baseline
 » Energy performance indicators
 » Procedures and documentation
 » Management review
 » Internal audit of the system
 » Gaining certification
 » ISO50001 case studies
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Fundamentals of the Oil and  
Gas Industry 

Course Overview
This is a well-rounded and grounded course, which focuses 
on the fundamentals of the oil and gas industry. It provides 
a comprehensive overview of the oil and gas industry with 
emphasis on the downstream refining, sales and marketing. Our 
main objective is that participants will gain an appreciation of 
industry dynamics and the key issues affecting its development 
and future. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand:
 » How the overall market for oil products is structured and how it 

links to the rest of the oil industry
 » The major product types, their characteristics and applications
 » The major customer segments, their needs and expectations
 » The fundamental economic drivers of downstream oil  

products markets
 » How to analyse a market and evaluate the impact of trends on 

its future development
 » The importance of customer segmentation and structuring 

offers accordingly
 » How to develop a marketing strategy and marketing plan 
 » Opportunities, strategies and tactics to add value  

through marketing

Course Outline
 » Identify and understand the key factors that affect  

energy prices 
 »  Identify and analyse the economic, political, strategic and 

seasonal price influences 
 »  Evaluate transport, storage and the shape of the  

forward curve 
 »  Explore the tax and environmental issues 
 »  Compare technical and fundamental analysis 
 »  Identify and understand the commonly used tools and to 

be able to use technical analysis to forecast future  
price movement 

 »  Appreciate the changing trends in global demand

Industrial Energy Efficiency

Course Overview
Effective use of energy is critical for industrial processes. 
Improving energy performance can impact on quality, throughput 
and profitability. This course will cover a range of industries 
and industrial processes. Delegates will learn how to evaluate 
industrial energy use and identify opportunities for improvement. 
Industries covered include steel, non-ferrous metals, glass, cement, 
engineering, minerals, aerospace, food & drink, building products, 
rubber & plastics.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding energy use in industrial processes
 » Reviewing industrial energy performance
 » How to identify performance improvement opportunities
 » How to implement energy performance improvements

Course Outline
 » Industrial energy mapping
 » Energy performance measurement
 » Review of industrial energy processes
 » High temperature process
 » Heat recovery
 » Motors & drives
 » Compressed air
 » Vacuum plant
 » Fans & Ventilation
 » Crushing & grinding
 » Cooling & chilled water
 » Co & Tri-generation
 » Boilers (steam & hot water)
 » Steam & condensate
 » Insulation

Energy Reform and Management

Course Overview
The essence of this course is to expose each delegate to how power sector reforms in the electricity sector was implemented in 
numerous countries in Europe, Asia and Latin American countries. The process for the structural transformation of the power sector 
could be traced to the united states in the late 70 ‘s with the introduction of the public utility regulatory policy act which allowed for the 
emergence of IPP’s in the USA.  From that period to date numerous countries in the developed and developing world have implemented 
one form of reform or the other by allowing for the liberalization of the sector, increased competition and ultimately private ownership. 
The course outline attempts to aggregate the totality of this global experience by discussing the historical foundation of the reform 
process, it’s implementation on a comparative basis in the developed and developing world, lessons to be learnt from these experiences 
and what is in store in the future.  In addition, this course would discuss the contemporary managerial technique that is obtained in fully 
deregulated private sector managed electricity power sector. We would also discuss some of the lessons that developed countries can 
learn from the managerial experiences of the developed countries and the mistakes to avoid. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Outline
 » Historical background of the electricity reform 

 - Introduction
 - The historical origins of power sector reforms 
 - The economics of electric utility 
 - Restructuring the electricity industry

 » Phases in the development of the electricity markets 
 - An introduction to the four phase development model of the 

electricity model
 - The franchised monopoly phase
 - The purchasing agent phase 
 - The bulk electricity market phase 
 - Retail competition or customer phase stage
 - Lessons to learn 

 » Community Development and Strategic Planning for Reform
 - Strategic planning tools and techniques for  

Community Development
 - Assessing risk for social enterprise business continuity 

planning 
 - Planning community policy and strategic communications
 - Identifying community stakeholders and motivations  

for engagement 
 -    Strategic Planning Techniques
 - Project Based Planning

 » Privatization and Public Private Partnership
 - Introduction
 - The British electricity power reforms 
 - The pre privatization power structure
 - The process of the transformation and privatization of the 

power sector in Britain
 - Impact of the reforms and lessons

 » Energy Reform
 - Developing a working knowledge of key concepts and 

ideas in energy management
 - Analysis of major political institutions and actors involved in 

the energy politics at the international and national level
 - A debate on the various aspects of contemporary  

energy politics including diminishing supplies of affordable 
energy resources concerns for security of supply and  
climate change.

 - Critically analysis of relevant literature, case studies and 
policies on energy;

 - Classroom and or group discussions on various theoretical 
and practical aspects of energy reform

 - The politics and challenges of steering energy reforms
 » Comparative experience of power sector reforms globally 

 - Experience of Latin American countries and Asia
 - The African experience in power reforms and privatization 
 - Lessons to learnt 
 - A comparative analysis of the divestiture strategy for reform 

and transformation of the power sector
 - The regulatory framework for power sector reforms

 » Global trend in electricity sector reform 
 - Modern managerial trends and techniques in the  

electricity industry
 » Contemporary trend in the power sector reform 

 - Addressing labor issues in power reforms       
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Financial Appraisal Techniques 
For Energy Efficiency | Renewable 
Energy Investments

Course Overview
Whilst energy management can save energy with low cost 
techniques, investment in technology will be required at some stage 
in an energy management programme. The ability to make a good 
case for investment in energy efficiency or renewable technologies 
requires an understanding of financial appraisal techniques and an 
ability to present and make an effective case for the investment. This 
course will equip delegates with the skills to do this.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Identification of good investments in energy efficiency or 

renewable technology
 » Understanding of financial appraisal techniques
 » Review of funding mechanisms
 » Ability to make an effective presentation for investment

Course Outline
 » Identification of suitable investment opportunities
 » Checking technical viability before financial analysis
 » Review of appraisal techniques

 - Simple payback
 - Discounted cash flow
 - Net Present Value
 - Internal Rate of Return
 - Life cycle costing

 » Methods and sources of funding
 » Making the business case for investment
 » Post project appraisal and verification

For additional course dates by location 
please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

Energy Auditing

Course Overview
Energy auditing is the systematic investigation of energy use to 
identify and quantify the opportunities for reducing energy use 
or improving energy performance. Energy auditing requires the 
review of energy use data as well as the physical inspection 
of energy using equipment. This course is based on BS EN 
16247:2012 and the draft ISO50002. In the practical part of 
the course delegates will undertake an energy audit.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding the need for energy audits
 » How to plan an energy audit
 » How to collect and assess energy data
 » How to identify improvement opportunities
 » How to produce an effective audit report

Course Outline
 » Energy audit principles
 » Energy audit planning
 » Establishing audit boundaries
 » Data collection
 » Data analysis
 » Scoping field work
 » Undertaking field work
 » Identification of improvement opportunities
 » Evaluation of opportunities
 » Audit reporting
 » Post audit activity
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

21st Energy Management London 1Week £2,750 July 13-Jul 21STEML1

22nd Energy Management London 2Weeks £4,000 July 13-Jul 21STEML1

23rd Energy Management London 1Week £2,750 October 12-Oct 21STEML2

24th Energy Management London 2Weeks £4,000 October 12-Oct 21STEML2

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 1Week £2,750 February 2-Feb AMOGID1

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 2Weeks £4,000 February 2-Feb AMOGID1

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry London 1 week £2,750 February 23-Feb AMFOGL2

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry London 2 weeks £4,000 February 23-Feb AMFOGL2

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 1 week £2,750 March 30-Mar AMFOGD3

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 2 weeks £4,000 March 30-Mar AMFOGD3

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry London 1Week £2,750 June 1-Jun AMOGIL1

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry London 2Weeks £4,000 June 1-Jun AMOGIL1

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry London 1 week £2,750 July 27-Jul AMFOGL1

Asset Management for the Oil and Gas Industry London 2 weeks £4,000 July 27-Jul AMFOGL1

Energy Auditing London 1Week £2,750 March 23-Mar EAL1

Energy Auditing London 2Weeks £4,000 March 23-Mar EAL1

Energy Auditing London 1Week £2,750 August 3-Aug EAL2

Energy Auditing London 2Weeks £4,000 August 3-Aug EAL2

Energy Management Information Systems London 1Week £2,750 May 18-May EMISL1

Energy Management Information Systems London 2Weeks £4,000 May 18-May EMISL1

Energy Management Information Systems London 1Week £2,750 August 17-Aug EMISL2

Energy Management Information Systems London 2Weeks £4,000 August 17-Aug EMISL2

Energy Reform and Management London 1Week £2,750 May 4-May ERML1

Energy Reform and Management London 2Weeks £4,000 May 4-May ERML1

Energy Reform and Management London 1Week £2,750 October 12-Oct ERML2

Energy Reform and Management London 2Weeks £4,000 October 12-Oct ERML2

Financial Appraisal Techniques for Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 
Investments London 1Week £2,750 July 6-Jul FATL1

Financial Appraisal Techniques for Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 
Investments London 2Weeks £4,000 July 6-Jul FATL1

Financial Appraisal Techniques for Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 
Investments Atlanta 1Week £2,750 November 2-Nov FATL2

Financial Appraisal Techniques for Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 
Investments Atlanta 2Weeks £4,000 November 2-Nov FATL2

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry London 1Week £2,750 October 12-Oct FOGIL1

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry London 2Weeks £4,000 October 12-Oct FOGIL1

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 1Week £2,750 December 30-Nov FOGID1

Fundamentals of the Oil and Gas Industry Dubai 2Weeks £4,000 December 30-Nov FOGID1

Industrial Energy Efficiency London 1Week £2,750 March 2-Mar IEEL1

Industrial Energy Efficiency London 2Weeks £4,000 March 2-Mar IEEL1

Industrial Energy Efficiency London 1Week £2,750 July 20-Jul IEEL2

Industrial Energy Efficiency London 2Weeks £4,000 July 20-Jul IEEL2

Introduction to Energy Management Systems (ISO50001) London 1Week £2,750 March 9-Mar IEMSL1

Introduction to Energy Management Systems (ISO50001) London 2Weeks £4,000 March 9-Mar IEMSL1

Introduction to Energy Management Systems (ISO50001) London 1Week £2,750 July 13-Jul IEMSL2

Introduction to Energy Management Systems (ISO50001) London 2Weeks £4,000 July 13-Jul IEMSL2
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Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:

179178

ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World



London | Dubai | Lagos | Atlanta

From public to private sectors, urban centres to rural villages, 
the well-being of a community depends on the choices made by 
people granted this authority. Our Good Governance courses are 
about leadership, Rule of Law, Transparency, Consensus, Equity 
and Inclusiveness, Effectiveness and Efficiency, Responsiveness, 
Profitability of the community at large, Accountability and ensuring 
that an organisation is effectively and properly run.

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
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Community Development and 
Strategy Planning

Course Overview
Critical to the success of any economic development effort 
is a thorough and comprehensive strategic planning process. 
Economic developers must build consensus among board 
members, stakeholders and the community as a whole, 
creating a unified vision for the future. While ideal, getting 
everyone to agree is not always easy. Therefore, in this training 
participants will learn various techniques to build consensus 
among stakeholders who represent different values and 
interests. This training will also look at the steps that precede a 
strategic planning process, including identifying stakeholders 
and preparing an economic analysis. To ensure successful plan 
implementation, this course will also go over methods to set 
priorities and measure plan impact.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able  
to develop:
 » Organizing the team 
 » Building consensus 
 » Preparing an economic assessment 
 » Determining goals and objectives 
 » Identifying projects 
 » Strategy formation 
 » Effective strategy implementation 
 » Setting realistic benchmarks 

Course Outline
 » Introduction to Planning
 » Organizing for Strategic Planning
 » Consensus Building/Stakeholder Ownership
 » Analysis for Strategic Planning
 » Techniques for Assessing Economic Data
 » Vision, Mission, Goals & Objectives
 » Strategic Project/Initiative Identification
 » Strategy Formulation
 » Evaluations/Monitoring/Benchmarking

Corporate Governance

Course Overview
The course will be run using a series of Presentations, Discussions, 
examining a number of Case Studies, sharing experience and 
knowledge, examining international best practice in Corporate 
Governance, and running a longer practical exercise in putting 
together a board and discussing a series of real time issues.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Make sure you are up-to-speed with best practice for boards 

and directors 
 » Keep track of future developments and understand their 

implications in your context 
 » Gain in confidence and competence in the performance of 

your governance responsibilities 
 » Obtain a valuable toolkit to apply practically in order to 

improve governance in your organisations 
 » Focus on key, developing, leading edge issues worldwide 

Course Outline
 » The Scope And Purpose Of Corporate Governance
 » Does Good Corporate Governance Add Value?
 » Landmark Recent Global Developments In  

Corporate Governance
 » Directors’ Duties
 » What Makes Boards Effective?
 » Non-Executive Directors
 » Effective Nominations/Governance And Remuneration 

Committees Of Boards
 » Effective Audit Committees Of Boards
 » Reporting On Risk Management And Internal Control
 » What To Look For From Your External Auditors

Corruption Investigation and 
Enquiries Techniques

Course Overview
On this course using practical case scenarios, you will be guided 
through the process of conducting a forensic investigation, 
from the principles surrounding the collection of evidence and 
preliminary case considerations to investigating the evidence left 
behind by malicious activity and the collection of volatile data.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding the process of conducting a  

forensic investigation
 » Identifying red flags
 » Giving expert witness
 » Understanding the principles surrounding the  

collection of evidence

Course Outline
Preservation of Evidence
 » Safely and lawfully secure evidence. 
 » Contamination. 
 » ‘Chain of Continuity’.

Note Taking
 » Basic rules

Talking to People
 » Information Gathering. 
 » Basic Interview techniques. 
 » Victims/Witnesses. 
 » Accused Persons. 
 » Conflict Management. 
 » Cross Contamination. 
 » Referral Upwards. 

Evaluation
 » Fact, falsehood, innuendo and rumour

Presenting the Facts
 » Basic Reports

Practice Role-play scenarios 

Developing File Plans and Records 
Retention Schedules

Course Overview
This course provides an understanding of basic records 
management principles and how they affect daily work. This 
course explores the techniques and protocols that govern the 
lifecycle of a record, including concepts of adequate and proper 
documentation, disposition, and where to go for help. It discusses 
how managing records and information supports the work of 
any organization and improves staff effectiveness. There are no 
formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Identify valuable records and the key requirements for 

managing them
 » Principles for developing a file plan and record retention
 » Understand records management principles
 » Understand the repercussions of poor records management
 » Know where to go for records management assistance within 

an agency. 

Course Outline
 » Developing your corporate file plan 
 » Developing records retention and disposal schedules
 » Implementation options for file plans
 » Implementing retention and disposal schedules
 » Change management
 » Performance management

booking information on page 190
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Effective Compliance and Ethics

Course Overview
This course is addressed to those who work in compliance within 
their organisations, audit managers, consultants, human resources 
managers, information officers, CEOs and CFOs, risk managers, 
researchers and policy makers

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Provide your organization with the most current views 

concerning the regulatory environment, internal controls  
and the overall conduct of business.

 » Enhance strategic thinking on how to develop compliance  
and ethics programs to address potential corporate  
regulatory problems.

 » Address compliance, internal audit, and ethics issues common 
to all organizations

 » Obtain insight on how to develop and implement compliance 
and ethics programs that reflect current trends and guidance 
from broad industry segments.

Course Outline
 » What compliance is and its importance
 » Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
 » Compliance requirements under the FCPA 1970
 » Building your base: new approaches to ethics and  

compliance training
 » Purpose of an effective compliance program
 » Ethics and compliance evolution: from check box to  

culture to strategy
 » Effective program design
 » Leading with impact: ethics and compliance  

leadership in practice
 » Meaning and implementation of Ethics within the organisation
 » Ethics, compliance, and innovation
 » Power and influence with integrity
 » Ethics and compliance: a new way forward
 » Effective program implementation
 » Measuring program performance
 » Responsive actions: incentives and disciplinary measures
 » Auditing, monitoring and reporting
 » Leveraging change, leveraging culture
 » Global ethics and compliance

Effective Management of  
Protected Disclosures

Course Overview
This course will provide information about the protection that 
can be provided to people who report improper, corrupt or 
unlawful behaviour in the public sector. The workshop covers 
definitions of what constitutes a protected disclosure, what 
types of wrongdoing are covered, and the protection from 
reprisals afforded to those making the disclosure. One of the 
main concerns for public sector agencies is how to manage 
disclosures and ensure that they are properly investigated. The 
workshop will include information on legal protection as well as 
internal reporting systems and answers the practical questions 
about to whom disclosures should be made and how they should 
be investigated. Learning is supported through case studies and 
interactive exercises.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understanding what constitutes a protected disclosure
 » How to effectively report improper, corrupt or unlawful 

behaviour in the public sector
 » How to manage disclosures and ensure that they are  

properly investigated
 » Legal protection as well as internal reporting systems
 » Effective investigation and collation of facts

Course Outline
At the end of the session participants will have a good 
understanding of the Protected Disclosures Act 1994  
and be able to:
 » Describe what a protected disclosure is
 » Identify the provisions, requirements and obligations of the 

Protected Disclosures Act 
 » Discuss the protections offered under the Protected  

Disclosures Act 
 » Identify ways to encourage and improve the management  

of protected disclosures in their agency.

Effective Policy Formulation  
and Implementation

Course Overview
The objective of this course is to provide guidelines and 
recommendations for the formulation, development and review 
of policies. An appropriate amount of planning and effort should 
go into the development and review of a policy before it is 
presented for approval. The goal is to ensure that policies are 
consistent with the vision, mission and values of your organization 
and that they are developed and maintained in a logical and 
consistent manner.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Formulate, develop and review of policies
 » Effect reviewed policies
 » Consistent maintenance of developed policies

Course Outline
 »  Essence of a new policy or policy reform
 »  Comprehensive journey of analyses and diagnoses
 »  The step of formulation to adds more details to earlier 

policy analysis
 »  Sketch programs in support of targets
 »  Statement of the resources needed for  

policy implementation
 »  The benefits of engaging civil society in policy analysis  

and formulation
 »  Negotiation between the government, the private sector 

and civil society on monetary, fiscal and public policies.
 »  Policy adoption
 »  Policy-making and policy Operationalisation
 »  Duties and contribution of Policy formulators to  

policy implementation

Good Governance in Public  
Sector Administration

Course Overview
The entirety of this course focuses on public accountability and 
policies that need be put in place to ensure this. This course 
will cover the principles and policies associated with good 
governance; the participation of stakeholders in the public 
sector; accountability and equity practices; the concepts of 
managerial transparency and organisational culture. There will 
be comparative case studies using national and international 
examples of good governance.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will understand the 
essence of:
 » Discipline
 » Transparency
 » Independence
 » Accountability
 » Responsibility
 » Fairness
 » Social responsibility

Course Outline
 » Introduction to corporate governance
 » Balance between performance and conformance
 » Performance evaluation and managing the appraisal process
 » Risk management and internal controls
 » Forward-looking - proactive governance approach
 » Stakeholder-inclusive approach
 » Importance of meaningful corporate disclosure
 » Stakeholders to determine what represents good  

governance practice
 » Constitution and operation of the Board and its committees
 » Risk management and internal controls
 » Internal audit
 » Sustainability
 » Ethics and organisational integrity
 » Disclosure practices
 » Getting it right

booking information on page 190
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Governance, Risk Management and 
Audit Committee Effectiveness

Course Overview
This course has been designed to help audit committee members 
increases awareness of Risk Management and governance 
issues to improve audit committee effectiveness. We would also 
focus on risk management best practices, and each delegate 
would be required to complete a meaningful self-assessment of 
your organization’s governance process.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will have:
 » An understanding of the regulatory and statutory background 

to the work of the audit committee and its role in delivering 
good governance

 » A practical model for assessing the effectiveness of your 
committee and identifying how to put it to better use

 » The chance to discuss your own experiences with peers and 
our experts, exchange insights and consider best practice

Course Outline
 » Governance cycles and trends
 » Sarbanes-Oxley and SEC requirements
 » Current issues and events in your industry/sector
 » Changes in audit committee roles and responsibilities
 » Enterprise risk management: emerging trends, practices,  

and benefits
 » Control models and frameworks: your organization’s  

control environment
 » The changing nature of internal auditing
 » Your organization’s risk profile and key business risk priorities
 » Audit Committee Practices and Resources
 » Financial reporting oversight practices
 » Audit committee charters and composition, working 

relationships with management and auditors, training and 
resources, and meetings

 » Opportunities to improve your committee’s effectiveness
 » Self-assessment of your committee

Privatization and Public  
Private Partnership

Course Overview
The course is based on theory and practical application through 
case studies of privatisation and other alternatives throughout 
the world, ranging from examples of obvious failure such as the 
railways in the United Kingdom to apparent successes such as 
Kenya Airways. The emphasis of the course is on critical analysis 
of the alternatives.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will:
 » Discuss the variety of experiences of privatisation in a wide 

range of sectors and countries
 » Judge the desirability of privatisation in different circumstances
 » Advise on appropriate methods of privatisation for different 

policy objectives
 » Evaluate the results of privatisation
 » Advise on contractual arrangements between governments 

and private and voluntary sector service providers
 » Explain public-private partnerships (PPPs), how they can be 

organised to produce value for money and the potential pitfalls
 » Make a judgement on the future of the relationship between 

the public and private sectors.

Course Outline
 » Why Privatise?
 » Scale and Methods of Privatisation in Africa, Latin America  

and Asia
 » Impact of Privatisation
 » Case Studies in Privatisation
 » Outsourcing, Contracting and Competition
 » Case Studies in Procurement
 » Public-Private Partnerships
 » The Future

Public Sector Efficiency  
and Reform

Course Overview
The public sector has to develop a step change in efficiency 
if huge savings are to be made whilst public services are 
protected. This course will discuss practical ways of delivering 
the required efficiencies and leave delegates with an up-to-date 
understanding of the issues and how the challenges facing the 
public sector can be addressed. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Consolidate fiscal performance and strengthen  

public service delivery
 » Enhance trade competitiveness, and improve the  

investment climate
 » Develop a well-targeted fiscal stimulus package to protect  

jobs and provide a boost to the economy

Course Outline
 » What is the public sector?
 »  The political economy context of public sector reform
 »  Pressures on governments and levels of reform
 »  Which problems are the reforms designed to solve?
 »  Delegation vs accountability.
 »  Decentralization vs coordination
 »  Devolution of financial autonomy vs budgetary controls
 »  Privatization and Public Private Partnership
 »  Decentralisation
 »  New Public Management
 »  Public Financial Management and Public Sector Reform

21st Century Records and 
Information Management

Course Overview
This course will enable each participant to gain or develop 
knowledge and skills in records and information management. It 
will provide an understanding of contemporary information and 
records management issues against the background of historical 
needs and goals of information and record users. Uniquely, it will 
pay special attention to the management of digital records and 
electronic resources (ICT). At the end of the course we hope that 
each delegate would develop skills in the core competencies 
of archives, records and information management, digitisation, 
digital curation and preservation issues, archival theory, user 
needs and description, cataloguing and navigation.

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Facilitate best practice in records and information management 
 » Develop their professionalism and expertise 
 » Equip records staff with the range of skills needed for effective 

record keeping 
 » Explain the broad national and international context for records 

and information management 
 » Raise awareness across current developments in records 

management and information policy 
 » Enable delegates to manage their own continuing professional 

development 

Course Outline
 » Introduction - basic concepts
 » Records management tools
 » Effective records storage and retrieval
 » Cataloguing guidelines
 » Are all records archives and are all archives records?
 » ICT and records management – Data Management  

and Scanning
 » Exporting and transferring electronic records
 » Technical considerations
 » Records lifecycle approach
 » Designing a file plan
 » Records Destruction
 » Legal framework/compliance
 » Information Management policies
 » Copyright and ownership
 » Records risk management
 » Preventive conservation measures
 » Effective Time Management
 » Building an Effective Team

booking information on page 190
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Regulatory Policy Development  
and Implementation

Course Overview
This course has been designed to help each delegate examine 
theories of regulatory policy development, and analyse existing 
organizational policies to determine if the necessary issues have 
been considered and incorporated. You will learn how to influence 
policy development and change, and write new policy built 
around the ethical and legal principles. The goal of the course is 
for each delegate to consider key emergency management and 
security policy issues globally, nationally, and locally, and determine 
their linkages and potential impact for emergency management 
and security responsibilities within their organizations. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Understand the process of policy development and 

implementation.
 » Know the different models of policy.
 » Implement the principles of policy management.
 » Effectively participate in policy development, maintenance  

and design.
 » Use the information to develop, implement, and evaluate 

existing policy and policy gaps, by providing input into safety 
and security policy amendments and new policy development.

Course Outline
 » The background to policy formulation and implementation
 » Policy formulation
 » Policy monitoring & evaluation
 » Education and training for policy development and 

implementation
 » International law, conventions, declarations, national action 

plans and priorities
 » Policy development. This will include using the constitution, 

other relevant legislation, organizational vision & mission as 
well as organizational culture and values as basis for policy 
design. Furthermore applying the process for obtaining a 
well-formed policy.

 » Policy implementation
 » Models of Policy
 » The articulation and role of policy
 » The basic steps in the process of public policy development
 » Critical evaluation of public policy text from various 

perspectives.
 » Designing a plan for policy management and adjustment with 

short, medium and long term focus.
 » Financial aspects of policy development and management.

For all costing and dates
for Good Goverannce
please refer to page 170.

For additional course dates 
by location please go to: 

London 194

Dubai  201

Lagos  205

Atlanta 211

Developing File Plans and Records 
Retention Schedules

Course Overview
This course provides an understanding of basic records 
management principles and how they affect daily work. This 
course explores the techniques and protocols that govern the 
lifecycle of a record, including concepts of adequate and proper 
documentation, disposition, and where to go for help. It discusses 
how managing records and information supports the work of 
any organization and improves staff effectiveness. There are no 
formal prerequisites. 

 London    Dubai    Lagos    Atlanta

Course Objective 
At the end of the course delegates will be able to:
 » Identify valuable records and the key requirements for 

managing them
 » Principles for developing a file plan and record retention
 » Understand records management principles
 » Understand the repercussions of poor records management
 » Know where to go for records management assistance within 

an agency. 

Course Outline
 » Developing your corporate file plan 
 » Developing records retention and disposal schedules
 » Implementation options for file plans
 » Implementing retention and disposal schedules
 » Change management
 » Performance management

ALL INTERNATIONAL  
COURSES COME  
WITH A COMPLEMENTARY  
TABLET
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COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

21st Century Records and Information Management London 1 Week £2,300 April 27-Apr TSTCRML1

21st Century Records and Information Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr TSTCRML1

21st Century Records and Information Management Lagos 3days N120,000 June 15-Jun TSTCRMN1

21st Century Records and Information Management London 1 Week £2,300 August 17-Aug TSTCRML2

21st Century Records and Information Management London 2 Weeks £3,600 August 17-Aug TSTCRML2

21st Century Records and Information Management Lagos 3days N120,000 October 12-Oct TSTCRMN2

Community Development and Strategy Planning Lagos 3days N150,000 March 16-Mar CDSPN1

Community Development and Strategy Planning London 1 Week £2,300 April 20-Apr CDSPL1

Community Development and Strategy Planning London 2 Week £3,600 April 20-Apr CDSPL1

Community Development and Strategy Planning Lagos 3days N150,000 June 16-Mar CDSPN2

Community Development and Strategy Planning London 1 Week £2,300 August 17-Aug CDSPL2

Community Development and Strategy Planning London 2 Week £3,600 August 17-Aug CDSPL2

Corporate Governance London 1 Week £2,300 March 23-Mar CGL1

Corporate Governance London 2 Weeks £3,600 March 23-Mar CGL1

Corporate Governance Lagos 3days N120,000 May 18-May CGN1

Corporate Governance London 1 Week £2,300 June 15-Jun CGL2

Corporate Governance London 2 Weeks £3,600 June 15-Jun CGL2

Corporate Governance Lagos 3days N120,000 September 16-Sep CGN2

Corporate Governance Dubai 1 Week £2,300 October 19-Oct CGD3

Corporate Governance Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 October 19-Oct CGD3

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques London 1 Week £2,300 April 20-Apr CIETL1

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques London 2 Weeks £3,600 April 20-Apr CIETL1

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques Atlanta 1 Week £2,300 May 18-May CIETA4

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,600 May 18-May CIETA4

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques London 1 Week £2,300 August 24-Aug CIETL2

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques London 2 Weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug CIETL2

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques Dubai 1 Week £2,300 November 16-Nov CIETD3

Corruption Investigation and Enquiries Techniques Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 November 16-Nov CIETD3

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules London 1 Week £2,300 February 23-Feb DFRRSL1

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules London 2 Weeks £3,600 February 23-Feb DFRRSL1

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules Lagos 5days N200,000 March 23-Mar DFRRSN1

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules Dubai 1 Week £2,300 May 25-May DFRRSD3

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 May 25-May DFRRSD3

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules Lagos 5days N200,000 June 22-Jun DFRRSN2

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules London 1 Week £2,300 August 24-Aug DFRRSL2

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules London 2 Weeks £3,600 August 24-Aug DFRRSL2

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules Dubai 1 Week £2,300 November 16-Nov DFRRSD4

Developing File Plans and Records Retention Schedules Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 November 16-Nov DFRRSD4

Effective Compliance and Ethics London 1 Week £2,600 August 3-Aug EC&EL1

Effective Compliance and Ethics London 2 Weeks £3,850 August 3-Aug EC&EL1

Effective Compliance and Ethics Atlanta 1 Week £2,600 October 5-Oct EC&EA1

Effective Compliance and Ethics Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,850 October 5-Oct EC&EA1

Effective Management of Protected Disclosures London 1 Week £2,300 February 16-Feb EMPDL1

Effective Management of Protected Disclosures London 2 Weeks £3,600 February 16-Feb EMPDL1

Effective Management of Protected Disclosures Atlanta 1 Week £2,300 July 20-Jul EMPDA2

Effective Management of Protected Disclosures Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,600 July 20-Jul EMPDA2

Effective Policy Formulation and Implementation Dubai 1 Week £2,600 March 16-Mar EPFID3

COURSE LOCATION DURATION AMOUNT £ AMOUNT N MONTH DATE CODE

Effective Policy Formulation and Implementation Dubai 2 Weeks £4,000 March 16-Mar EPFID3

Effective Policy Formulation and Implementation London 1 Week £2,600 June 22-Jun EPFIL1

Effective Policy Formulation and Implementation London 2 Weeks £4,000 June 22-Jun EPFIL1

Effective Policy Formulation and Implementation London 1 Week £2,600 October 19-Oct EPFIL2

Effective Policy Formulation and Implementation London 2 Weeks £4,000 October 19-Oct EPFIL2

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration London 1 Week £2,600 February 23-Feb GGPSAL1

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration London 2 Weeks £3,850 February 23-Feb GGPSAL1

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration Lagos 5days N200,000 April 27-Apr GGPSAN1

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration Atlanta 1 Week £2,600 July 20-Jul GGPSAA3

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,850 July 20-Jul GGPSAA3

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration Lagos 5days N200,000 August 24-Aug GGPSAN2

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration London 1 Week £2,600 October 19-Oct GGPSAL2

Good Governance in Public Sector Administration London 2 Weeks £3,850 October 19-Oct GGPSAL2

Governance, Risk Management and Audit Committee Effectiveness London 1 Week £2,600 June 1-Jun GRACEL1

Governance, Risk Management and Audit Committee Effectiveness London 2 Weeks £3,850 June 1-Jun GRACEL1

Governance, Risk Management and Audit Committee Effectiveness Atlanta 1 Week £2,600 August 10-Aug GRACEA1

Governance, Risk Management and Audit Committee Effectiveness Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,850 August 10-Aug GRACEA1

Privatization and Public Private Partnership London 1 Week £2,300 February 23-Feb PPPPL1

Privatization and Public Private Partnership London 2 Weeks £3,600 February 23-Feb PPPPL1

Privatization and Public Private Partnership Lagos 5days N200,000 March 23-Mar PPPPN1

Privatization and Public Private Partnership Lagos 5days N200,000 July 27-Jul PPPPN2

Privatization and Public Private Partnership Dubai 1 Week £2,300 September 21-Sep PPPPD3

Privatization and Public Private Partnership Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 September 21-Sep PPPPD3

Privatization and Public Private Partnership London 1 Week £2,300 December 23-Nov PPPPL2

Privatization and Public Private Partnership London 2 Weeks £3,600 December 23-Nov PPPPL2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Dubai 1 Week £2,300 February 16-Feb PSERD3

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Dubai 2 Weeks £3,600 February 16-Feb PSERD3

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Lagos 5days N200,000 March 16-Mar PSERN1

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Atlanta 1 Week £2,300 April 27-Apr PSERD4

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,600 April 27-Apr PSERD4

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform Lagos 5days N200,000 June 15-Jun PSERN2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 1 Week £2,300 July 27-Jul PSERL1

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 2 Weeks £3,600 July 27-Jul PSERL1

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 1 Week £2,300 November 23-Nov PSERL2

Public Sector Efficiency and Reform London 2 Weeks £3,600 November 23-Nov PSERL2

Regulatory Policy Development and Implementation London 1 Week £2,600 April 6-Apr RPDIL1

Regulatory Policy Development and Implementation London 2 Weeks £3,850 April 6-Apr RPDIL1

Regulatory Policy Development and Implementation London 1 Week £2,600 October 12-Oct RPDIL2

Regulatory Policy Development and Implementation London 2 Weeks £3,850 October 12-Oct RPDIL2

Regulatory Policy Development and Implementation Atlanta 1 Week £2,600 December 7-Dec RPDIA1

Regulatory Policy Development and Implementation Atlanta 2 Weeks £3,850 December 7-Dec RPDIA1

www.rechmc.com - Tel: 020 714 87680-8 - Fax: 020 868 64439
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Payment Advice 

Bank: HSBC

Account Name: ReCh Management Centre

Account number: 62484137

Sort Code: 40-18-41

IBAN: GB49MIDL40184162484145

All bankers draft should be drawn in Pounds Sterling  
on a UK bank and posted to:

ReCh Management Centre Ltd.
Davis House
69-77 High Street
CR0 1QQ
Croydon
UK

Payment details

ReCh Management Centre payment advise for all international courses and  for cours-
es running locally in your region, please contact the ReCh office  local to you 

On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee as well as any 
additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at its prevalent rate of 5% for 
courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the government of their country are required 
to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard 
will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. 

When making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only be 
confirmed when full payment has been received and payment details for International courses are:

ReCh MC - London
Davis House, Robert Street
69-77 High Street, CR0 1QQ, Croydon

Tel: +44-2071-487-680-8  |   Fax: +44-20-8686-4439
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Dubai
Arabian Park Bur Dubai, Jaddaf Area
Behind the Al Wasl Hospital, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +9715-2802-0248  |  Tel: +9715-61358-3261
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Lagos
Nigeria Law Publications House,
2nd Floor, Jobi Fele Way, C.B.D. Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos

Mob: 00234 7055-998-866  |   Tel: 00234-1295-1384
Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

ReCh MC - Atlanta
Andrew Young International Blvd
Atlanta, Georgia 30303, USA.

Tel: +14045184208  |  Email: enquiries@rechmc.com

Get in Touch
Our Centres around the World
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OPEN
COURSES

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE
(1 WEEK)

FEE
(2 WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

21st Century Records and 
Information Management 27th 17th £2,300 £3,600 Included

21st Energy Management 13th 12th £2,750 £4,000 Included

A Journey Through a  
Consultative Sales Model 30th 27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Achieving Business Result 
through Sales and Market 
Management

20th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Advance Excel Skil ls for 
Finance Managers 9th 13th £2,750 £3,850 Included

Advanced Business  
Communication Style 23rd 27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Advanced Communication 
Skil ls for Managers and 
Leaders

23rd 6th £7,000 Included

Advanced Organisational 
Diagnostics 18th 12th £7,000 Included

Asset Management for the 
Oil and Gas Industry 23rd 1st 27th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Auditing and Accounting in 
a Computer Environment 8th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Auditing the Procurement 
Process 9th 13th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Auditing the Treasury 
Department 9th 7th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Auditor in Charge Tools  
and Techniques 9th 10th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Balanced Scorecard as 
a Tool for Performance 
Management

2nd 1st £2,600 £3,850 Included

Best Practise in  
Compensation  
Management

22nd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Brand Innovation and 
Product Management 18th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Building a Winning Sales 
(Value) Proposition 23rd 29th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Building Financial Models 
with Excel 30th £2,600 £3,600 Included

Community Development 
and Strategy Planning 20th 17th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Conducting Internal  
Investigations 6th 14th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Consultative Objection 
Handling Skil ls for Sales 
Professionals

3rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Corporate Brand  
Interpretation for Marketers 16th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Corporate Etiquette and 
Protocol Management 2nd 1st £2,600 £3,850 Included

Corporate Finance Theory 
and Practice 11th 10th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Corporate Governance 23rd 15th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Corruption Investigation 
and Enquiries Techniques 20th 24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Cost Optimization: A Strate-
gic Emphasis 23rd 22nd £2,750 £4,200 Included

Creativity and Innovation 
at Work 25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Credit Management and 
Collection of Receivables 19th 7th £2,500 £3,750 Included

London Courses
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OPEN
COURSES

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE
(1 WEEK)

FEE
(2 WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Credit Risk Modelling For 
Financial Institutions 29th 28th £2,750 £4,200 Included

CRM: Service Delivery 
Dynamics 4th 7th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Defence Strategic  
Management 2nd 29th 20th 26th £2,500 £3,850 Included

Developing and  
Implementing a  
Marketing Plan

16th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Developing and  
Implementing Competency 
Framework

28th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Developing Executive  
Management Capacity 2nd 3rd £2,750 £4,000 Included

Developing File Plans 
and Records Retention 
Schedules

23rd 24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Digital Marketing and  
Social Media: The partway 
for 21st Century Marketing

£2,500 £3,600 Included

Effective Business 2 
Business and Business 2 
Consumer Sales

26th 25th £1,950 £3,000 Included

Effective Compliance and 
Ethics 3rd £2,600 £3,850 Included

Effective Conflict Resolution 
and Management 6th 6th £2,600 £3,500 Included

Effective Institutional  
and Organizational  
Development

12th 7th £2,600 £3,750 Included

Effective Internal Auditing 30th 24th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Effective Management of 
Curriculum Planning 23rd 29th 17th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Effective Management of 
Protected Disclosures 16th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Effective Negotiation and 
Mediation Skil ls 6th 5th £2,600 £3,750 Included

Effective Persuasion and 
Influencing Skil ls 18th 17th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Effective Policy Formulation 
and Implementation 22nd 19th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Effective Project Risk  
Management 4th £2,600 £3,000 Included

Energy Auditing 23rd 3rd £2,750 £4,000 Included

Energy Management  
Information Systems 18th 17th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Energy Reform and  
Management 4th 12th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Enhancing Corporate Social 
Responsibility Through Ef-
fective Brand Management

20th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Environmental Accounting 6th 13th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Essential Management Skil ls 
for Executive Secretary 
and PA

3rd £2,750 £3,750 Included

Excellence in Financial 
Services and Products 
Marketing  

15th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Financial Appraisal Tech-
niques for Energy Efficiency 
& Renewable Energy In-
vestments

6th £2,750 £4,000 Included
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OPEN
COURSES

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE
(1 WEEK)

FEE
(2 WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Financial Crime and Money 
Laundering 9th 13th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Financial Planning for Exec-
utive Managers 9th 11th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Forensic Auditing and 
Accounting 13th 10th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Fraud and Corruption Risk 
Management 11th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Fundamentals of Marketing 
for Practitioners 18th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Fundamentals of the Oil and 
Gas Industry 30th 24th 12th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Global Treasury  
Management 8th 24th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Good Governance in  
Public Sector Administration 23rd 19th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Governance, Risk Manage-
ment and Audit Committee 
Effectiveness

1st £2,600 £3,850 Included

Health and Safety in the 
Workplace 4th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Hedge Accounting 6th 19th £2,750 £4,200 Included

HR for Non HR Managers 25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

HRM - Career and Talent 
Management 22nd £2,300 £3,600 Included

HRM - Rewards  
Management System 10th £2,300 £3,600 Included

HRM Skil ls and Knowledge 
Management 23rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Human Capital Performance 
Improvement (HCPI) Audit 23rd 24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Human Resources 
Management - Policies & 
Implementation

27th 24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Human Resources  
Management Roles of 
Departmental Managers

27th 26th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Industrial Energy Efficiency 2nd 20th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Influencing and Selling to 
all Personality Types and 
Characters

25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Internal Capital Adequacy 
Assessment Process: Pil lar II 
of Basel Committee

11th 31st £2,750 £4,200 Included

International Procurement 
Function 28th 26th £2,300 £3,600 Included

International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards 
(IPSAS)

9th 12th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Interpreting and Using 
Financial Report for Non 
Finance Managers

6th 5th £2,600 £3,600 Included

Introduction to Energy 
Management Systems 
(ISO50001)

9th 13th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Key Account and Client 
Management 20th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Key Account Management 
and Relationship  
Development

4th £2,300 £3,600 Included

OPEN
COURSES

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE
(1 WEEK)

FEE
(2 WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Leading and Managing 
Virtual and Remote Teams 6th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not 
Play - Reality and  
Transparency in Sales

6th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Life After Retirement 1st £2,750 £3,750 Included

Managing Change People 
and Process 23rd 3rd £2,600 £3,850 Included

Managing Contract and the 
Procurement Process 27th 28th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Managing People in 
Projects 1st £2,600 £3,850 Included

Managing, Leading and 
Working with Personality 
Types and Characters

6th 7th £7,000 Included

Marketing Communications 
in the New World 21st £2,500 £3,600 Included

Marketing for Non- 
Marketing Managers 19th* 24th £2,300 £3,500 Included

Marketing Methods and 
Practices for Government 
Agencies and Departments

16th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Measuring and Managing 
Marketing Performance 16th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Mortgage Banking for 
Professionals 20th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Networking to Win New 
Business 16th 27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Operational Risk  
Management and Credit 
Risk Practice

8th 10th £2,600 £3,600 Included

Operational Risk Man-
agement for Financial 
Institutions

4th 17th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Organisational Design and 
Development 16th 21st £2,500 £3,750 Included

Organizational People 
Management 22nd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Performance Management: 
Managing the Appraisal 
Process

23rd 27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Practical Counselling 
Techniques 3rd £2,500 £3,750 Included

Private Banking Tools for 
Building Customer Loyalty 28th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Private Banking: Tools for 
Building Customer Loyalty 13th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Privatization and Public 
Private Partnership 23rd 23rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Professional Leadership 
and Higher Education 
Administration

24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Professional Report Writing 4th 7th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Project Finance  
Management 11th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Project Life Cycle  
Management, Monitoring 
and Evaluation

6th 12th £2,750 £3,750 Included

Project Management Skil ls 
for the Oil & Gas Industry 
(EPC)

6th £2,750 £4,000 Included
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COURSES

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE
(1 WEEK)

FEE
(2 WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Project Planning and 
Scheduling 12th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Project Risk Management 2nd 13th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Project Scheduling and Cost 
Control 19th 12th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Public Finance Management 13th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Public Financial Man-
agement: Reporting and 
Auditing

16th 7th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Public Healthcare 
Management 18th 17th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Public Procurement  
Management 27th 26th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Public Relations and Press 
Management 21st £2,200 £3,500 Included

Public Relations Issues and 
Crisis Management 20th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Public Sector Efficiency and 
Reform 27th 3rd 5th 23rd £2,750 £3,850 Included

Quality Management 
Systems 4th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Regulatory Policy  
Development and  
Implementation

6th 12th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Risk Management after the 
Subprime Crisis 25th 10th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Strategic Communications 
Management 2nd £2,500 £3,600 Included

Strategic Leadership Skil ls 
for the 21st Century Leader 6th 14th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Strategic Planning for  
Security and Development 15th 23rd £2,500 £3,750 Included

Strategic Procurement 
Management 27th 26th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Strategy and Finance 
Masterclass 25th 6th + 

27th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Stress-Testing For Financial 
Institutions 6th 17th £2,750 £4,200 Included

The Internal Auditor and 
Fraud 27th £2,600 £3,600 Included

The Strategic Woman 
Leader 31st £2,500 £3,750 Included

Treasury Management Tools 
and Techniques 8th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Understanding and  
Applying HR Metrics 6th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Dubai 
Open Courses
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OPEN COURSES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE 
(1WEEK)

FEE 
(2WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

International Financial  
Reporting Standards (IFRS) 19th 10th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Treasury Management Tools 
and Techniques 19th £2,600 £3,600 Included

Effective Budgeting and 
Financial Management 26th 13th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Operational Risk  
Management and Credit 
Risk Practice

9th 12th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Project Finance  
Management 9th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Effective Internal Auditing 30th 3rd £2,750 £4,200 Included

Management Accounting 
Findermentals 6th 10th £2,600 £3,600 Included

Auditing and Accounting in 
a Computer Environment 13th 12th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Modernising the Internal 
Control 11th £2,600 £3,600 Included

Risk Assessment and  
Introduction to Internal 
Control 

11th £2,600 £3,600 Included

The Internal Auditor and 
Fraud 1st £2,600 £3,600 Included

Credit Management and 
Collection of Receivables 8th £2,500 £3,750 Included

International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards 
(IPSAS)

8th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Public Financial Man-
agement: Reporting and 
Auditing

15th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Asset Liability Management: 
Tools and Techniques 10th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Investment Management 
Skil l for Insurance Fund 
Managers

27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Insurance as Risk  
Management Tool 25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Private Banking Tools for 
Building Customer Loyalty 13th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Mortgage Banking for 
Professionals 5th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Public Sector Efficiency and 
Reform 16th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Effective Policy Formulation 
and Implementation 16th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Developing File Plans 
and Records Retention 
Schedules

25th 16th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Privatization and Public 
Private Partnership 21st £2,300 £3,600 Included

Corporate Governance 19th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Corruption Investigation and 
Enquiries Techniques 16th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Effective Presentation and 
Confidence Building 26th 25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Best Practise in Succession 
Planning 23rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Building an Effective Training 
Team 23rd 8th £2,300 £3,600 Included

OPEN COURSES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE 
(1WEEK)

FEE 
(2WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Train the Trainer: Developing 
Effective Facilitation Skil ls 23rd 24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

HRM Skil ls and Knowledge 
Management 22nd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Understanding and  
Applying HR Metrics 10th £2,300 £3,600 Included

HRM - Career and Talent 
Management 28th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Organizational People 
Management 26th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Human Capital Performance 
Improvement (HCPI) Audit 23rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Account and Client  
Management 16th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Marketing Communications 
in the New World 16th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Consultative Objection 
Handling Skil ls for Sales 
Professionals

30th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Team Briefing and  
Communications Skil ls 20th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Influencing and Selling to 
all Personality Types and 
Characters

29th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Essential Marketing Skil ls for 
People in Sales 20th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Essential Sales  
Management Skil ls 20th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Brand Innovation and Prod-
uct Management 17th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Marketing Methods and 
Practices for Government 
Agencies and Departments

17th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Public Relations Issues and 
Crisis Management 17th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Corporate Brand  
Interpretation for Marketers 14th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Crucial Sales Skil ls and 
Behaviours 28th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Key Account Management 
and Relationship Devel-
opment

5th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Digital Marketing and  
Social Media: The partway 
for 21st Century Marketing

19th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Enhancing Corporate Social 
Responsibility Through Ef-
fective Brand Management

19th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Public Relations and Press 
Management 30th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Asset Management for the 
Oil and Gas Industry 2nd 30th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Fundamentals of the Oil and 
Gas Industry 7th £2,750 £4,000 Included

Advanced Coaching and 
Mentoring Techniques 12th 13th £2,600 £3,500 Included

Effective Negotiation and 
Mediation Skil ls 12th 7th £2,600 £3,750 Included

Effective Presentation and 
Confidence Building 2nd £2,600 £3,500 Included
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OPEN COURSES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE 
(1WEEK)

FEE 
(2WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Effective Institutional and 
Organizational  
Development

2nd 1st £2,600 £3,750 Included

Corporate Etiquette and 
Protocol Management 13th 26th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Managing Change People 
and Process 4th 5th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Quality Management 
Systems 6th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Gender and Socio  
Economic Equality 13th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Leading and Managing 
Virtual and Remote Teams 3rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Professional Leadership 
and Higher Education 
Administration

3rd £2,500 £3,750 Included

Life After Retirement 14th £2,750 £3,750 Included

Strategic Communications 
Management 14th £2,500 £3,600 Included

Defence Strategic  
Management 28th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Public Sector Efficiency  
and Reform 26th £2,750 £3,850 Included

The Strategic Woman 
Leader 30th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Essential Management Skil ls 
for Executive Secretary 
and PA

7th £2,750 £3,750 Included

Managing People in 
Projects 2nd £2,600 £3,850 Included

Investment Management 
Skil l for Insurance Fund 
Managers

27th £1,950 £3,000 Included

Project Scheduling and Cost 
Control 4th £2,500 £3,750 Included

Fundamentals of the Oil and 
Gas Industry 29th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Project Management Skil ls 
for the Oil & Gas Industry 
(EPC)

3rd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Project Life Cycle  
Management, Monitoring 
and Evaluation

7th £2,750 £3,750 Included

Coaching and Mentoring 
Skil ls for Managers 9th 3rd £7,000 Included

Lagos 
Open Courses



Lagos Courses

207206

OPEN COURSES DURATION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FEE (N)
TABLET
E READER 

A Journey Through a  
Consultative Sales Model 5 days 20th 24th N200,000 Not 

Included

Advanced Coaching and 
Mentoring Techniques 3 days 12th 3rd N120,000 Not 

Included

Excellent Customer Service: 
Going the Extra Mile 3 days 12th 4th 5th N120,000 Not 

Included

Quality Management 
Systems 3 days 14th 2nd N120,000 Not 

Included

Developing Executive  
Management Capacity 5 days 2nd 6th N250,000 Included

Managing Change People 
and Process 3 days 2nd 6th N120,000 Not 

Included

Practical Counselling 
Techniques 3 days 4th 8th N120,000 Not 

Included

Telephone Etiquette and 
Customer Care for  
Telephone Support Staff

3 days 4th 6th N120,000 Not 
Included

Effective Conflict Resolution 
and Management 3 days 2nd 5th N120,000 Not 

Included

Life After Retirement 5 days 2nd 7th N250,000 Included

CRM: Service Delivery 
Dynamics 3 days 16th 10th 7th N150,000 Not 

Included

Effective Time Management 5 days 6th 3rd N200,000 Not 
Included

Leading and Managing 
Virtual and Remote Teams 3 days 22nd 3rd N150,000 Not 

Included

Effective Negotiation and 
Mediation Skil ls 3 days 4th 7th N150,000 Not 

Included

Introduction to  
Management and Effective  
Leadership Skil ls

3 days N150,000 Not 
Included

Introduction to  
Management and Effective 
Leadership Skil ls

3 days 5th 7th N150,000 Not 
Included

Professional Report Writing 3 days 5th 2nd N120,000 Not 
Included

Public Sector Efficiency and 
Reform 5 days 1st 7th N200,000 Not 

Included

Strategic Communications 
Management 3 days 6th 4th N120,000 Not 

Included

Effective Negotiation and 
Mediation Skil ls 3 days 4th 7th N150,000 Not 

Included

Project Finance  
Management 5 days 19th 13th N200,000 Not 

Included

Asset Liability Management: 
Tools and Techniques 3 days 21st 13th N150,000 Not 

Included

Advance Excel Skil ls for 
Finance Managers 3 days 4th 5th N150,000 Not 

Included

Auditing and Accounting in 
a Computer Environment 3 days 9th 10th N150,000 Not 

Included

Finance for Non-Finance 
Managers 3 days 9th 10th N120,000 Not 

Included

Risk Assessment and  
Introduction to Internal 
Control 

5 days 9th 12th N200,000 Not 
Included

Effective Internal Auditing 3 days 25th 27th 15th N150,000 Not 
Included

Corporate Finance Theory 
and Practice 3 days 9th 8th N150,000 Not 

Included

Forensic Auditing and 
Accounting 5 days 9th 13th N200,000 Not 

Included

OPEN COURSES DURATION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FEE (N)
TABLET
E READER 

International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards 
(IPSAS)

5 days 9th 7th N200,000 Not 
Included

Fraud and Corruption Risk 
Management 5 days 11th 19th N200,000 Not 

Included

Cost Optimization: A  
Strategic Emphasis 5 days 16th 10th N200,000 Not 

Included

Management Accounting 
Fundamentals 3 days 25th 26th N120,000 Not 

Included

Building Financial Models 
with Excel 3 days 8th 12th N150,000 Not 

Included

Interpreting and Using 
Financial Report for Non 
Finance Managers

3 days 8th 4th N150,000 Not 
Included

Auditing the Treasury 
Department 3days 13th 9th N150,000 Not 

Included

Credit Management and 
Collection of Receivables 3days 13th 7th N150,000 Not 

Included

Operational Risk  
Management and Credit 
Risk Practice

5days 11th 9th N200,000 Not 
Included

Effective Budgeting and 
Financial Management 5days 12th 11th N250,000 Included

Hedge Accounting 5days 18th 7th N250,000 Included

Strategy and Finance 
Masterclass 5days 18th 29th 7th N250,000 Included

Treasury Management Tools 
and Techniques 3days 18th 4th N150,000 Not 

Included

Public Financial  
Management: Reporting 
and Auditing

5days June 1st 24th N180,000 Not 
Included

International Financial  
Reporting Standards (IFRS) 5days 1st 7th N200,000 Not 

Included

Private Banking: Tools for 
Building Customer Loyalty 3days 10th 9th N150,000 Not 

Included

Auditing the Procurement 
Process 3days June 15th 21st N180,000 Not 

Included

Business Financial  
Forecasting and Modelling 5days 13th 12th N200,000 Not 

Included

Financial Crime and Money 
Laundering 5days 10th 7th N200,000 Not 

Included

Auditor in Charge Tools and 
Techniques 3days 19th 4th N150,000 Not 

Included

Modernising the Internal 
Control 3days 19th 2nd N150,000 Not 

Included

The Internal Auditor and 
Fraud 3days 9th 2nd N120,000 Not 

Included

Credit Risk Modelling For 
Financial Institutions 5days 23rd N180,000 Not 

Included

21st Century Records and 
Information Management 3days 12th N120,000 Not 

Included

Community Development 
and Strategy Planning 3days 16th N150,000 Not 

Included

Corporate Governance 3days 18th 16th N120,000 Not 
Included

Developing File Plans 
and Records Retention 
Schedules

5days 23rd 22nd N200,000 Not 
Included

Good Governance in Public 
Sector Administration 5days 27th 24th N200,000 Not 

Included



Lagos Courses

209208

OPEN COURSES DURATION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FEE (N)
TABLET
E READER 

Privatization and Public 
Private Partnership 5days 23rd 27th N200,000 Not 

Included

Public Sector Efficiency and 
Reform 5days 16th 17th N200,000 Not 

Included

Advanced Business  
Communication Style 3days 23rd 27th 23rd N120,000 Not 

Included

Best Practise in  
Compensation  
Management

3days 25th 26th N120,000 Not 
Included

Best Practise in Succession 
Planning 3days 26th 22nd N120,000 Not 

Included

Building an Effective Training 
Team 3days 10th 23rd N120,000 Not 

Included

Creativity and Innovation 
at Work 3days 23rd 24th N120,000 Not 

Included

Health and Safety in the 
Workplace 5days 11th 21st N200,000 Not 

Included

Effective Presentation and 
Confidence Building 3days 26th 25th N120,000 Not 

Included

Effective Presentation and 
Confidence Building 3days N120,000 Not 

Included

HRM - Career and Talent 
Management 3days 26th 27th N120,000 Not 

Included

HR for Non HR Managers 2days 23rd 22nd N100,000 Not 
Included

HR and Payroll  
Administration 3days 27th 28th N120,000 Not 

Included

HRM - Rewards  
Management System 3days 28th 12th N120,000 Not 

Included

Human Resources  
Management Roles of 
Departmental Managers

3days 26th 24th N120,000 Not 
Included

Organizational People 
Management 3days 23rd N120,000 Not 

Included

Human Capital Performance 
Improvement (HCPI) Audit 3days 27th 28th N120,000 Not 

Included

Human Resources 
Management - Policies & 
Implementation

5days 25th 26th N150,000 Not 
Included

HRM Skil ls and Knowledge 
Management 3days 22nd 16th N200,000 Not 

Included

Recruitment and Selection 3days 28th 29th N120,000 Not 
Included

Performance Management: 
Managing the Appraisal 
Process

5days 23rd 25th N200,000 Not 
Included

Train the Trainer: Developing 
Effective Facilitation Skil ls 3days 25th N120,000 Not 

Included

Understanding and  
Applying HR Metrics 5days 8th N200,000 Not 

Included

Account and Client  
Management 3days 20th 21st N120,000 Not 

Included

Achieving Business Result 
through Sales and Market 
Management

3days 19th 18th N120,000 Not 
Included

A Journey Through a  
Consultative Sales Model 5days 20th 24th N200,000 Not 

Included

Consultative Objection 
Handling Skil ls for Sales 
Professionals

3days 25th 2nd N150,000 Not 
Included

OPEN COURSES DURATION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FEE (N)
TABLET
E READER 

Crucial Sales Skil ls and 
Behaviours 3days 15th 15th N120,000 Not 

Included

Corporate Brand  
Interpretation for Marketers 3days 15th 13th N150,000 Not 

Included

An Introduction to Sales and 
Selling 3days 18th 21st N120,000 Not 

Included

Building a Winning Sales 
(Value) Proposition 3days 4th 26th N120,000 Not 

Included

Project Life Cycle  
Management, Monitoring 
and Evaluation

5days 2nd 31st N250,000 Included

Project Management Skil ls 
for Everyday Strategic 
Projects

3days 4th 8th N150,000 Not 
Included

Project Planning and 
Scheduling 5 days 9th 6th N250,000 Included

Project Risk Management 3days 8th 5th N150,000 Not 
Included

Project Scheduling and Cost 
Control 3days 3rd 7th N150,000 Not 

Included

Managing People in 
Projects 3days 8th 7th N150,000 Not 

Included

Investment Management 
Skil l for Insurance Fund 
Managers

3days 27th 28th N150,000 Not 
Included

Public Procurement  
Management 1week 26th N200,000 Not 

Included

Effective Business 2 
Business and Business 2 
Consumer Sales

3days 28th N150,000 Not 
Included

Essential Sales  
Management Skil ls 3days 9th 4th 2nd N120,000 Not 

Included

Essential Marketing Skil ls for 
People in Sales 3days 17th 20th N120,000 Not 

Included

Consultative Objection 
Handling Skil ls for Sales 
Professionals

3days 25th 2nd N150,000 Not 
Included

Effective Persuasion and 
Influencing Skil ls 3days 18th 23rd N120,000 Not 

Included

Crucial Sales Skil ls and 
Behaviours 3days 15th 15th N120,000 Not 

Included

Corporate Brand  
Interpretation for Marketers 3days 15th 13th N150,000 Not 

Included

Influencing and Selling to 
all Personality Types and 
Characters

3days 4th 24th N150,000 Not 
Included

Tele-Sales Skil ls &  
Tele-Marketing Skil ls 3days 9th 1st N150,000 Not 

Included

Public Relations and Press 
Management 5days 16th 20th 14th N200,000 Not 

Included

Excellence in Financial 
Services and Products 
Marketing  

3days 17th 17th N150,000 Not 
Included

Networking to Win New 
Business 3days 2nd 4th N150,000 Not 

Included

Public Relations Issues and 
Crisis Management 5days N200,000 Not 

Included

Marketing for  
Non-Marketing Managers 3days 16th 22nd N120,000 Not 

Included

Measuring and Managing 
Marketing Performance 5days 16th N200,000 Not 

Included



Atlanta 
Open Courses

OPEN COURSES DURATION JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FEE (N)
TABLET
E READER 

Networking to Win New 
Business 3days 4th N150,000 Not 

Included

Marketing Communications 
in the New World 3days 19th 20th N120,000 Not 

Included

Team Briefing and  
Communications Skil ls 3days 20th 21st N120,000 Not 

Included

Finance for Marketing 
Managers 3days 17th N120,000 Not 

Included
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213212

OPEN COURSES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE (1 
WEEK) 

FEE (2 
WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Auditor in Charge Tools 
and Techniques 19th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Auditing the Treasury 
Department 8th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Strategy and Finance 
Masterclass 3rd £2,750 £4,200 Included

Public Finance  
Management 10th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Financial Planning for 
Executive Managers 7th 7th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Auditing the Procurement 
Process 12th £2,600 £3,850 Included

International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards 
(IPSAS)

7th £2,600 £4,000 Included

Implementing ‘Bancas-
surance’ for Competitive 
Advantage

23rd £2,500 £3,750 Included

Mortgage Banking for 
Professionals 30th £2,750 £4,200 Included

Public Sector Efficiency  
and Reform 27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Corruption Investigation 
and Enquiries Techniques 18th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Effective Management of 
Protected Disclosures 20th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Good Governance in  
Public Sector Administration 20th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Governance, Risk  
Management and Audit 
Committee Effectiveness

10th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Effective Compliance and 
Ethics 5th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Regulatory Policy  
Development and  
Implementation

7th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Developing and  
Implementing Competency 
Framework

27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Human Capital Perfor-
mance Improvement (HCPI) 
Audit

25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

HRM - Rewards  
Management System 22nd £2,300 £3,600 Included

Best Practise in  
Compensation  
Management

26th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Human Resources 
Management - Policies & 
Implementation

7th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Lets Get Real or Let’s Not 
Play - Reality and  
Transparency in Sales

27th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Key Account and Client 
Management 20th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Measuring and Managing 
Marketing Performance 20th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Fundamentals of Marketing 
for Practitioners 17th £2,200 £3,500 Included

Developing and  
Implementing a Marketing 
Plan

21st £2,200 £3,500 Included

OPEN COURSES JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
FEE (1 
WEEK) 

FEE (2 
WEEKS)

TABLET
E READER 

Financial Appraisal  
Techniques for Energy 
Efficiency & Renewable 
Energy Investments

2nd £2,750 £4,000 Included

Developing Executive 
Management Capacity 4th 2nd £2,750 £4,000 Included

Balanced Scorecard as 
a Tool for Performance 
Management

31st £2,600 £3,850 Included

Strategic Leadership 
Skil ls for the 21st Century 
Leader

2nd £2,500 £3,600 Included

Managing Contract and 
the Procurement Process 25th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Project Planning and 
Scheduling 1st £2,500 £3,750 Included

Strategic Procurement 
Management 24th £2,300 £3,600 Included

Managing People in 
Projects 5th £2,600 £3,850 Included

Effective Project Risk  
Management 5th £2,600 £3,000 Included

Others

OPEN COURSES CITY FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT FEE (1 WEEK) NOTE
FEE (1 
WEEK) 

Strategic Thinking: New Models for 
Managers and Leaders Milan 23rd 6th £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Impressive Presentation and Public 
Speaking Skil ls

New 
York  3rd £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Resilience Management -  
Practical Application for Managers 
and Leaders

New 
York 9th 3rd £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Conducting Effective 1:1 Performance 
Review meetings Madrid 6th 7th £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Key Management and Leadership 
models brought to life for practicing 
Managers, Directors and Leaders

Barce-
lona 18th 12th £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Essential Business Planning and 
Strategy Paris 25th 31st £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Advanced Communication Skil ls for 
Managers and Leaders London 23rd 6th £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Advanced Organisational Diagnostics London 18th 12th £7,000 Accomodation 
Included Included

Coaching and Mentoring Skil ls for 
Managers Dubai 9th 3rd £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included

Managing, Leading and Working with 
Personality Types and Characters London 6th 7th £7,000 Accomodation 

Included Included
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Booking Form
Completed booking forms should be sent by email to enquiries@rechmc.com.  
For any enquiries, please contact us by telephone +44 (0)20 7148 7680 or  
by email at enquiries@rechmc.com

Course Information

Course Name

Start Date           End Date

Additional Options

Fees

Delegate Information
Mr        Mrs         Miss       Other  

Surnmae

Forenames

DOB (DD/MMM)

Nationality

Organisation

Job Title

Department

Address

Town

Postcode

Country

Pre-Course information
Kindly list any specific requirements you 
might have for the subject concerned

Funding arrangement
Have you had secured funding for your training 

        Yes    No 

If you have ticked yes please give full contact/invoi-cing details of funding 
agency responsible for your 

Funding Organisation

Contact Name

Telephone

Signature
By signing above I agree to accept ReCh Managemenet Ltd 
booking terms and conditions.

Date: 

Contact Details

Telephone

Mobile

Email

Fax

Approving Manager 

Approving Manager Telephone

Terms and Conditions

Payment
On registering for any ReCh Management Centre course, a proforma Invoice will be issued stating the course fee 
as well as any additional charges where applicable. The course fee is exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at 
its prevalent rate of 5% for courses run in Nigeria and 20% for courses run in the UK. Delegates who work for the 
government of their country are required to provide proof of employment by their government ‘in furtherance of its 
sovereign activities’. A letter or statement in this regard will be required to be exempted from Nigerian VAT. When 
making payment by BACS please quote the invoice number, delegates name and the course title. Booking will only 
be confirmed when full payment has been received.

Welfare
Some delegates may require a visa to come into the UK, America, Dubai and Nigeria, kindly visit the respective high 
commission office (or website) in your country for more information. After obtaining the appropriate visa and remitting 
the course fee, you can contact any of our welfare teams to benefit from ReCh Management Centre corporate rate 
at any of the choice and affordable hotels listed in our information pack. 
If you require pickup from the airport, kindly forward your flight details to enquiries@rechmc.com specifically requesting 
the service. We will arrange airport pickup only where confirmation has been issued to you stating that the service 
will be provided. If you request the pick-up service and do not receive a confirmation email 24 hours before your 
trip, please contact us between 9am and 5pm on +442071487680 or +234 7055998866 or the undersign 
on the confirmation letter sent to you.

Booking Terms
 At ReCh Management Centre, we endeavour to run all courses as scheduled in our training calendar. However, 
ReCh Management Centre reserves the right to cancel, postpone and make alterations to a course where we 
consider this to be appropriate. In the event that such cancellation, postponement or alteration affects a delegate, 
another relevant course will be offered or a full refund made.
In the event that a delegate is unable to attend a course they are booked on, the same course or a related course 
will be offered within the same price range. If the delegate is unable to attend the course in the same year but defers 
to the following year, the course fee for the New Year will apply and any difference will be invoiced to the delegate.
All cancellation made within the first 10days of registration and payment will receive 100% refund, 3-6weeks will 
receive 80% refund, 6weeks will receive 50% refund.

Attendance
Course registration always takes place the first 30minutes of the first day of training and training will commence 
immediately after, on the same day. Late arrival of delegates could have an adverse effect on the total delivery of 
the course and this may also be inconveniencing to other delegates registered. We are required by reason of our 
accreditation with the BAC to escalate all absences to the BIA (where applicable). In the event of a complaint, details 
and procedure for this are contained in the delegate welcome pack.




